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GENERAL INFORMATION 

THE PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK. This instruction book is furnishedso 
that the operator may learn of the characteristics of the plant. A thor
ough study of the book will help the Qperator to keep the plant in good 
operating condition so that it will give efficient service. An under
standing of the, plant will also assist the operator in determing the 
cause of trouble if it occurs. 

KEEP THIS BOOK HANDY; Such simple mistakes as the use of im
proPer oil, improper fuel, or the neglect of routine servicing may re
sult in failure of the plant at a time when it is urgently needed. It is 
suggested that this book be kept near the plant so that it may be, refer
red to when necessary. 

SERVICE. If trouble occurs and the operator is unable to determine the 
cause after a thorough study of this book, or if he is unable to deter
mine what repair parts are required, needed information will be fur
nishedupon request. WHEN ASKING FOR INFORMATION, BE SURE TO 
TO STATE THE MODEL, SPEC., AND SERIAL NUMBERS OF THE 
pLANT. THIS INFORMATION IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY AND 
MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE NAMEPLATE ON THE PLANT. 

MANUFACTURER:S WARRANTY 

The manufacturer warrants each new engine or electric plant 
to be free from defects in material and workmanship. Under 
normal use and service our obligation under this warranty is 
limited to the furnishing of any part without charge which, 
within ninety (90) days after delivery to the original user, shall 
be returned to us or our authorized service station with trans
portation charges prepaid and which our examination shall 
disclose to have been defective. 

Our liability in case of defective workmanship, material or 
anyeosts incurred in remedying any claimed defective con
dition in any unit or such unit having been repaired, altered 
or which installation and service recommendations have not 
been complied with, is limited strictly to the proper adjust
ment authorized by the factory. 

This warranty does not include or cover standard accessories 
used, such as carburetors, magnetos. fuel pumps, etc., made 
by other manufacturers. Such accessories have separate war
ranties made by the respective manufacturers. Repair or 
exchange of such accessories will be made by us on the basis 
of such warranties. 

This warranty is in lieu of aU other warranties expressed or 
implied. , 
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!-'''';The engine of your generating plant makes as many revolutions in one hour, as the 
average automobile engine does when the car travels a distance of 41 miles. 

100 running hours time on a generating plant engine is equivalent in total RPM's 
to approximately 4100 running miles on an automobile. 

However, do not conclude that the wear on the generating plant engine and the ~ear 
on the automobile engine would be the same. The generating plant engine is built' 
much more ruggedly, (having larger main bearings, bigger oil capacity and has a 
heavier crankshaft proportionately per horsepower) than most automobile engines. 
Given the proper care and periodic 'servicing the generating plant engine will 
continue to give many more hours of efficient service thari an automobile engine 
will after having been run, the equivalent number of running miles. 

Compare the running time of your generating plant engine with the number of miles 
traveled by an automobile. The oil in an auto is checked everyone or two hundred 
miles (3 t05 hrs. running time) and changed every 1000 to 1500 miles (28 to 42hrs.J 
whereas in a generating plant or stationary power engine, t\1e oil should be checked 
every 6 to 8 rtinning hours (250 to 350 miles) and changed every 50 to 100 operating 
hours (2000 to 4000 miles) depending on operating conditions. 

About every 5.000 to 10,000 miles (120 to 250 hours), services have to be performed 
on an auto, such as checking ignition points, replacing spark plugs, condensers, etc. 
Similarly on your generating plant engine, these same services have to be performed 
periodically except the change period is reckoned in hours. 10, 000 miles on an auto 
is equivalent to about 250 running hours on your plant engine. 

To arrive at an approximate figure of comparative generating plant running hours as 
against automobile engine running miles, multiply the total number oLrunning hours 
by 41 to find the equivalent of running miles on an automobile. 

Your generating plant engine can "take it" and will give many hours of efficient 
performance provided it is serviced regularly. 

Below is a chart showing the comparison between a generating engine running 
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PLANT RUNNING HOURS 

COMPARED TO AUTOMOBILE RUNNING MILES 


hours and an automobile running miles. 

GENERATING PLANT AUTOMOBILE 
RUNNING HOURS RUNNING MILES 

41 Miles 
[ 1 fuDAILY', ' 4 Hrs. 164 " 

AVERAGE 6" 246 " 
8 .. 328 rt 

l" 
287" 

WEEKLY 28" 1,148 " 
AVERAGE , 42 " 1,722 " 

56 " 2,296" 

GENERATING PLANT AUTOMOBILE 
RUNNING HOURS RUNNING MILES 

1,230 Miles~OH"MONTHLY 120," ,4,920 " 

AVERAGE 180" 7 ,.380:" 


240 " 9,840 " 


14,965 " ~ ,.,"YEARLY 1,460" 59,860 ft 


AVERAGE 2, 190 :' 89,790 " 

" 2,920" 119,720 " 


NOTE: Electric generating plants do not operate economically when used to 
power electric refrigerators and will add from 4 to 8 operating hours per 
day in addition to the regular lighting load.. 
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DESCRIPTION 

ORIENT ATION 

INTRODUCTION.. - This instruction manual is supplied to assist in the 
proper installation, operation, and servicing of the 

AJ series electric generating plants. Unless otherwise stated, these 
instructions apply to all standard plants 	of the AJ series. 

Electrical output characteristics of the plant appear on the nameplate, 
along with the serial numbers and model designation. When .written to-: 
gether, the plant model and specification number are separated by a 
diagonal (/). The plant specification number consists of a Spec. Number 
which indicates optional equipment as desired by the purchaser, and of 
a Spec Letter which is advanced to coincide with a production modifi
cation by the manufacturer. Reference to the nameplate information is 
necessary for the operator to select the instructions in this manual which 
apply to the particular model in question. 

Some details of these instructions may not apply to special models hav
ing modifications specified by the purchaser. Due to the wide variety 
of uses for which these plants are suitable, these instructions must be 
of a general nature. The use of auxiliary or special equipment, special 
installation requirements, or unusual operating conditions may require 
the operator of this generating plant to modify these instructions. How
ever, by using the instructions' and, recommendations given in this man
ualas a general guide, it will be possible to make a good installation, 
and to properiy operate and maintain the plant. ' 

Instructions for 6()"Cycle,1800 rpm plants apply also for 50 Cycle, 
1500 rpm plants and instructions for 60 Cycle, 3600 rpm plants apply 
also for 50 Cycle, 3000 rpm plants except for current frequency and 
operating speed. Be sure appliances are adaptable to the current 
frequency of the plant. 

The' engine end is designated as the "Front End" of the plant and the 
carburet()r side is designated as the "Left Side" of the plant. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Each AJ generating plant is a complete, electric power plant, consisting 
of an internal combustion engine, and a self excited electric generator, 
directly connected to the engine. Controls and accessories suitable for 
a normal installation and according to the particular model are supplied. 

Each generating plant is given an actual 	running test at the factory and 
is carefully checked under various electrical load conditions before 
shipment, to assure that it is free of any defect and that it meets all 
performance requirements. Inspect the plant carefully for any damage 
which may have occurred in shipment. Any part so damaged must be 
repaired or replaced before putting the plant into operation. 
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ALTERNATING CURRENT PLANTS. - The alternating current (a. c.) 
plant generates current similar 

to that supplied by most commercial power lines. This type plant must 
be operated whenever electric power is desired. . 

The manual and portable types of plants are designed for applications 
where portability is important. A pull rope serves for hand cranking, 
and the plant can not be connected to batteries for electric cranking. 
A mounted fuel tank is provided. A convenient grounding type output 
receptacle provides for quick connection to the electrical load. 

The remote control type of plant is designed for applications where the 
installation will be more or less permanent. NEVER OPERATE THE 
PLANT DESIGNED TO USE STARTING BATTERIES UNLESS THE BAT
TERY IS PROPERLY CONNECTED TO THE PLANT. When properly 
connected to a 12-volt battery (or two 6-volt batteries in series), the 
plant may be cranked electrically at the plant, from one or more remote 
control switch locations, or through automatic controls. In the event of 
failure of the starting battery current, the plant may be started manual
iy. The remote control type plant has a: built-in charging circuit for 
keeping the startrng battery in a well charged condition, A separate 5 
gallon (U, S. Measure) fuel tank requires less frequent refilling. Output 
leads extending from the plant control box must be connected to the elect
rical load wires. 

BATTERY CHARGING PLANTS. - The battery charging type plant sup'" 
plies direct current (d. c. ) and is de

signed for the specific purpose of charging batteries. NEVER OPERATE 
THIS TYPE OF PLANT UNLESS THE BATTERY IS PROPERLY CON
NECTED TO THE PLANT. Electricity may be used while the plant is 
running, or while the plant is not running if the battery charge condition 
is satisfactory. Charge rate is manually controlled by adjustment of the 
engine governor whIch controls the speed of the engine. Battery charg
ing generators and controls are designed for either GROUNDED or UN
GROUt/TIED systems, at the option of the user. 

ALL PLANTS. - The net weight of the plant is approximately 160 
pounds or less, and requires a shipping container 

of approximately 10 cubic feet. The portable type plant weighs about 
139 pounds. 

Standard models use gasoline fuel. Certain special models are equipped 
for burning gas fuel. 
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DESCRIPTION 
i.... 

ENGINE DETAILS 

The engine is a vertical single cylinder, four stroke cycle, air cooled, L 
,''i 	 head, internal combustion type. The cylinder bore is 2-3/4 inches, the 

stroke 2-1/2 inches, piston displacement 14.9 cubic inches, compres
sion ratio 6.25 to 1, the rated horsepower at 1800 rpm is 2.75, at 2400 
rpm is 3.6 and at 3600 rpm is 5.5. The cast iron cylinder and crank
case is a single casting and described as a cylinder block. 

The engine speed is controlled by a flyball type governor built into the 
camshaft gear. The governor is adjusted at the factory for an engine 
speed of 1800 rpm for 60 cycle,4 pole generator; 3600 rpm for 60 cy
cle, 2 pole a. c. plants. For d. c. plants, the preferred speed is ap
proximately 2400 rpm and is quickly adjustable for controlling the 
charge rate; Ignition current is supplied by a high tenSion, flywheel 
type magneto. The ignition system is shieldedfor suppression of radio 
interference noise. The engine is cooled by air forced around the 
cylinder walls and head.· Plants which are "pressure cooled" have 
blower fins on the flywheel which draw air in through the opening at 
the front of the blower housing. Special models may be "vacuum cooled 
or suction cooled" and have blower fins which expel heated air out 
through the duct at the front of the blower housing, as desirable for 
small enclosure installations. 

The engine has an aluminum alloy 3 ring piston, aluminum alloy connec
ting rod, and full floating type piston pin~ The counterbalanced crank
shaft turns in two unusually large sleeve type main bearings. The 1-1/2 or 
2 Qt. (U. S. Measure) oil base and cylinder head are removable for ser
vicingthe engine. Positive splash type lubrication is employed. on most 
models,except on certain speed models a gear type pump provides pres
sure . lubrication to main and connecting rod bearings • 

.The horizontal draft carburetor on the 3600 rpm plants has a larger ven
turi than on other models. 

The exhaust valve is stellite faced, seats on a stellite replaceable seat, 
and a positive rotator for the exhaust valve provides long trouble free 
performance. Tappets are adjustable self-locking. 

., 	 GENERATOR DETAILS 

All generators of this series generating plants are revolving armature, 
self excited type. All have four poles except 3600 rpm a. c. plants have 
two poles. The machined steel ring frame mounts the pole shoes and 
field coils. The armature is directly connected to the engine crankshaft 
through a taper fit and held in place by a stud which passes through the 
hollow center of the shaft. 
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4 DESCRIPTION 
ct.. 
'" -;AC GENERATORS. - The alternating current generator field is shunt 

wound. Remote control models have an additional 

series winding which permits use of the generator as a motor for crank- . 

ing the plant. The armature contains both a. c. and d. c. windings. The 

direct current is used for energizing the field, and for the remote can;" 

trol ty-pe of plant is also used to charge the. starting battery. 


DC BATTERY CHARGING GENERATORS. - The battery charging type 

generator field is shunt 


. wound and has an additional series winding which permits use of the gen

erator as a motor for cranking the plant. 


CONTROLS 

AC MANUAL AND PORTABLE TYPE PLANTS. - These plants are 
started by manually cranking with a pull rope. The 


carburetor is manually choked. Electrical load is connected to the plant 

by plugging into receptacles mounted on the plant. The plant is stopped 

by pushing a stop button on the plant blower housing. ,This type plant 

can not be connected to batteries for electric starting. 


AC .REMOTE CONTROL PLANT. - The remote control type plant is de
signed for electrical starting, either 


at the plant or by means of remote control stop-start switches. Auto

matic or line failure transfer equipment may be connected to the plant. 

The carburetor is automatically choked for starting. The control box is 

mounted over the generator and contains a reverse current relay, a 

start solenOid, a stop-start toggle switch; a hi-low charge rate switch, 

a charge rate ammeter, and a charge resistor. Terminals for battery 

connections are provided.' Output leads extend from the control box, for 

connecting to the load wires. 


BATTERY CH:ARGING PLANT. - The battery charging plant.is equipped 
for electrical starting at the plant. The 


control box is mounted over the generator and contains a start switch, a 

reverse current relay, start solenoid, a charge rate ammeter, start 

switch, stop switch, and battery terminals. The battery charge rate is 

adjustable by changing the governed speed. The carburetor on electric 

start models is manually choked while on models modified for remote 

starting the' carburetor is electrically choked. 


STANDAlU).ACCESSORIES 

. ..... '" " (S:ubie:clJ()'·~hange.) .'. . 


MANUAL A.l-."D PORTABLE 'TYPE PLANTS. - Supphed WIth startmgrope, 

. 	 ..,! ,~ ", muffler and instruction 

..;;'.,. ...~,. . .., 
manual. Portable plants on1,y s~pphedwith carryingframe. 


AC REMOTE CONTROLPLA~T .. - The'a. c. remote conirol plant is 
ji.' 

. '. supplied with the same accessoriE)s 
as the manuaUype plant, .and in addition is supplied with a separate 
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DESCRIPTION 

5 gallon fuel tank with connecting fuel line, a flexible exhaust tube, and 
battery cables.' 

DC BATTERY CHARGING PLANT. - The battery charging plant is sup
plied with the same accessories 

as the manual plant with the addition of a separate 5 gallon fuel tank, 
connecting fuel line, and flexible exhaust tube. 

OPT.IONAL ACCESSORIES 

PULL-ROPE RECOIL STARTER KIT. - For added convenience and 
easier ):land-starting, a Pull

Rope Recoil Starter Kit is available which can be easily aligned concen
tric with the crankshaft and mounted on the engine blower housing. The 
starter adds approximately 2-3/4 inches to the overall length ot'the 
plant. This equipment does not apply to vacuum-type-cooledplants. 

CARRYING FRAME KIT. - The plant, can be mounted in a lightweight 
tubular-steel carrying frame which provides 

easier handling when moving the plant between successIve locations. 
The frame is intended for use with the manual starting plant hil-ving a . 
mounted fuel tank and no starting battery. (Does not fit portable type plants.) 

TWO-WHEEL DOLLY. ~ A 2-Wheel Dolly, onto which the plant may 
be permanently mounted, provides easy one

man transportation of,the plant. The dolly does not carry the starting 
battery nor the separate fuel tank used with various plants. CAUTION: 
Damage to the control will result from plant operation without batteries 
connected on remote or electric starting plants. 

SIDE-MOUNTED FUEL TANK. - This 1.4 gallon fuel tank mounts on 
the side of the engine and is optional 

with the separate 5 gallon fuel tank furnished with certain models. This 
mounted tank adds approximately 5..:1/4 inches to the plant overall width. 

GAS CARBUlitETOR. - A carburetor for gas only Can be installed at the 
factory in place of the regular gasoline carbure

tor. Plant rated output capacity Isreduced with gas fuel. 

,~ 
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8 INST A L LA TION 

FIG. 3 - MOUNTING CUSHIONS 

POSITJONMOUNTlliG BOLTS IN 
CLEATS PLACEl> ACROSS FORM 

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS 

DIMENSION 	 2 QUART BASE 
A ••..••.•••.•.••••...•••.•..'..••...•• 9-1/4 inches 
B ...........•........... . ...•..•..•.. 8-1/4 inches 
C . . . . • . . .. . . • . . • . . ... . ..•...•..... 2 inches 
D ................... . 
 4 inches 
E •.••.••.•••••..•• " ... . 12 inches 

, NOTE:- The above dimensions-doiiotappiy to portable type plants 
'which are mounted in their special carrying frame. , 

FIG. 4- MOUNTING BASE 

SERVICE DIAGNOSIS 

"'I 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

VOLTAGE DROPS UNDER HEAVY LOAD (CONT.) 
-I 

Poor compression. 	 Tighten cylinder head an 
plug. If still not correC1 
grind the valves. Repla 
rings, if necessary. 

Faulty carburetion. 	 Check the fuel system. 
adjust or replace parts I 
ary. 

Dirty air cleaner. Clean. 


Choke partially closed. See that it opens wide. 


Carbon in cylinders. Remove carbon. 


Restricted exhaust line. Clean or increase the si 


ENGINE MISFIRES AT LIGHT LOAD 

Spark plug gap too narrow. Adjust to correct gap.' 

Intake air leak. Tighten or replace gaskl 

Faulty ignition. Clean, adjust or replacE 
points, plug, condenser: 
or retime ignition. 

Low compression. 	 Tighten cylinder head aI 
plug. If still not correc 
grind valves. Replace I 
rings, if necessary. 

ENGINE MISFIRES AT HEAVY LOAD 

Spark plug gap too wide. Adjust gap. 

Faulty ignition. Clean, adjust or replac4 
points, plug, condenl:)er 
or retime magneto. 

Clogged carburetor. Clean jet. 
-I 

Clogged fuel screen. 	 Clean. 
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. POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 


OLTAGE UNSTEADY BUT ENGINE NOT MISFIRING (CONTo) 


onnections. Tighten connections. 


ting load. Correct any abnormal load con
dition causing trouble. 

ENGINE BACKFIRES AT CARBURETOR 

el mixture. Clean or adjust carburetor. 

fuel screen. Clean screen. 

el. Refill with good, fresh fuel. 

00 late. Adjust breaker points or :retime 
magneto. 

alve leaking. Grind or replace. 

NOISY BRUSHES 

ica between bars of commu- Undercut mica. 

EXCESSIVE ARCING OF BRUSHES 

•ommutator. Turn down • 

mmutator. Clean. 

not seating properly. Sand to a good seat. 

.rcuit in armature. Replace. 

'ig out of position. Line up properly. 

GENERATOR OVERHEATING 

'ig out of position. Adl~~_t~_. __.... 

Lded. Reduce load, 

VOLTAGEDRO:pS lJNPEH HEAY¥J"QAP 

.:.:.S>~~ :c:r:~l11ed.iesf()r:§!lJgl!l~D"lis;:- •... 
fires under ii·eavy load.· . . ... 

INSTALLATION 

CAUTION 

EXHA UST GASES FROM INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
ARE DEADLY POISONOUS. EXCESSIVE INHALATION WILL 
CAUSE SERIOUS ILLNESS OR DEATH. NEYER OPERATE· 
THE PLANT INSIDE A BUILDING OR OTHER CONFINED 
SPACE WITHOUT PIPING ALL EXHAUST GASES OUTSIDE 
THE ENCLOSURE. 

The preferable ambient air temperature for best engine performance 

is well above freezing,and the preferable .ambient air temperature 

for most efficient generator operation is well under 1000 F. and should 

not exceed 1100 F. if conditions permit controlling the temperature. 


MANUAL TYPE PLANT. - The manual type of plant is particularly ad
aptable to a wide variety of portableap

plications. The plant may be mounted on a carrying frame, dolly, trai 
ler, or suitable platiprm ifdesired. Install the muffler directly to the 
engine exhaust outlet. Be sure to provide for adequate circulation of 
air for proper cooling. Serious damage from overheating can result if 
cooling air is obstructed. The plant may be operated out of doors, but 
reasonable care should be taken to protect the plant as much as practi 
cable from exposure to the elements. Be sure the plant sets level when 
in operation. 

MOUNTING, PERMANENT 'JNSTALLATION. - Refer to the. illustratioI\ 
. .. .. . . Typical Installation. 

Select a site for the plant which will be clean; dry, well ventilated, and 
which preferably can be heated in extremely cold weather. A damp or 
dusty :location will neces$itate more frequent servicing. Install bat
teries as close as practicable to the plant. Mount the plant on a sub
stantial, level, concrete or timber base, preferably at least 12 inches 
high. Locate the base so as to provide at least 24 inches space on all 
sides for convenience in servicing. Use the rubber mounting cushions 
to minimize vibration•. See the mounting detail as illustrated. 

Provide separate air inlet and outlet openings large enough to provide 
.. for pro'per circulation of cooling air. The openings may be adjustable 

if desired, so as to partially control the temperature of the enclosure. 

In ordinary temperatures the inlet and outlet air openings should be at 

least 3 square feet in area. The outlet should be nearer the ceiling. 


EXHAUST.- Pipe the exhaust gases outside the enclosure, using 3/4 

inch pipe or larger. Avoid sharp bends if possible by 


··us·ing·bent·pipe·or··swe-eping--elbow··wh-ere-rte·ce·ssary;--eunm:ct-th-e-fl-ex:;·······
ible exhaust tube to the plant exhaust outlet, a sufficient length of pipe 
to conduct the gases outside the enclosure, and the mUffler to the pipe 

.outstgetl1e eI].~JQsul'~•.._Il1s1JlatE2....()r lLhleldthe .exha..ll..s.Lplp.eifiLcome.s_ 
close to or passes thr-ough-a-:-flamfl1aole wa-llor"otner rtlateI'lal-.-Inhe~· 
exhaust line must be inclined upward from the plant, construct a Con

..densatfonfrap-:-ofpip:eIittinxs~a:nd-iTIstiiFit'affireC p·o'i1it wtieretli1fi{p:-:~· 
ward pitch begins. Drain the trap periodically. 
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IF EXHAUST LI N~ MUST 
BE PITCHED UPWAI2D 

.~ CONSTRUCT A TRAP 
~ OF PIPE FITTINGS 

AT POINTOF RISE

-----~I;;.. 
-~ LZ SPACf. 
--:- AROUND 

..... LfNE-

EXHAUST LINE PASSINC CONDENSATION 
THROUCH WALL TRAP 

In. OR PARTITION 

FIG. 5 - EXHAUST INSTALLATION 

If exhaust noise from the standard muffler will be objectionable, an un
derground muffler may be constructed as illustrated. Do not use an un
derground muffler if there is any danger of its filling with water at- any 
time. Use a heavy metal drum welding suitable pipe fittings in place._ 
Do not use a drum which contained any inflammable liquid without first 
making sure that all explosive vapors have been driven out. Remove 
the bottom of the drum or drill holes in the bottom to allow condensation 
from exhaust gases to drain away. The muffler exhaust pipe should ex
tend at least 24 inches above ground, with a gooseneck fitting on the .end 
to prevent entry of rain or snow. 

SEPARATE FUEL TANK. - The separate fuel tank has a capacity of 5 

gallons (U. S. Measure). 


If the plant has no fuel pump, install the tank on a substantial support 
sothat the bottom of the tank will be one inch above the carburetor fuel 
inlet. 

On gravity feed instl111ations, fuel leakage when idle, or flooding con
dition during operation, will result if the fuel tank is elevated too high. 
If the plant is in a vehicle and subject to transportation jars, it is advis
able to close the shut-off valve when not in operation. 

If the plant has a fuel pump,install the fuel tank so that the bottom of 
the tank will be less than 4 feet below the fuel pump, The top of the 
tank must not be above the fuel pump. 

Be sure to open the air vent at the top of the tank. The shut-off valve 
should be turned all the way outward untn it backseats. 

Note that one end of the flexible fuel line has a swivel connector fitting, 
the other end solid to the line. Install the non-swivel end of the line to 
the fuel filter inlet at the plant, then the swivel end of the line to the 
tank shut off valve connection. Take care to start threads straight. The 
threads on the two ends of the line are different and may be damaged if 
the ends are reversed. Connections must be made tight. 

SERVICE DIAGNOSIS 


PINGING SOUND WHEN ENGINE IS SUDDENLY OR HEAVILY LOl 
(CONT. ) 

-I . Wrong spark plug. Install correct spark plug, 

Spark.plug burned or carboned. Install new plug. 

Valves hot. Adjust tappet clearance. 

Fuel.Sltale or low octane. Use good fresh fuel. 

Lean fuel mixture. Clean and adjust carburet( 

Engine hot. Check air circulation. 

TAPPING SOUND 

Tappet clearance too great. - -Adjust or replace tappets. 

Broken valve spring. Install new spring. 

HOLLOW CLICKING SOUND WITH COOL ENGINE UNDER LOAI 

- Loose piston. 	 If noise only slight and dis 
when engine warms up, no 
mediate attention needed. 
wise replace worn parts. 

VOLTAGE LOW AT FAR END OF LINE BUT NORMAL NEAR PC 
PLANT 

Too small line wire for load and Install larger or extra wir 
distance. reduce load. 

ELECTRIC MOTOR RUNS TOO SLOWLY' AND OVERHEATS AT: 
END OF LINE BUT OK IF USED NEAR POWER UNIT 

Too small line wire for load and Install larger or extra wir 
distance. reduce load. 

VOLTAGE UNSTEADY BUT ENGINE NOT MISFIRING 

Speed too low. 	 Adjust governor to correc' 

Poor commutation or brush contact. 	 See that brushes seat well 
commutator, are free in t 
holders, are not worn too 
and have good spring tensl 
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SERVICE DIAGNOSIS 	 INSTALLATION 

4- UPPER MOUNTING CUSHION 
POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 'I 

CARRYING FRAME I-NUT 5-LOWER MOUNTING CUSHION 
2-LOCK WASHERnS-SPACER(OPTIONAL ACCESSORY) .:!-FLAT WASHERO 7-CARRIAGC: BO~T 0"-,

K, SMOKY EXHAUST, EXCESSIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION, FOUL ~2----"" I " 
'F SPARK PLUG WITH BLACK SOOT, POSSIBLE LACK OF POW i 

.; 
Assein?le. as illust~ated. ,;,___ ; _~ I ,;' 

ERUNDER HEAVY LOAD (CONT.) Use eXIstmg mountmg "'~ENER"'TOR~!'$/~O';'OL~"E l!G! II) 
cushion, bushings and ~(0:-=5~('iJ J /1 

.air cleaner. Clean. 	 washers. Install ground • , ~~ ,
THESE :L- " 

strap from carrying frame H35,-ES / ~ e---li ! 
:sive crankcase pressure, Clean breather valve. to blower housing. ~SEllY) @;--3~ A 
Ig excessive fuel pump ~r--~-~

i1 J.?U.21ure. 
FIG. 6 -CARRYING FRAME 

LIGHT POUNDING KNOCK DOLLY ASSEMBLY (OPTIONAL ACCl!:SSORY). - The illustration shows 
the position of hard

connecting rod bearing. 	 Adjust or replace. ware use'd to assemble the dolly and mount the plant. The dolly tires and 
feet cushions serve to absorb vibration so that mounting cushions at the

,il supply, 	 Add oil. oil base are not required. 

dly diluted. Change oil. Mount the plant on the dolly with the generator 
end toward the handles..Grease wheel bearings. 

ENGINE STOPS UNEXPECTEDLY 
(1) On each end of the axle install a cotter '~in, t1!P 

ankempt y. Refill. a washer, a wheel, a washer and a cotter pm. '( 
GIl 

""" 
Spread the P, ins well. (2) Select the innermost, . . t.:::;u ~e;? 

tive ignition. Check the ignition' system. Re center, or outermost pair Cif holes in the axle /L::-r 
pair or replace parts necessary. plate which fit the model in question, / If! -_;·..'.r 

and attach the handles, leaving the / J' 
JLL METALLIC THUD. IF NOT BAD, MAY DISApPEAR AFTER front holes in the axle plate open to II ~ // 
1:,W IvTINUTES OPERATION. IF BAD, INCREASES WITH LOAD. mount the plant base. ff 1Ir:.Gc;:rJ~ff~l1,J.fOIii'" 

/f
crankshaft bearing. 	 Replace unless one of the next I' 


two remedies permanently cor ,J'l 
 =", 

~,';',rects the trouble. 
i \~~ \.
I O:x -..;:.,. ..--~\~.,~~ 

FIG. 7 - DOLLY'RP METALLIC THUD, ESPECIALLY WHEN COLD ENGINE 5*- CiJSi<;C.' "\~:.:J 
FmST STARTED 

il supply, 	 Add oil. 

dly diluted. Change oil. (3) With the plant on the dolly, 
install 2 bolts with W~l?l1~_t:§,1hr_Q!Jgh 

NG SOUND WHEN ENGINE IS SUDDENLY OR HEAVILY LOADED the front oil base holes, next the 
dolly handles, then the axle plates. 

n in cylinder. Remove carbon. (4) Install 2 bolts with washers 
through the rear(generator end) oil base holes -andthenthr.ough __ ." 

too early. Adjust breaker points or retime ;f the dolly handles. (5) Install handle grips and foot cushions. Foot 
magneto. cushicms-ma-y-'-be-sta'kea:ci0:cpr:event-:-aeeidentaLloosening. UsealoGk=---

washer under each nut and tighten all nuts. 

http:1Ir:.Gc;:rJ~ff~l1,J.fO
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PIPE 
PLUG 

.0.232 

SERVICE DIAGNOSISINSTALLATION 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDYOIL DRAIN EXTENSION. - An oil drain extension pipe and coupling will 
~: 

provide for cleanliness and convenience in 
draining oil from the oil base. Before filling the oil base with oil as di:" 
rected in the following section, remove the drain plug from the oil base 
and install a 3/8" pipe nipple and coupling in its place. Install the drain., 
plug in the coupling. When draining the oil, remove only the plug. 

PIPE NIPPLE ~--, J
OIL~~i 

FIG. 8 

BATTERY, AC REMOTE CONTROL PLANT. - A 12 volt battery is 
required. If two 6 

volt batteries are used, the batteries must be connected in series by 
connecting a short cable between the positive post of one battery and 
the negative post of the other battery. 

Connect one of the long battery cables between the positive (+) battery 
post and the BATTERY POSITIVE terminal on the control box. Connect 
the other battery cable between the negative (-) b~ttery post and the 
BATTERY NEGA TIVE terminal on the control box. 

Be sure battery connections are tight. Coat the battery clamps and 
posts lightly with grease or vaseline to minimize corrosion. Batteries 
snipped "dry" must be prepared for use as directed on the tag attached 
to each battery. Batteries shipped ready for use were fully charged 
when shipped. Such batteries slowly lose their charge when standing 
idle and it may be necessary to give them a "freshening" charge before 
putting them in use. Use a hydrometer to determine the charge condi
tion. 

. WIRING, - If necessary to install wiring, follow specifications of local 
and national electrical codes. If in doubt, consult a licen

sed electrician. Use sufficiently large, inSUlated wire between the 
plant and the load. Install a fused main switch in the load line near the 
plant. REFER TO THE APPLICABLE PLANT WIRING DIAGRAM. 

Where connections are made by joining two wires, always be sure to 

tape the connections thoroughly .. Apply two layers of half-lapped elec

trician's tape and two layers of half-lapped friction tape, extending 

both well beyond the ends of the connection. 


- OIL DRAIN. EXTENSION 


Poor commutation. 

Open circuit, short circuit, 
or ground in generator. 

Residual magnetism lost. 

Poor compression, usually due to 
worn piston, rings, or cylinder. 

Oil leaks from oil base or connec
tions. This does not cause smoky 
exhaust. 

Oil too light or diluted. 

Worn engine. 

Worn intake valve guide or valve 
stem. 

Engine misfiring. 

Faulty ignition. 

Too much oil. 

Fuel mixture too rich. 

Choke not open. 

Adjust carburetor or ch 
stall needed carburetor 

See that choke opens prl 

ENGINE RUNS BUT VOLTAGE DOES NOT BUILD· 

See that brushes seat VI 

commutator, 3.re free i 
holders, are not worn t 
and have good spring te 

See GENERA TOR, . Rep 
necessary. 

Consult your dealer. 

EXCESSIVE OIL CONSUMPTION, LIGHT BLUE SMOKY EX~ 

Refinish cylinder. Rep 
ton and rings. 

Replace gaskets. Tight 
and connections. Chec1 

valve. 

Drain, refill with carre 

Repair as necessary. 

Replace. 

Refer to smyptoms of e 
firing. 

Cle~n, adjust, or repia 
er points, plug, conden, 
or retime magneto. 

Drain excess oil. 

BLACK, SMOKY EXHAUST, EXCESSIV·E FUEL CONSUMPTIOJ 
ING OF SPARK PLUG WITH BLACK SOOT, POSSIBLE LACK ( 

UNDER HEAVY LOAD 
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., 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 


GENERA TOR WILL NOT CRANK ENGINE 

(ELECTRIC CRANKING MODELS ONLY) 


y discharged. Recharge. 

connections. Tighten connections. 

ive starting circuit. Repair or replace as necessary. 

lve switch. Replace. 

ENGINE CRANKs TOO STIFFLY 

avy oil in crankcase. 'Drain, refillwlth lighter oil. 

stuck. Disassemble and repair. 

ENGINE WILL NOT START WHEN CRANKED 

'ignition. 

If fuel or faulty carburetion. 

fuel screen. 

er flooded. 

uet 

ompression. 

, timing. 

Clean, adjust, or Teplace break
er paints, plug, condenser, etc., 
or retimemagneto. 

Refill the tank. Check the fuel 
system. Clean, adjust, or rep 
place parts' necessary. 

Clean. 

Crank few times withspar'l$:plug 
removed. 

Drain, refill with good fuel. 

Tighten cylinder head ,and spark 
plug. 11' .still not corrected, grind 
the valves, Replace piston rings, 
if necessary. 

Reset, breaker pomtBor, reUme 
magneto. '/ 

INSTALLATION 

WIRING TABLE - 115 V. 

Unity Power Factor. 2% Voltage Drop (2. 3 Volts) 

WIRE SIZE NO. 

WATTS AMPS 

100 .87 
200 1.74 
300 2.61 
400 3.48 
500 4.35 
750 6.52 

1000 8.69 
1500 13.04 
2000 17.38 
2500 ,21.73 

H 12 10 8 6 4 2 

* Distances expressed in feet per wire size. 

510 810 1280 2040 3250 5300 8200 
255 405 640 1020 1625 2650 4100 
170 270 430 680 1080 1770 2730 
125 200 320 510 810 1325 2050 
100 160 255 410 650 1060 1640 
65 100 170 275 430 710 1090 
50 ' 80 125 205 325 530 820 
35 55 85 140 215 350 550 
25 40 65 100 160 265 410 
20 35 50 80 130 210 350 

* 	 Above figures represent a point to point distance for a 2, wire run. If 
a 4% voltage drop is permissible, double the distance listed. If only 
1% voltage drop is allowable, divide the distances llsted by 2. 

Single Phase 115 Volt A. C. - Use 115 Volt table above. 

Single Phase 230 Volt A. C. - Double the distances listed in the 115 
V91t table llbove. Use An)ps Column. 

WIRING TABLE 


Table o(WireSizes for 32 V()lt - 2%(.64) Voltage Drop 


WlRE SIZE NO. 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 

WATTS 

50 
1.00 
150 
200 
250 

300 

400 

500 

600 

800 


1000 
1200 
1400 
1500 
2500 
,3500 

AMPS 

1. 56 
3.13 
4.69 
6.25 
7,.81 

,9.38 
12.50 
15.63 
18.75 
25.00 

31. 25 
3'1.50 
43.85 
46.88 
'18.13 

10,9.39 

*Distances expressed in feet per wire size. 

120 
60 
40 
30 
25 

200 
100 
70 
50 
40 

320 
160 
1.l0 
80 
65 

490 
245 
165 
125 
100 

800 
400 
260 
200 
160 

1200 
600 
400 
300 
240 

20 
15 
12 
10 

35 
25 
20 
15 
12 

55 
40 
30 
25 
20 

80 
60 
50 
40 
30 

130 
100 
80 
65 
50 

200 
150 
120 
100 

75 

10 15 
12 
10 

25 
20 
15 
10 

40 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 

60 
50 
45 
40 
25 
15 

40 
25 

'" 	 AlJQvefigufesrepreseritapoml tei p()frifdlsfancefora2wire run. 

-If'-4%-voltagecdrop'is-p-ermissihle;'douOle the-disfahceslistea~ 


Jf only ,1% voltage drop is 11l1owable, divide the distances listed by 2. 


~ ~ 



14 INSTALLATION 

·1 

,:;r 	 .~ 

TAPE ALL WIRE 
SPLICES CAREFUU 

AS DESCRIBED IN TEXT. 	

<.
",Y\~../' \:., 
' " 

/ 

1
'A81 

FIG. 9 - TAPING WIRE CONNECTIONS 

The wire size will depend largely on the distance and permissible volt 
age drop between the plant and the load and the amount and kind of load. 
Consult a competent electrician. Check national and local codes before 
installing. Install a circuit breaker or a fused main switch in the load 
circuit near the plant. 

GROm'DING, ALL PLANTS. - If grounding is called for in local codes, 
or if radio interference necessitates 

provide a separate ground. Radio interference may result if the plant 
is grounded to a water pipe or to.a ground used by a radio. Drive a 1/2ft 

diameter pipe or rod into the ground as near to the plant as possible. 
Make certain that the pipe or rod penetrates moist earth. Fasten an 
approved ground clamp to the pipe and run a number 14 or larger wire 
from the clamp to either the BATTERY NEGATIVE terminal post or to 
the white (ground) load lirie wire of the a. c. plant. 

Battery charging plants havean ungrounded electrical system as desired 
for marine applications. If grounding is desired, a ground wire may 
be connected to either the positive or the negative battery terminal. 

REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH, AC PLANTS. - One or more remote con
trol switches may be con

nected to provide remote control of starting and stopping remote plants. 

The wire length from the plant to the switch determines the wire size 
necessary. For distances up to 250 feet use #18 wire. Use #16 wire 
up to 400feet, or use #14 wire up to 630 feet. 

The four place terminal block, located in the control box, is marked 
"REMOTE CONTROL", B+, 1,2, and 3 appears in the illustration. .Ter
minal number 1 is used as a common ground, terminal number 2 con ""i 

nects to the stopping circuit of the plant and terminal number 3 connects 
to the starting circuit of the plant. The terminal marked B+', is to be 
used only with an automatic control installation. -i 

RECOIL STARTER KIT #192K270 


4. 	 Lubricate the shaft with a film of light grea"'Se. Lubricate U 
wind spring with a few drops-of SAE 20 or SAE 30 oil. Undl 
tremely dusty operating conditions, if performance indicate 
dirty condition, then use only powdered lubricating graphite 
spring or do not lubricate it at all. A void lubrication of th 
washers. 

5. 	 Perform procedure given for starter assembly. 

STARTER ASSEMBLY. 

1. 	 First complete installation of re-wind spring and cord. 

2. 	 Place rotor #17 (complete with handle and cord wound in prl 
direction) into cover #20 and hook the inside loop of spring j 

rotor with the aid of a screw driver or other slender tool. I 
the unhooking of the rewind spring from the rotor by keepin! 
slight tension on the spring until later when the middle flang 
installed. 

3. 	 Install the following parts and assembly: 
Washers #9 and 10; Friction shoe assembly (See Figure 3gb 
pOsitions) (Including parts #11, 12, 13 and 14); Washers #1 
9; Spring #8; Large Washer #7; and Truarc retainer ring #6 

4. 	 Wind the cord in the proper direction onto the rotor, then a 
additional turns of the rotor and cord for pre-tension. A fa 
spring condition may require more additional turns to attair 
pre-tension of there:..wind spring. 

5. 	 With tension held on the cord, place middle flange #5 agaim, 
#20, then install mounting ring #3 in position for desired ,di] 
of pull and continue as instructed under stArter installation. 

TROUBLE SHOOTING. -If friction shoe fails to fUnction and eng 
the cup, check for failure of brake spril 

check for lubrication getting onto brake washers #10, and check 
proper position of friction shoe sharp edge and friction shoe leVI 

Periodically observe if starter assembly has shifted away fronl 
tering with crankshaft.. 

A broken re-wind spring should be replaced with a new one. 

The life of a fatigued re-wind spring can be ehiended by adding t 
of the rotor to increase pre-tension and then reinstalling the mi( 
flange. Or, try forming new loops and coiling spring inside-out. 
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temove the following parts and assembly: 

Jarge washer #7; Brake Spring #8; Washers #9 and 10; Friction 

hoe Assembly - (Including parts #11, 12, 13, and 14); Washers #10 

nd 9. 


'0 prevent spring rotation of rotor (rope sheave) #17, cord can be 

eld as shown in Figure 39'd. while removing four screws. Continue 

) hold rotor and cover as shown and remove mounting ring #3 and 

liddle flange #5. Now the tension of the re-wind spring can be 

elieved by slowly releasing hold, and allowing spring to unwind. 


'revent re-wind spring #18 from escaping from cover (and causing 

ersonalinjury) by carefully lifting rotor #17 only 1/4 inch away 

~om the cover and deta~h inside spring loop from rotor as shown 

1 Figure 3ge. (NOTE: If spring should escape, it can be replaced 

1 cover easily by coiling in turns. ) 


lean the starter parts. Gummy grease and dirt may cause slug

ish performance. 


REPLACEMENT. 


irst p~rform procedure given fO.r starter .disassembly. 

iesingleJmot in end of new cord. See Figure 39f. 

hread cord through rotor hole and out through rotor cord groove, 
llling knot into cavity, then wind rope on rotor.. Replace handle 
'inga double knot.~~ 

erform procedure given for starter assembly. 

[ND SPRING REPLACEMENT. 

irstperf()rm p~ocedure given for starter disassembly. 

artingwith the inside loop, remove .re-wind spring #18 carefully 
om cover #20 by pulling out one loop at a time; holding back 
1st of turns. NOTE; that starting from the outermost coil of the 
,ring, the spring must be wound in crankshaft rotation direction. 

,ring holders furnished with replacement-springs simplify the 
semblY.px.ocedure.Place spring inproperposltion as shown in 
gure39g,withthe outside loop engaged around the pin. Then 
ess springmto cover cavity thus releasing the spring holder. 

.) 

INSTALLATION 

Connections for two styles ofmomentary contact toggle switches for use. 
as Remote Start-Stop Stations are illustrated. Connect all number "2" 
or "OFF" switch terminals to the number "2" terminal on the plant ter
minal block. Likewise, connect together all number "311 or "ON" ter
minals and also, all number "I" or ffSINGLE" (not marked) terminals. 
If the switch is to be mounted vertically, start position should be upward 
to conform with operation at the plant when a toggle switch is used. 

~l 
~l 

LJ LJ(
TWO . STYlES OF MOMENTARVCONTACT SWiTCH/ 

FIG. 10 -REMOTE START-STOP STATIONS 

Join leads 
togethc::v
with Sherman 
connectors 
and cape 
connedions 

enerafor Leads 
Connect grounded 
(White) 5 {de of load 

ci rcuitta gen
emtor lead 

mClrked M2 

unground ./ 
edside· (BlaCK) of load clr
CtJlttogenera tOr-reaa:{Mf) 

FIG. 11 ... LOAD WIRE CONNECTION;' AC REMOTE PLANT 


« 
\ 
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FIG.39G 

PIN 

18 
'. 

AIlZ 

BATTERY",,,,

""''''1 
@,I--GROUND TERMINALIi ON PLANT CONTROL 
~ - BOX. 

FIG. 12 -BATTERY CONNECTION - AC REMOTE PLANT 


32 VOLT 
3A7TEKY SEl 

ALL WIRES TO BE SUrrlCIENTLY 
I..AReE TO MEET ELECTRICt4t.. 
CODE SPECIF/Ct4110NS 

FIG. 13 - CONTROL BOX CONNECTIONS -' 
32- VOLT BATTERY CHARGING PLANT 

FIG.39A 

FIG.39B 

5 

13 

1\ 11f 9 
ill' I1!i;;Q II 

7 8 p~ 
\ ~,~~~. 

\I, \j I \ 12 
.910 

\ 

17 

W 22

J 
' 21-~ 

16 

FIG. 39 - ROPE-RECOIL STARTER 




17 RECOIL STARTER KIT # 192K270 INSTALLATION 
) 

TER INSTALLATION. - Follow each step in proper sequence. Re- CONNECTING THE LOAD WIRES, AC REMOTE PLANT. - Refer to the 
fer to the illustrations for part reference numbers, illustration 

emove the flywheel screw. Leave the existing rope sheave in :. 
lace. The washers and screw are also reused. The sheave pro
ides easier emergency cranking than the starter cup, 

ecure cup #2 by placing lock washer #26 ~nd flat washer #24 between 
up and cap screw #23. See Figure 39b. . 

ssemble the mounting ring #3 (sometimes called bracket) to the 
tarter (if not already so attached) using the four screws #4, and 
electing the correct one of four possible positions to give the 
esired direction of rope pull. 

lace three "U" shaped speed nuts #22 on the engine housing, with 

e longer end of the "U" nut toward the inside, 


ailure to center "the starter properly will damage the starter!! 
'correct alignment may be caused by distortion of, or shifting of" 
e blower housing on the engine. 

lace the starter against the engine blower housing and check to 
ee that the centering pin #19 engages the center hole of the cup-
d-flywheel-mounting capscrew while the starter mounting holes 
ign. (NOTE: If the centering pin does not extend a sufficiEmt 
ngth to engage the center hole of the capscrew; a pair of pliers 
n be used to pull the pin out farther.) Use the three sheet metal 
rews #21 to mount the starter securely to the blower housing. 

erate the starter to see that the installation is satisfactory. 

ter the starter is mounted on the engine, there should be clear

ce of approximately l/S inch between cup #2 and rotol: face #17. 

minimum clearance of 3/32 inch between capscrew #23 and 

arter shaft must also be maintained. . . 

ring operation the starter friction shoe plates will roughen the 
Ip. This condition is normal. 

en operating the starter, slowly pull out at least six inches of 
rd, then give a fast steady pull. . By this method, cord breakage 
less apt to occur due to a false start and engine backfiring. 
ER DISASSEMBLY; - CAUTION: Improper disassembly may 


allow rewind spring to release 

and cause personal injury. 


)SS of spring #S can be aVOided by holding washer #7 in position 
th hand while removing.truarc retainer ring #6 with a screw 
iver. See Figure 39c. 

for Control Box Connections. Connect the load wires to the plant by con 
necting the ground (white) load wire to the lead marked M2 (or the white 
wire if not marked) which extends from the control box. Connect the 
black (hot) load wire to the control box lead marked Ml, (or black wire 
if not marked). Be sure that connections are tight, are separately taped 
with electrical rubber tape, and then secured with friction tape. Leave 
the load line switch open until the plant has been started and checked. N( 
damage to the generator or controls will result from running the plant 
with no load connected provided the starting battery is connected. 

CONTROL BOX CONNECTIONS, 32 -VOLT BATTERY CHARGING 
PLANT. - Install a fused, double pole, single throw switch between 

the battery and the battery terminals on the control box of 
the plant. Connect the negative battery post to the terminal post marked 
BATTERY NEGATIVE on the control box, through one side of the switch 
Connect the positive battery post to the terminal post marked BATTERY 
POSITIVE in the same manner. Install 50 amperes fuses in the switch 
between the battery and the phi.nt. The electrical load line should be 
connected to the battery side of the plant disconnect (fused) switch, not 
to the plant side of the switch. Install a separate load line fused switch. 
Always open the switch between the battery and the plant when servicing 
the plant, but BE SURE THE SWITCH IS CLOSED WHENEVER THE 
PLANl' IS STARTED AND OPERATED. Serious damage to the battery 
charging generator or controls may result from operating the plant when 
not connected to the battery. 

LOAD CONNECTION, MANUAL PLANTS. - Manual type plants are eq
uipped with output recep

tacles, No preliminary connections are necessary. Connection is 
completed by a grounding type three prong load wire plug. (Earlier 
models used a two prong type, locking plug.) 

ROPE RECOIL STARTER ACCESSORY KIT. -'Refer to the separate 
section in this publication 

for installation, operation and maintenance of the starter. 

;" 
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CANVAS 
SECTION TO 

A8S0R8 VIBRATION 

DI MENS'O~S OF 
HEATED Al R OUTLET 

./ t11£7A L DUCT TO 
/"_ OUTSIDE 
-.~. 
.~-~ 

JSUGGESTED METHODf C OF CONDUCTING
;g HEATED AIR OUT OF 

ENCLOSURE 

INSTALLATION MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

}-' 

o 
PLANT HEATED 
AIR OUTLET 

FIG. 14 - VACUUM COOLING, 
VACUUM COOLING (OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT). - Cooling air is drawn 

past the engine 
and out through the front of the blower housing on plants which are 
vacuum cooled (also referred to as ·suction cooled). This type of cool
ing is desirable where the plant must be installed in a small enclosure. 
Provide adequate size openings for the entrance of fresh air. Install 
ductwork to exhaust heated air outside of the enclosure, using flexible 
material next to the engine air ducting scroll. Pressure cooled plants 
can be converted to vacuum cooling by installing the necessary parts. 

, 1.-:.____ 
--.. 

flEA TEO .411< 

~ --~ 

----""" 
~ ~

"r2Tt 
: 

1
ih,,,,,,'" 

'-----I1 

The frame will mount only in the correct side upward. If the bru 
has been removed it must be installed in its originalposition. Av 
c identally damaging brushes during assembly. Check for good br 
contact and for good spring tension. 

FIELD WINDINGS. - A ground or open circuit in the field coils m 
determined by the use of a continuity type te 

lamp. Disconnect (and tag) allfield leads. Refer to the proper 
diagram. Test the field winding for an open circuit by placing on 
prod on each of the two terminal ends of the winding. If the test I 
does not light, the field winding is open. If the open circuit can b 
cated in one of the external leads, the break can be easily repair 
in,ternal break usually requires replacement of the coil set. A gr 
condition can be determined by plaCing one test prod on a termina 
the winding and the other test prod on a bare metal part of the ge 
frame. If the test lamp lights, a ground is indicated. Find the p 
where the ground occurs and repair as necessary. 

An internal short circuit is best located by the use of a sensitive 
meter. By comparing the resistance of each individual coil windi 
short circuited coil is indicated by a lower reSistance reading. R 
the entire coil set assembly if a short circuit is indicated. 

ARMATURE. - The armature may be tested for a ground by plac' 
test prod of a continuity type test lamp on the cen 

shaft and the other test prod first onthe commutator, then on one 
collector rings. If the test lamp lights, the armature is grounded 
a test prod on each of the two collector rings. If the test lamp dOl 
light, the a. c. winding is open circuited. The use of an armature 
ler is required to test the d. c. winding for an open circuit, and to 
for a short circuit. Follow the directions of the growler manufacl 

CONTROLS 

CONTROL BOX EQUIPMENT. - Always disconnect the battery fn 
plant whenever servicing any con 

box equipment. Keep all connections tight and clean, and inspect 
occaSionally for worn insulation. It any of the control box equipm 
does not function properly, replace the defective part with a corrE 
ing new unit. It is seldom practicable to repair relays, switches, 

~! 

"'-: 



19 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PREPARATION 

(',
CAUTION 

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO START OR OPERATE THE PLANT 
UNTIL IT HAS BEEN PROPERLY PREPARED FOR OPER
ATION WITH OIL AND FUEL AS ,DffiECTED IN THIS SEC

~ TION. BE SURE BATTERIES (WHERE USED) ARE CONo...:r NECTED • ..... a:I 
IX: =a LUBRICATION. -The oil capacity is 2 quarts (U.S. Measure)excepton 
t:l::f:.l portable type plants which have a 3 pint capacity.0000 oCPoo Use a good quality detergent oil of the proper SAE number as 
IX: < indicated in the following table. Temperatures indicated are for cona:I 

ditions where the plant will be stopped long enough to cool to the sur

Cl~ rounding temperature. Be sure the plant is setting level when filling
...:r with oil. Fill to the top of the threads in th~ oil fill hole. 
~ 

TEMPERATURE SAE NUMBER 
1Z:i-, ,

=a...:r Above 900F. (320 C.) 50 

<6 30°F. to 90°F. (-1°C. to 32°C.) 30 


o:ll 

~fi:u OOF. to 30°F. (-180e, to -loC.) lOW 

~ Below OOF. (-180 e.) 5W: or 10Wpius
...:r~ r::I...:r .... 10% k.erosene . 

< IX:--~ 
a:I< ~ 

tz:I~ ~ 
o::...:r a:I ~ NOTE 
::> 
E-t ~ 

IX: For temperatures below OOF. (-18°C.) if SAE number 5W<=a~ ~ oil is not available, use SAE number lOW oil diluted with 
IX: 10% kerosene. Use 4 ounces of kerosene to each quart of< ~ oil. Mix the oil and kerosene thoroughly just before pour

0:: 
ingit into the engine. Fill the engine to the top of the threads 

co 
C':) of the oil fill hole.~ 

a:I If a change is made to the use of a detergent type oil after using non~ 
detergent oil in, the crankcase, allow only one third the normal operat
ing hours before changing oil for the next two change periods. Changej~ 
oUat the regular intervals thereafter, as recommended under PERIODIC~ 'a~'" SERVICE, 

When using a detergent type oil, always use oil of the same brand when 
adding oil between oil changes. When mixed. together, detergent oils ofQ 
different manufacturers sometimes form chemical compounds that are1Z:i::> 

IX:E-t harmful to internal engine parts.::>00E-t ~-
<lI::Io::! 0 ~'II Place a drop or two of oil at the point where the governor linkage engage::"",::> "' 

the carburetor throttle arm.,0:: 0 if,
<IX: 

t,,_t:l:: 
E-t 
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FIG. 17 - AIR CLEANER SERVICE 


~".w~,~ 

l~KEEP THESE POINTS 

,. , : LUBRICATED 


FIG. 15 - GOVERNOR LINKAGE LUBRICATION 

~ 

~ 

PL.ANT OIL. CAPACITY IS MARKED 
ON OIL. BASE 

FIG: 16 - CRANKCASE OIL LEVEL 


done with a tool fashioned from a hack saw blade. Grind the bl 
thickness equal to the thickness of the mica between the bars. D 
scratch the surface of any bar. Use sandpaper to remove any bu 

. along the edges of tM bars. See that spaces between the bars ar 
fectly clean before reassembling the generator. . 

If the commutator becomes damaged, or wE)ars unevenly so that 
grooved or out of round, turn it smooth in a lathe. After turning 
mica must be undercut as described above.. 

GENERATOR DISASSEMBLY. - To disassemble the generator, f 
move the end cover. Lift each 

high in its guide, so that the brush is held by spring pressure ag 
side. It is not necessary to remove the brush rig from its suppo 
leads which are disconnected, to assure correct replacement .. 
position of other parts by scratching them to aid correct reasse 
After removing the two frame stud nuts, the brush rig and frame 
removed as a unit, the armature bearing remaining on the armat 

To remove the armature, loosen the armature center nut just en 
avoid damaging the threads. While pulling outward on the armat 
strike the nut a sharp endwise blow with a heavy soft faced ham 
loosen the armature. The armature has an external taper which 
to the· internal taper of the engine crankshaft. When the armatur 
loose, remove thestild nut and Slide the armature carefully off t 
stud. 

GENERATOR REASSEMBLY. - Upon reinstalling the armature, 
the run-out at the commutator e1 

not more than. 002". Excessive run-out may be due to a nick -or 
on the taper of either the armature or crankshaft. Remove any f 
material, install the armature, then correct excessive run-out b 
ing the high side of the shaft near the ball bearing. Never strike 
commutator. 

On armatures not having a ball bearing, strike against a board hi 
to the high side of the lamination, to correct excessive run-out. 

o :""f 

An:! 

FIG. 37 - CHECKING ARMATURE RUN-OUT 
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:tGENERATOR 

rpes of generator. construction are used in this series of plants. The 
pm plants have a 2 pole generator. All other plants have a 4 pole 
ltor and differ according to the model 

:1 REPLACEMENT. - Install new commutator brushes and other 
rectangular brushes when the old ones are 

.05/8" or less in length. The cylindrical type or nearly square 
3/8) type collector ring brush with spring attached may be used 
rorn to 5/16" in length. It is not necessary to remove the brush 
) install new brushes. Remove the end cover to expose the brush 
3rushes and leads are then easily accessible. New brushes are 
I to fit arid seldom need sanding to seat properly. Always use the 
:t brush as listed in the parts list, never substituting a brush which 
,:>pear tobe the same, but may have different electrical character-

Be sure to retighten the brush lead terminal nuts tightly. If some 
sparking occurs after replacing brushes, run the plant at a light 
!ltil the brushes wear to a good seat. 

1: RIG' POSITION. - The position of the brush rig is important. The 
COrrect setting results in the least sparking at 

mmutator brushes at average load operation. 
, ' 

ndard models, the neutral brush rig position is determined and 
nently fixed at the factory. It cannot shift from neutral pOSition. 

1models may have a brush rig of the adjustable deSign, and neu
.sition is identified by a "witness" mark at the point of mounting. 
g as the original brush rig and armature are continued in service, 
~eference marks must be observed. If a new brush rig or arma
installed, the original alignment marks may have to be disregard

Irder to find the proper neutral position. 

UTATOR. - The commutator, and collector rings on AC plants, 
acquire a glossy brown finish ip normal operation. 

attempt to maintain a bright, newly machined appearing surface. 
ry cleaning with a dry, lint free cloth is usually sufficient. Very 
ndpaper{#OO) may be used to remove slight roughness. Use only 
ressure on the sandpaper, while the plant is operating. Do not 
lery or carborundum paper or cloth. Clean out all carbon dust 
le generator. 

ong service, the surface of the commutator may become worn 
.,1 

) the level of the mica insulation between the commutator bars. 
mdition would lead to noisy brush action, excessive brush spark- {, 
wear and pitting of the commutator bars. Undercut the mica be

.he bars to 1/32" below the surface Of the bars. If it is not con
to take the armature to an electrical shop, the operation may be 

Lubricate the governor arm ball joint with a dry type lubricant such as 
powdered graphite to assure best performance and longest life of the bal 
joint. If graphite is not available, use a light non-gummy oil. 

Remove the air cleaner from the carburetor and dip in oil of the same 
SAE number as used in the crankcase. Allow to drain until dripping 
stops, then wipe off the outside and install the air cleaner. 

FUEL. _ The tank mounted on the manual type plant has a capacity of 2 
gallons. The separate tank supplied with stationary type plants 

has a 5 gallon capacity. Measures are U. S. Standards. Fill the tank 
nearly full with clean, fresh, automotive type gasoline of at least 68 
octane rating. Do not use a highly leaded premium type gasoline, as itf 
use will necessitate more frequent carbon removal and spark plug and 

. valv.e service. Do not fill the tank entirely full of cold gasoline. Ex
pansion of the fuel as the plant warms up may cause the gasoline to ove] 
flow and result in a fire hazard. Observe the usual precautions when 
handling gasoline. NEVER FILL THE TANK WHEN THE PLANT IS 
RUNNING, BECAUSE OF FIRE HAZARD. 

Open all of the fuel shut-off valves all the way to back seat and inspect 
the fuel system for leaks. 

If the preceding instructions have been followed, the plant should be 

ready for operation. Beforestartmg the plant, however, carefully 

study the sections OPERATION and ABNORMAL OPERATING CON

DITIPNS immediately following. 


OPEN VALVE ALL THE WAY 

TO BACK SEAT 


A~S3 

FIG. 18 - FUEL SHUT-OFF VALVE 
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BEFORE ATTElv.r:FTING TO START THE PLANT, MAKE SURE 
THE PLANT HAS BEEN PROPERLY INSTALLED AND PRE
PARED FOR OPERATION AS DIRECTED IN THE PREVIOUS 
SECTIONS. 

Important! 

Follow these imQortant step..§ to avoid rope breakage due to a false 
start when cranking the engine. 

1. 	Pull the starting rope slowly until the piston passes over 
compression, but not permittin;; it to fire. 

2. Rewind starter rope except for about 8 inches. 
3., Pull rope its entire length with a fast steady pull. 


If ellgine fails to start reReat the entire procedure. 


CA UTION ! 

AVOID DAMAGE TO PLANTS USING BATTERIES I! 

ALWAYS HAVE BATTERIES PROPERLY CONNECTED 

WHEN OPERATING THE PLANT OR HAVE LEAD DIS

C'ONNECTEb FROM CHARGE RESISTOR SLIDE CLIP. 

SEE "EMERGENCY DISCONNECT POINT". 


IF NECESSARY TO PERFORM TRIAL R UN OF ENGINE· 
(SUCH AS AFTER OVERHAUL) AND BATTERY IS NOT 
AVAILABLE, LIFT OUT ALL GENERATOR BRUSHES 
AND START ENGINE MANUALLY. 

,GENERAL. - When hand-cranking the engine follow the proc~dure given. 
Correct breaker point gap is -vital to oeasystarting. 

OPERATING ALTERNATING CURRENT PLANT WITH BATTERIES DIS
CONN:EC'I;ED. - If operating the alternating current plant with batteries 

disconnected becomes necessary, the operator must 
first disconnect the wire from the sliding clip of the adjustable-charge
rate resistor located in the control box. Tape the end of the disconnected 
wire to prevent a short circuit. The plant may then be safely operated. 
When batteries are again connected to the plant, be sure to reconnect the 
wire. 2 

FIG. l8A - EMERGENCY DISCONNECT POINT 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

-I 
VALVE COMPARTMENT OIL DRAIN. - A drain hole from the v 

partment enters the cr 
This hole must be unobstructed to provide for proper drainage 0 

the valve compartment. 

OIL SEALS. ;.,. When replacing either crankshaft oil seal, be sur 
side faces toward the inside of the engine. Use ( 

to turn back the edge of the oil seal or damage it in any way. Tl 
bearing plate must be removed to replace the rear oil seal. Rel 
the gear cover to replace the front oil seal. Seal expanding and ( 
tools are available through the dealer. 

PLATE 

HERE 
CRE.ER TO TABl.E O' 

Cl.EARANCESl 

EAR SEARING 

MEASURE ENDPLAY 

FIG. 35 - CRA.NKSHAFT END-PLAY 

GEAA COVER--....i:l 

,-I 

GEAR COVER Ole SEAL 

FIG. 36 - OIL SEAlS 
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BEARINGS. - The main bearings are the sleeve type babbitt faced, 

steel backed and are not flanged. Align the oil hole 


bearing with the oil hole in the blQck bore which receives the bear
On splash, lubricated units the hole \vill be upward. On pressure 
at~d units the hole will be OPposite from the camshaft. When re
g main bearings, they must be pressed in tpward the inside, the 
earing plate assembled to the cylinder block, and the bearings line 

or reamed to correct size. Replacement of the bearings should 

attempte'q if the proper equipment is not available. 


rt the cylinder block to avoid damage while removing or installing 
arings. The inside end of the main bearings must be 1/16" to 3/32" 
rom the irLside end of the bore in the cylinder block to allow clear
or the machined radius of the crankshaft. 

t the crankshaft end playas shown in the Table of Clearance by us
e correct thickness of gaskets between the rear bearing plate and 
Under block. On models with pressure lubrication, align the hole 
bearing plate gasket with the oil hole in the bearing plate. 

'HAFT BEARINGS. - The steel backed, babbittlined camshaft bear
ings are not flanged. These bearings,as with 


ankshaft bearings must be line bored after being pressed into. the 

er block. Replacement of the. camshaft bearings is not practicable 

t the proper equipment. 


the front camshaft bearing in flush with the outside surface of the 
er block. Press the rear camshaft bearing in flush with the bot
the counterbore which receives the welch plug. 

CAMSHAFT BEARING 

TOP 

~ 
LJj 

o~~ ~ .,j. 

~~". -Q..."\~(j <'\."\.O....~ 
\>\."-,,~l?'>-" \>\>~ 
y\> :i;\CO<'\. ~ 

~~~~. 


~~<'\. 

,f 

REAR CAMSHAF"T 
. BEARINC. 

CRANKSHAFT AND CAMSHAFT BEARINGS 

KSHAFTBEARINGS 

OPERATION 

SOLID LI NES INDICATE CHOKI NG 
POSITION OF CHOKE LEVER. 
OPEN POSITION is iNDICATED BY 
BROKEN LINE. . 

FIG. 19 - CARBURETOR CHOKING 


. 0
<'\.~i$\>"\~'O~ 
~~~<'\.~~"1.~ 
,,~~~\>~ " 

<):"1.~ 

i\'1-". ~..-!I
~"')
~,,!'-

TURN SPEED ADJUSTING NUT 
IN ECTfON INDICATED TO IN 
CR OR DECREASE TH E 
BATTERY CHARGE RATE. 

ENGINE SPE ED 
REGULATION 

WINO STARTING ROPE ON 
SHEAVE IN CLOCKWISE 

DIRECTION. 

MANUAL STARTI NG 

FIG. 21- ROPE STARTINGFIG. 20 - CHARGING RATE, 
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ALTERNATING CURRENT PLANTS 

STARTING THE REMOTE CONTROL PLANT ELECTRICALLY. - Be
fore 

starting a new plant the first time, or one which has run out of fuel, it 
will be necessary to pump gasoline into the carburetor. Work the fuel 
pump primer lever to allow the plant to crank electrically by holding the 
START-STOP switch at the START position. It usually takes approxi
mately 30 revolutions of the crankshaft to properly fill the carburetor 
with gasoline. If fuel does not reach the carburetor, inspect carefully 
for an air leak between the fuel pump inlet and the fuel tank. Be sure 

.. all valves are open and the pump primer lever is returned to inward 
position. The air vent on the separate tank must be partially open. Re
turn the priming lever to disengaged (inward) pOSition. 

To start the plant, push the START-STOP toggle switch to the START 
pOSition:. The plant should start after a few revolutions. The carbure
tor is automatically choked. If the plant does not start after a few 
crankings of approximately 5 seconds each, carefully check the fuel and
ignition systems. Release the start switch as soon as the plant starts, 
making sure that the switch returns to the center position. If one or 
more remote control switches have been installed, check the installation 
by trying the START and STOP positions of each remote control switch. 

STARTING THE REMOTE CONTROL PLANT MANUALLY. - To start 
the plant 


manually, first be sure the carburetor is properly filled with gasoline 

as described above under STARTING THE REMOTE CONTROL_PLANT 

ELECTRICALLY. Do not have a heavy electrical load connected to the 

generator. Follow these IMPORTANT STEPS to avoid rope breakage 

due to a false start when cranking the engine: (1) Pull the starting rope 

slowly until the piston passes over -compression but not permitting it to 

fire. (2) Rewind starter rope except for about 8 inches. (3) Pull rope 

its entire length with a fast steady pull. If engine fails to start rep.eat 

the entire procedure. If the engine fails to start readily, check the 

fuel and ignition systems, correcting any trouble found. Be sure the 

starting batteries are connected or have the Emergency Disconnect 

Point open andoperate the choke manually. 


STARTING JVLANUAL & PORTABLE PLANTS.,:'" See that the carburetor 
is properly filled as in

structed for the remote control type plants.' Adjusfthemanualcarbure
tor choke (as illustrated) as necessary for the temperature conditions. 
If the plant has been standing idle in cold weather, the' carburetor choke 
may have to be completely closed for the first: cranking.. In_ hot weather, 
Or if the plant is still warm from recent operation, Uttleor nb choking 
should be required. A void overchokil1g. Before cranking, adjust the 
cooke. Follow these IMPORTANT STEPS to avoid rope breakage dueto a 

'\ 

'I 

-:~ 

- MAINT ENANCE AND REpA IR 

GAUGE 

FIG. 32 - FITTING PISTON RINGS TO THE CYLINDER 

The piston is fitted with a full floating type piston pin. The pin is 
in place by fw610ck rings in the piston, one- at each side. Be surl 
lock rings are properly in place before installing the piston and cc 
ing rod in the engine. Correct piston to cylinder clearance appear 
Table of Clearance. 

CONNECTING ROD. - Mark the connecting rod before removing it 
sure reassembling with the same side facit 

camshaft. Note that the oil dipper is installed so as to splash oil 
the camshaft side of the engine. 

The connecting rodbeaiing -clearance to the crankshaft journal rna 
reduced as necessary by carefully dressing the cap on a sheet of a 
cloth (#320 grit or finer) placed flat on a surface plate or piece of 
glass. 

The connecting rod and piston assembly must be properly aligned 
reassembly to the engine. The aligning should be doni9 on an accu 
aligning gauge by a competent operator. Misalignment may cause 
wear of piston, pin, cylinder and connecting rod. 

Be sure the connecting tod oil dipper 
is properly installed, as it is vital 
to proper splash type lubrication. 

FIG. 33 - REDUCING 
CONNECTING ROD CLEARANCE 

'ABRASIVE !.lAURIA, 
A FLAT SI.JRFACE: 
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leI' the crankshaft gear or camshaft gear becomes damaged or worn, 
ce both gears with new ones, never one only. When pressing a 
haft gear onto the camshaft, be sure the gear is started straight 
tat the key is properly in place. Install the governor cup assembly 
e installing the camshaft and gear in the engine. 

that each timing gear is stamped with "0" mark near the edge. 
:ear teeth must mesh so that these marks exactly coincide when tbe 
· are installed:in the engine .. Be sure, when installing the camshaft 
and sha,ft assembly, that the thrust washer is properly in place be
.he camshaft gear. Replace the retaining washer and lock ring to 
~ankshaft. 

NDER. - The cylinder wears very little in normal service. If th
rough improper lubrication or accident, the cylinder wall 

d become scored or worn badly, the cylinder maybe rebored and 
•to accomodate a new piston and rings 'of one of the available over
• Pistons are 'obtainable in .005", . 010", • 020", and .030" over
· Piston rings are availab,le in .010", • 020", and .030" oversizes. 
:tandard size rings on a . 005" oversize piston. If the cylinder is 
~ing l'econditioned,but new piston rings are being installed, re
any ridge which may have become formed at the top of piston ring 

1 in the cylinder bore. Some engines were fitted at the factory with 
5" oversize piston and are so indicated by a letter "E" following 
Igine serial number stamped on the side of the crankcase near the 
ilter, and on the plant nameplate. 

)N AND RINGS. - The piston and connecting rod assembly are re
moved through the top of the cylinder. The pis

fitted with two compression rings and one oil controJ ring. The 
Iring grooves should be cleaned of any carbon deposits, and the oil 
n holes in the lower groove must be open. Before installing new 
on the piston, check the ring gap by placing each ring squarely in 

rlinder at a pOSition corresponding to the bottom of its travel. The 
etweenthe ends: of the ring should be as given in the Table of Clear
· Rings which are Slightly oversize may be filed as necessary to 
1 the correct gap, but do not use rings which require too much fil 
Standard size rings may be used on a . 005" oversize piston. . 010", 
and.030" oversize ringS are to be used on .010", • 020", and 
oversize pistons, respectively. Rings of the tapered type are us

marked "TOP" on one Side, or identified in some other manner, 
e ring must be installed with this mark toward the close.d end of the 
• Space each ring gap one third of the way around the piston from ., 
eceding one, with no gap directly in line with the piston pin. The 

piston ring groove should be fitted with an oil control ring and 
o upper grooves fitted with compression rings. 

false start when cranking the engine: (1) Pull the starting rope slowly un
til the piston passes over compression but NOT permitting it to fire. 
(2) Rewind starter rope except for about 8 inches. (3) Pull rope its en
tire length with a fast steady pull. If engine fails to start, change the 
choke setting as required by temperature conditions and repeat the en
tire cranking procedure. As the engine starts, adjust the choke position 
to the point where the plant runs smoothly. As the plant warms up, 
gradually open the choke to the running pOSition, as illustrated. 

CONNECTING THE LOAD. - Best results are obtained if the plant is 
allowed to thoroughly warm up before con

neCting a heavy load. Connect the load to the remote control type plant 
by throwing the main line switch to the ON pOSition. If no main line 

. sWitch"was installed, throw the switch for the individual load to the ON 
position.. When possible apply portions of the load in steps. 

Connect the load to the manual type plant by inserting the load plug dir
ectly into the receptacle at the side of the generator. 

CAUTION 

Continuous overloading of the generator will cause 

the generator temperature to rise to a dangerous 

point and may lead to serious damage to the windings. 

The generator will safely handle an overload tempor

arily, but for continuous operation keep the load with

in the rating of the plant as shown on the nameplate. 


BATTERY CHARGE RATE. - A toggle switch on the control box of the 
remote control type plant provides for 


control of the battery charging rate. The LO position of the switch pro

vides a charge rate of apprOximately 2 amperes, which will keep the 

battery in a satisfactory state of charge under normal operating condi

tions. If frequent starts and short operating periods lead to the battery 


. becoming discharged; throw the toggle switch to the HI pOSition tem
porarily, returning to the LO pOSition as the battery nears the fully 
charged condition. Check the charge condition of the battery frequently 
with a hydrometer. . 
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STOPPING THE PLANT. - To stop the manual type engine, press the 
STOP button on the blower housing until the 

engine has come to a complete stop. To stop the remote control type 
plant, hold the remote STOP switch or hold the control box switch at 
the STOP position. The high tension magneto provides a firing spark 
even when the engine is running at very few rpm. Release of the STOP 
switch too soon will allow the plant to again pick up speed and continue 
to run. In an emergency, if the STOP button fails to work, the plant 
may be stopped by closing the fuel shut-off valve. 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 


PRESSURE LUBRICATION. -Pressure lubrication does not ap 
. models. Pressure lubricated pIa 

a gear type oU pump, an oil intake cup, a non-adjustable relief 
and necessary machining. If the oil pump is to be removed, it 
turned off the intake pipe. If the oil pump fails, install a campI 
pump. The relief valve may be removed for cleaning. 

Be sure to properly install a good pump mounting gasket. Insta 
intake pipe tightly and at the correct angle to have the cup paral 
oil base. BE SURE THE OIL PUMP IS PRIMED WITH OIL. 

TIMING GEARS. - If replacement of either the crankshaft gear 
camshaft gear becomes necessary, install b 

new, never one only. To remove the crankshaft gear, insert 
#10-32 steel screws into the tapped gear holes and tighten the s 
alternately. As the screws are tightened, the screw ends will 
gainst the crankshaft shoulder and force the gear off the end of 
shaft. . 

THESE MARKS MUS'( 
COINCIDE WHEN IN
STALLING TIMING 
GEARS< 

TIGHTEN S 
AL.TERNATE 
GEAR OFF E 

FIG. 3l-TIMING GEARS 

The· camshaft gear is pressed on and keyed to the camshaft. Th 
shaft and gear must be removed as an assembly, after first ren 
the crankshaft gear lock ring and washer. Before removing the 
shaft and gear assembly, remove the cylinder head and v:Uveas 
lies. Remove the anti-flicker breaker plunger ( where used). 1 
the fuel pump an.dtappets •. After removing the goyernor cup aSf 
from the gear, the camshaft may be pressed out of the gear by \ 
hollow tool or pipe which will fit over the camshaft center pin. 
press on the center pin or damage it in any way. The governor 
spacer is a press fit to the camshaft gear. 
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WHEN GOVERNOR IS 
PROPERLY ASSEMBLEO 
THE DIMENSION SHOWN 
ON DRAWING WILL BE 
AS INDICATED. 

~2:.J 
321 

lit 

CENTER Pili 

GOVERNOR FLY BALL 

A2'S5 

FIG, 29- GOVE~NOR CUP 

'.hIe. If the distance is too small, carefully dress the face of the cup 
.quired, being'sure to remove any burr from the inside of the cup 

If the distance is more than 7/32", carefully press the pin in the 
red amount. Be very careful not to damage the pin, as it is difficult 
place it in the field. Replacement of governor flyballs is easier if 
lant is tipped backward with the timing gears upward. Be sure that 
balls are replaced and evenly spaced. 

'L!6N OIL 
HOLE IN 
BEARING 

I 

\.J 

,4LIGAI OIL }fOLE: 
IN GIISKET AND 

REAR I?EARING PUTE 

FIG. 30 - PRESSURE LUBRICATION 

OPERATION 

DffiECT CURRENT PLANTS 

The following instructions apply to the standard battery charging plants. 
For those plants. adapted to remote starting, as necessary on certain 
marine installations, apply the operating instructions relative to elec
trical choking as given f6r remote a. c. type plants. 

STARTING THE PLANT ELECTRICALLY-BATTERY CHARGING 
PLANT. - Be sure the switch between the plant and the battery is closed. 

Never operate the plant unless the battery is connected to 
the plant. Work the fuel pump primer lever (where used) a few strokes 
and return it to the IDward pOSition, so as to not restrict normal pump 
operation. The extent to which the carburetor will have to be choked for 
starting will depend upon temperature conditions. If the plant has been 
standing idle in cold weather, the carburetor choke may have to be com
pletely closed. These plants are choked by adjusting the small carbure
tor lever close to the air cleaner. Turn the lever almost parallel with 
the carburetor body for full choking action. Turn the lever crossv;ise 
(clockwise) to the carburetor body to open the choke as the plant warms 
up. A. spring loaded ball installed .in the carburetor holds the choke 
shaft atopen position. In hot weather, or if the plant has been stopped 
temporarily and is still warm when it is to be restarted, little or no 
choking should be reqUired. Avoid overchoking. To start the plant, ad
just the choke control as required and firmly press the START switch 
on the control box. The plant should start after a few revolutions. If it 
does not start after a fewcrankings of approximately 5 seconds each, 
check the fuel and ignition systems, correcting any trouble found. Re
lease the switch as soon as the plant starts. 

If the battery is in too low a state of charge to provide power for crank
ing, the plant may be started manually as described below. 

STARTING THE PLANT MANUALLY -BATTERY CHARGING PLANTS. 
Be sure 

the battery is connected to the battery charging type plant. 

If starting a cold engine, adjust the choke for·full choking action. Follow 
these IMPORTANT STEPS to avoid rope breakage due to a false start 
when cranking the engine: (1) Pull the starting rope slowly until the 
piston passes over compression but not permitting it to fire. (2) Rewind 
starter rope except for about 8 inches. (3) Pull rope its entire length 
with a fast steady pull. If engine fails to start, change the choke setting 
as required by temperature conditions and repeat the entire cranking 
procedure. As the engine starts adjust the choke position to the point 
where the plant runs smoothly. As the plant warms up, gradually open 
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the choke to the running position, as illustrated. 
,( 

WARM UP PERIOD - BATTERY CHARGING PLANT. - Best results will 
be obtained if the 

charging rate is adjusted to a minimum until the plant has thoroughly 
warmed up. 

'\ 

As the plant \,'arms up, gradually adjust the carburetor choke control 
until the plant will carry the fulr load smoothly with the choke completely 
open. If the plant tends to "hunt" (alternately increase and decrease 
speed), the engine is too cool and a slightly richer choke adjustment 
\'ilill usually eliminate the hunt. 

BATTERY CHARGING RATE. - The battery charge rate is in propor
tion to the engine speed and is regulated 

by turning the knurled governor spring adjusting nut. . Increasing the 
spring tension raises the charging rate, as shown on the ammeter.. De
creasing the spring tension lowers the charging rate. Turn the knurled 
nut in the proper direction while watching the charge rate ammeter. 
Follow the recommendations of the battery manufacturer as to the cor
rect rate of charge. Do not overcharge the battery, nor charge at an 
excessive rate. 

WHEN TO OPERATE THE BATTERY CHARGING PLANT. - The battery 
charging 

plant delivers current to the battery. Electricity may be used while the 
plant is running, if desired. The amount of electrical load which may be 
connected while the plant is not running will of course depend upon the 
capacity and charge condition of the battery. The am~:)Unt of load which 
may be connected while the plant is running will be equalto the plant 
capacity plus the battery output. Operate the plant whenever it becomes 
necessary to recharge the battery. To avoid possible damage to the gen
erator, NEVER OPERATE THE PLANT WITHOUT HAVING THE BAT
TERY CONNECTED TO THE PLANT. 

Most battery manufacturers recommend "cycling" the battery. This 
means a fully charged battery should be used without recharging until at 
least 85% discharged, then recharge fully. Repeat through complete 
cycles of charge and discharge for maximum life of the battery. Keep
ing a battery at a full state of charge at all times, without permitting it 
to cycle, may shorten its life by as much as 75%. 

STOPPING THE PLANT. - To stop the plant, firmly press the STOP 'if. 
button on the blower housing until the plant 

comes to a complete stop. The plant will pick up speed and continue to 
run if the STOP button is released before the plant has come to a com 'i 
plete stop. In an emergency;. if the STOP button fails to work, the plant 
may be stopped by closing the fuel shut-off valve. 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 


TAPPET ADJUSTMENT ~ - The tappet clearance may be easily 
after first removing the valve comp 

cover and the blower housing. Crank the engine over by hand u 
intake valve (the one nearest the carburetor) opens and closes. 
ue turning the flywheel slowly until the mark on the flywheel is 
ment with the TC mark on the gear cover. The correct tappet ( 
for both the intake and exhaust valves appear in the Table of CIE 
Tappets are fitted with self lockmg adjusting screws. Use a 7/ 
wrench for the screw, and a 9/16 wrench for the tappet when m 
any adjustment. 

GEAR COVER. - When removing the gear cover, it is not nece~ 
remove the magneto assembly from the cover 

disconnect the spark plug lead at the spark plug, and the stop vi 

When installing the gear cover, make sure that the pin in the ge 
engages anyone of the three holes in the governor cup. Turn U 
ernor cup so that a hole is in upward position where it correspo 
the 12 o· clock position on the face of a clock. Turn the governc 
and shaft clockwise as far as possible and hold in this position t 

gear cover is installed flush agamst the crankcase. Be careful 
damage the gear cover oil seal. 

.IF FEELER 
ENTER He 
BALL HA! 
FALLEN ( 

.FIG.28 - INSTALLING THE GEAR COVER 

GOVERNOR CUP. - The governor cup may be removed from th, 
gear and shaft after first removing the sm 

ring from the camshaft center pin. Catch the governor flyballs 
hand as the cup assembly is removed. 3600 rpm units use only 
balls while other models use 10 flyballs in. the governor cup. 

If a new governor cup is being mstalled, the distance from the ~ 
lock rmg on the center pin to the face of the governor cup must 
actly 7/32" when the cup is pressed back against the flyballs as 
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- Valve 
Grinding' 
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lVe FACE angle is 44°. The valve SEAT angle is 45°. This 1° 
rence angle results in a sharp seating surface betweenthe valve 
top of the valve seat. The interference angle method of grinding 

minimizes face deposits and lengthens valve life. . 

lves shouldnot be hand lapped, if at all avoidable, sii:lcethe sharp 
t may be destroyed. This is especially important where stellite 
alves a~d$eats are used .. Valve faces should be finished in a. 
e to 44 . Valve seats should be ground with a 450stone, and the 
f the ~eat pand should be 2/64 to.3/64 of an inch wide. Grind only 
to aSSUre proper seating. 

teall grinding compound from engine parts and place each valve 
proper location. Check each valve for a tight seat, using an air 

re tYPe testing tool. If such a tool isnot available, make pencil 
. at .intervals across the valve face and observe if the marks rub 
ormly when the valve is rotated part of a turn against the seat. 

oil the valve stems and reassemble all parts removed. Adjust 
ve clearahce. 

.vALVE·' ROTATOR 
£XH~II$T .VALVE ONLr 

fIG. 27 - VALVE SERVICE 

ABNORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS 

LOW TEMP ERATURES 

LUBRICATION. - Directions for the proper grade.of oil to use ineold 
weather are given in the PREPARATION section. Wh 

changing oil in cold weather, be sure to drain the oil only when the oil 
is warm from running. 

If an uneXpected drop in the temperature causes oil in the crankcase. to 
become too thick to run freely from the oil drain, do not attempt to 
start the plant. ·If the plant is started when the oil is congealed, ser
ious damage may result from improper lubrication. Remove the plant 
to a warm location, or apply heat externallyuntH the oil is sufficiently 
warm. 

'FUEL. - Fresh winter grade, automotive type gasoline is an aid to star 
ingin cold'weather .. Premium highly-leaded gasoline should I 

be used~ Keep gasoline supplies free of moisture condensation. Leave 
room in the fuel tank to compensate for expansion. Open the carburetol 
main jet approximately 1 additional turn for below 00 F. operation. 

IGNITION. - Cold weather starting is aided by aproperly serviced 
nition system. See that the magneto breaker points are 

clean and properly adjusted. Clean and adjust spark plug~ 

BATTERY. - If the pJant uses starting. batteries, keep the batteries in 
. a well charged condition. A discharged battery may free2 
at 200 F. A fully charged battery will not freeze at _900y. 

COOLING. ~ The flow of air to the engine may be partially obstructed 
to keep the engine at operating temperature,if desired. 

However, use extreme care to avoid overheating. 

HIGH TEMPERATURES 

LUBRICATION. - In temperatures above 900 (32oC.) use SAE number 
50 oil~ Keep the oil level close to the full level, and 

Change the oil at leasteveri 100 operating hours. 

COOLING . .;. The engine and generator of this plant depend upon a con
stant supply of fresh air for proper cooling, See that no

thing obsttuctsthe circulation of air to and around the plant. Keep 
cooling fins clean and unobstructed. Make sure that the blower housing 
and cylinder air housings are properlyiil place and are uildamaged. KeE 

. the ignition timing properly adjusted .. 

BATTERY PREPARATION FOR REMOTE START AC PLANT. For a 
usual 

plant installation, follow the instructions for Batteries under INSTAL

http:grade.of
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II
LA TION. If the installation agrees with ttie following description, pre
pare the battery to assure long battery life by REDUCINGBA TTERY 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY. .~ 

Standard automotive type storage batteries will self discharge very 
quickly when installed where ambient temperature is always above900 :r., 
such as in a bOiler room, To lengthen battery life, adjust the elect
rolyte a normal 1. 275 reading at full charge to a 1. 225 reading. 

The cranking power of the battery is also reduced when electrolyte is 
diluted to reduce acid activity .and thus lengthen battery life. If tem
perature is consistently above 900 F. (32. 20 C. ) adjust the electrolyte 
as instructed below, 

1. 	 Fully charge the battery. DO NOT BRING AN OPEN FLAME OR 
BURNING CIGARETTE NEAR THE BATTER1ES ON CHARGE BE
CAUSE THE GAS RELEASED DURING CHARGING IS VERY 
FLAMIviABLE. 

2. 	 While battery is on charge, use a hydrometer or filler bulb to si 
phon off all of the electrolyte above the plates in each cell. Donot 
attempt to pour off!! Dispose of the removed electrolyte. AVOID 
SKIN OR CLOTHING CONTACT WITH ELECTROLYTE, 

3. 	 :rill each cell with pure distilled water. 

4. 	 Recharge the batteries for one hour at a 4 to 6 ampere ,rate. 

.5. Use a reliable battery hydrometer, to test each cell. If the speci
fic gravity is above 1. 225, repeat steps number 2, 3, and 4 until 
the highest specific gravity reading of the fully charged battery is 
not over 1. 225. Most batteries require repeating steps 2, 3, and 4 
two times. 

DUST AND DIRT 

CLEANLINESS. - Keep the engine as clean as practicable. Service 
the air cleaner as frequently as conditions require. 

Keep oil and gasoline supplies in air tight containers. Do not allow 
cooling fins of cylinders or cylinder heads to become dirty or obstructed. 
Keep the generator commutator, brushes, and brush guides clean, 

LUBRICATION, - Change the crankcase oil every 50 operating hours, 
. instead of every 100 operating hqurs, during severe

ly dusty operating conditions.' . , . 

'1 

. A 
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See that the point gap is properly adjusted. Install the flywheel 1 
with its key in place, and turn the flywheel with rotation directiol 
position where the mark on the edge of the flywheel is in alignme 
the proper degree mark on the gear cover. The pOints should ju: 
parate at this point. If they do not, remove the flywheel and 100 

magneto backplate mounting screws slightly. If the pOints do not 
ate soon enough, shift the entire backplate assembly slightly in a 
clockwise direction. 'if the points separate too soon, shift thebal 
assembly clockwise, Retighten the backplate mounting screws al 
check the work for accuracy, When replacing the flywheel, alwa 
sure the key is properly in place on the crankshaft. 

HIGH TENSI 
LEAD 

LOOSEN THIS 
TO SHIFT POINT SET 
FOR 0,022" GAP AT 
FULL SEPARATION. 

RETIGHTEN SCREW 


SECURELY. 


~ 

FIG. 26 - MAGNETO BACKPLATE ASSEMBLY 

VALVE SERVICE. - Properly seating valves are essential to goe 
gine performance. The aluminum cylinder 

removable for valve serviCing. Do not use a pr\{ to loosen the cy 
head, rap sharply on the edge with a soft faced hammer, taking c 
to break any cooling fins. A conventional type valve spring lifter 
used when removing the valve spring locks, which are of the spIi' 
Clean all carbori deposits from the cylinder head, piston top, vat 
guides, etc. If a valve face is burried or warped, or the stem we 
stall a new valve. 

Wornvalve stem guides may be replaced from inside the valve ch 
The intake valve guide must have a gasket under the shoulder. 'I 
ket must contact tightly against the upper valve chamber surface, 
locks are the split, tapered type, the smaller diameter of which 
face toward the valve head. Tappets are also.replaceablei~r,om t 
chamber, after first removing the valve assembliE1s;""'''' 
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ENGINE 

URETOR. - Carburetormaintenance should consist of regular 
cleaning. Some types of gasoline have a tendency to

ormation of gum deposits inside the carburetor. This gum for-
n Can usually be removed by soaking in alcohol or acetone. A fine 
ire may be used to clean jets. . 

retor adjustments appear in the adjustment section herein. See 
e float is not damaged. Be sure the throttle assembly works free

en reinstalling adjusting needles~ do not force them into their . 

arburetorfor the 3600 rpm plant has a larger venturithan. other 
s. 

.TETO. .;; The high tension magneto supplies ignItion current to the 
spark plug. Proper timing of the spark is accomplished 

reaker mechanism actuated by a cam on the crankshaft. To test 
ark, disconnect the cable from the spark plug and sUPPort irso 
e end of the wire is 3/16 inch from a clean metal plrt of the engine, 
s the spark plug base. Crank the engine with the hand rope, ob
g the spark, which should jump the 3/16 .inch gap with ease. If 
is no sparkjor a spark that is weak or yellowish in color, make 
s as necessary. 

ve the blower housing and loosen the flywheel center bolt a few 
While pulling or prying outward on the flywheel, strike the fly

. bolt asharp elldwise blow to loosen the flywheel. .' Remove the fly-
bolt and carefully pull the flywheel off the crankshaft. Examine 

agnetobreaker,contactpoints. Contact pOints whiCh are not badly 
d or pitted may sometimes be dressed smooth with a thinflexible 
ive stone or removed and dressed on any fine stone or hone. Bad
ned or pitted points should be replaced with new ones•. Adjust the 
tween points at full separation as giyenin the Tableoi Clearances. 
ctive condenser must be replaced with a new one of proper cap-
A flywheel magnet which has lost its magnetism can,be remag

d. If the magneto backplate has been loosened or remOVed, see 
e gap between the coilpoleshoes and the flywheel is .010t6 .015". ',' 
ide an air gap would produce a weak. spark. " , 

-rG THE IGNITION. - Proper timing ofthesparkis importantior 
, gOOd engine c>peration., Refer to the Tabie 

~arances for the correct degree of spark advance before top center 
position of piston travel. If available, use aseries typetest lamp 
:cu!acy. 

PERIODIC SERVICE 

. Follow a definite SChedule of inspection and servicing to assure the bef 
, performance and long life· of the plant. Service periods outlined below 
are fcir average service and normal operating Conditions. Underun
usual service or abnormal operating conditions, service the plant mor 

'frequently. Keep a record of the hours the plant is operated each day 
to asSure servicing at the proper time. 

DAILY SERVICE 

If the plant is operated more than 8 hours daily, perform 
the following services each 8 hours of operation•.. 

FUEL. - Check the fuel Supply often enough to avoid running out of fue 
NEVER FILL THE FUEL TANK WHILE THE PLANT IS RUN 

NING~ Use clean, fresh, regular automotive typegasolineofafleast
fie octane rating.' Use of. a highly leaded premium grade of gasoline is 
not recommended. 

CRANKCASE. - Remove the oilfill plug and check the cran..kcase oil 
.level. If the oil level is below, the bottom threads of 

the fillhole,addoil as necessary to bring,the level to the top of the 
threads. Replace the plug securely. 

CLEANING. - A clean plant will giv~ more satisfactory service. WiPE 
off dir,tand any spili€ci oil. . ' 

WEEKLY SERVICE 

If the plant is operated more than 50 hours weekly, per
form the following services ,each 50 hours of operation. 

CRANKCASE. - If using diluted on, or highly leaded gasoline, change 
, the crankcase oil each 50 hours of operation. Under 

nOl.'malcondittonsand·when using oil which is not diluted, c:hange the 
, crankcase oil each 100 hours, of ,operation. Do not draintheo,il when 

the plant has been standing idle .. Run the plant until theoills thorough
ly warmed up, then stop the plantand drain theoJl. 

,A,IR CLEANER, DRY. TYPE. - Remove and disassemble the air clean
.er. Remov.e the element and wash tho

roughly in a solvent. Dry thoroughly and dip in oil of the. same SAE 
number as used in thecrankc:ase. Allow to drain,untU drippipg: stops, 
then reassemble. 

GOVERNOR LWKAGE .... Put a drop or two of lubricating oil at the 
point where the link engages the carpuretor 

throttle. ~lrm. 
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tJ
Lubricate the governor arm ball joint with a dry type lubricant such as 
powdered graphite to assure best performance and longest life of the 
ball joint. If graphite is not available, use a light non-gummy oil. A 

SPARK PLUG. - Clean the spark plug and reset the gap as given in the 
iTable of Clearances. Test the plug under compression -\ 

on a plug testing ma.chine, if one is available. Replace a defective plug. 

BATTERY. - If the plant uses a starting battery, keep the connections 
tight and clean. Keep the electrolyte at the proper level· 

above the separators by adding clean water. 'Distilled water is recom...; 
mended for use in batteries. If distilled water is not obtainable, use 
clean soft water such as filtered rain water. Do not use water which 
contains alkali or minerals. Use a hydrometer to check the charge 
condition before adding water. In freezing weather, add water only be
fore running the plant, to assure mixing the water with the electrolyte. 

MONTHLY SERVICE 

If the plant is operated more than 200 hours monthly, per
form the following services each 200 hours of operation. 

FUEL SYSTEM. - On plants with a separate fuel tank, drain the fuel 
tank and remove the shut-off valve and filter assem

bly. Carefully clean the filter screen. Tighten connections well when 
reassembling. Empty carburetor bowl and fuel filter bowl of any 
sediment which may have accumulated. 

MAGNETO BREAKER POINTS. - Remove the blower housing and the 
blower-flywheel. Inspect the mag

neto breaker points. Contact points which are not badly burned or pit 
ted may be dressed smooth, using a fine abrasive stone or hone. If ' 
the points are pitted or burned deeply, replace them with a new point 
set. Excessive burning of the contact points is usually an indication of 
a defective condenser, which should be replaced with a new one.Ad
just the gap between the points as given in the Table of Clearances. 
Reoil the wick on the point set, if dry. CLEAN BREAKER POINTS 
ACCURATELY ADJUSTED AID STARTING.' 

EXHA UST SYSTEM. - Inspect all exhaust line connections carefully. 
Make any necessary repairs or replacements. 

CARBON REMOVAL. - Regular removal of carbon deposits from the 
combustion chamber helps to keep engine ef

ficiency high. The frequency with which it is advisable to remove car
bon will vary considerably with the type of fuel used, the type of oil used, 
and operating conditions. Use of highly leaded gasoline necessitates 
frequent removal of carbon and lead deposits from the cylinder head, 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 


GENERAL. - Refer to the Service Diagnosis section for assist 
locating and correcting troubles which may occu 

major repair or overhaul becomes necessary, the engine shou 
fully checked and necessary repairs made by a competent mec 
jor generator repairs should be made by a competent electrici 
tain factory limits and clearances as given in the Table of Cle 
replacing worn parts when necessary. Avoid accidental short 
connecting the battery when servicing control parts. 

TABLE OF CLEARANCES 

MINIMUM M 

Valve - Intake - Cast Iron Block ..... . .010" 

Valve - Exhaust - Cast Iron Block '..•. · 010" 


440
Valve Face, Angle •.••....•......... 


450Valve Seat, Angle •.........•......•. 

10Valve Interference Angle •............• 


Valve Stem in Guide - Intake ........ . .0010" 

Valve Stem in Guide - Exhaust ....... . · 0025" 

Crankshaft End Play ................. . · 008" 

Crankshaft Main Bearing ...•......... · 0030" 

Crankshaft Main Bearing Journal 

Standard Size ............... ~ ..... . 1. 6860" 1. 
Crankshaft Rod Bearing Journal 

Standard Size •....•........... !••••• 1. 3745" 1. 

Valve Seat Interference Width ....... . 2/64" 

Camshaft Bearing •.................. · 0015" 

Connecting Rod Bearing ........... ~ . '. · 0015" 

Piston Pin in Rod - 72oF. • ..........• Thumb Push Fi 


, Piston Pin in Piston - 72oF .. ~ ...... . Hand push Fit 
Piston to Cylinder - Cast Iron Block .. .0025" 
Cylinder Bore - Standard Size - Cast 

Iron Block ....................... . 2.7505" 2. 
Piston Ring Gap - Compression - Cast 

Iron Block .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .007" 

Piston Ring Gap - Oil - Cast Iron Block. . 007" 

Magneto Breaker Point Gap (full separation) · 022" 

Anti-Flicker Breaker Point Gap (full sep. ) · 020" 

Magneto Pole Shoe Air Gap ........... . .010" 

Spark Plug Gap - Gasoline Fuel ....... . · 025" 

Spark Plug Gap - Gas Fuel .......... . · 018" 


250Ignition Timing Advance - Above 1800 rpm .. B. T. 
. - 1800 rpm Plants .. 190 B. T. 

Cylinder Head Screw, Torque ......... . 25-30 lb. 
Connecting Rod Screw, Torque ........ . 10-12 lb. 
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nat closed position if electric choke failure occured and the bimetal 
.ng were not removed .from the choke shaft. 

) that the direction marking "CHOKE -+" as appears cast on the 
r of some carburetors. is correct for manually choked plants, but is 
Jg fot electric choked plants due to the choke. valve arrangement. 
:l:ing position oUhe weight lever is vertical, onthe shaft of electri 
y choked plants. Choking position of the lever is horizontal on man
y choked plants. 

PER I OD I C S E R V ICE 

top of piston and valves, and top surface of the cylinder block. 

BREATHER VALVE. - The nylon ball, contained in the breather valve, 
helps maintain a partial vacuum which creat

ed in the crankcase while running. Remove the hose which carries ex
pelled air from the breather valve atthe valve compartment cover, to 
the air cleaner. Occasionally the valve wili lift out and remain inside 
the hose. Wash the valve assembly in kerosene or other suitable sol
vent.Then dry and replace. The valve must work freelY and must pre
vent e;x:pelled air from re-entering the crankcase. The hose must not 
be restricted. Reinstall parts removed. See the illustration, Valve 
Service, under Maintenance and Repair. Loosen valve with pliers. 

ANTI-FLICKER BREAKER I>OINTS. - Keep the gap between the anti 
flicker breaker points adjusted· 

as given in the Table of Clearances. Follow the same principles of 
care as given for the magneto breaker points. 

GENERA TOR. - Check the condition of the commutator, a. c. collector 
rings, and brushes. Clean the commutator (and a. c. 

collector rings) with a dry, lint free cloth. If heavily coated or slightly 
rough, sand smooth with 1/00 sandpaper. Do not use emery or carbor
qndum .cloth or paper. 

Install new commutator brushes and other rectangular brUShes when the 
old ones are worn to 5i8" or less in length. The cylindrical t:ype or 
nearly square (1/4 x 3/8") type collector ring brush with spring attached 
may b~ used until worn to 5/16" in length. 

See that all connections are tight. . Remove carbon dust from the gen
erator. 

CONTROL BOX. - Keep the control box free of dust and dirt. See that 
all connections are clean and tight. Replace with a 

~new one any part which :cloes not function properly. Always disconnect 
.:thebatterygrouncl before servicing controls to avoid accidental shorts. 

GENERAL lNSPECTION.- Thoroughly inspect the entire plant for loose 
connections, loose screws or nuts, oil leaks, 

etc.' Make any necessary repairs. 

See that equipment which serves for radio noise suppression is in place 
and with clean tight connections. Suppression eqUipment includes spark 
plug shield, shielded ignition leads and by-pass capacitors in generator 
and control. 

NOTE: - A double sealed, prelubricated ball bearing is used on certain 
generators. No periodic service is requil'ed. 
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~\,Generating plant satisfactory performance is dependent upon correct 
adjustments. Adjustments can not fully compensate for troubles such 
as low engine power due to engine condition. II 

GOVERNOR. _ The governor controls the speed of the engine. Always 

have the starting batteries (where used) properly con

nected when operat:ing the plant. 


On a. c. generating plants, engine speed determines the output voltage 

and current frequency of the generator• By increasing the engine speed, 

generator voltage" and frequency is increased, and by decreasing the en

gine speed, generator voltage and frequency is decreased •. An accurate 

voltmeter is required in adjusting the governor of a. c. plants. A small 

speed drop not noticeable without instruments will result in an object

ionable voltage drop. 

The governor arm is fastened to a shaft which extends from the gear 

cover, and is connected by a ball joint and link to the carburetor th

rottle arm. If the carburetor has been removed, or the governor dis

assembled; it may be necessary to readjust the governor. 


A binding in the bearings of the shaft which extends from the gear cover, 

in the ball joint, or in the carburetor throttle assembly will cause slow 

governor action or poor regulation. Looseness or excessive wear in 

the governor mechanism will cause erratic governor action or alternate 


. increase and decrease in speed (hunting). A lean carburetor adjust
ment may also cause hunting. Springs of all kinds have a tendency to 
lose their calibrated tension through fatigue after long usage. If all 
governor and carburetor adjustments are properly made, and the gover
nor action is still erratic, replacing the spring with a hew one and re
setting the adjustments will usually correct the trouble. 

When the plant is stopped, tension of the governor spring should hold the 

carburetor throttle arm at the wide open position, pushed toward thegen

erator end of the plant. At wide open position, the lever on the throttle 

shaft should just touch the carburetor body ot clear it by no more than 

1/32 inch. This setting. can be obtained by increasing or decreasing the 

length of the connecting linkage as necessary, by turning the ball joint on 

the threads of the link. Be sure to retighten the ball joint to the governor 

arm. This operation synchronizes governor action with the carburetor 

throttle action. 

, 
( 

'/ 

ADJUSTMENTS 


ELECTRIC CHOKE. - Thea. c. remote control type 'plant is ' 
with a thermal action electric choke. 

.	mostatic con (bi-metal) engages the choke shaft and is set at th 
to give the correct choking action for average temperature con 
When the plant starts, current from the generator is supplied t 
heating element in the choke cover. This heating element caus 
thermal coil to wind tighter and turn the choke shaft, gradually 
the choke as the plant warms up. When the plant is stopped, th 
mal coil cools off, causing the choke shaft to return to the corr 
ition for the next start. 

At a temperature of 700 F., the choke should be approximately 
from the fully opened position. .The thermal coil (bi-metal) is i 
in the choke body in a clockwise direction as viewed starting fr 
inside turn. The thermal coil tends to coil tighter when heated 
than unwind. 

Ext'reme temperature may require a slight readjustment of the 
setting. To adjust the choke, loosen the two screws which reta 
choke cover to the choke body. For less choking action, turn tl 
assembly slightiy in a counterclockwise direction, looking at th 
unit end. For mbre choking action, turn the cover assembly sl 
a clockwise direction. 

If the choke does not operate properly, check to see that the he 
ement heats. properly. There must be no binding of the choke s 
thermal coil. Be sure to retighten the lock screw after any adj 

A manual operating lever and weight,fastened on the opposite e 
choke shaft, may be used to operate the choke in the event the el 
element burns out or the choke does not operate for any reason. 
the lever to horizontal position to open the choke. The choke w 

/laiN 

LOOSEN THE 
'SCREWS AND 

ROTATE THE 
ENTIRE COVE 
ASSEMBLY 

FIG. 25 - ELECTRIC CHOKE ADJUSTMENT 
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he idle adjusting needle inward (clockwise) until, the plant loses 
from lack of fuel. Then turn the needle slowly outward until the 

runs smoothly. Refer also to Abnormal Operation Conditions. 

lrottle idle stop screw should be adjusted to clear the throttle shaft 
ty 1/32" when the plant is operating at desired speed and no load 
jon. This setting helps prevent hunting during changes in load. 

"'. 

FIG. 24 - GASOLINE CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS, 

URETORFOR GAS FUEL ONLY. - To adjust the gas fuel car
buretor, set the main adjust

rew approximately 1-1/2 turns open, and set the idle adjusting 
approximately 1-1/4 turns open, to permit starting the engine. 
Ir adjust the screws as necessary for best operation while allowing 
~ine to thoroughly warm up under an average load condition. Make 
aladjusbnent pfJhe main adjusting screw while operating with a 
td connected. Turn the screw in until the plant voltage (or speed) 
to drop, then turn the screw slowly outward until the voltage (or 
returns to normal, and operation is steady. Ii it is necessary to' 

,e screw out more than 1/2 turn after normal voltage is attained, 
~r to prevent surging; it maybe necessary to adjust the governor 
~htlyless 'sensitivity. Make the final adjustment ofthe "idle" 
for best operation after the load Is disconnected. 

the operation of the carburetor choke: The weighted choke 
just close, but must be free to open with the air stre,amwhich 
the carburetor during operation.. ' 

initial start, press the priiningbutton on the gas pressure reg

for iust a moment to nrime the'~v~tern. 


ADJUSTMENTS 

ADJUSTING THE GOVERNOR. - AC PLANT. - Refer to the illustra
tion, Governor Ad

justment. Connect the voltmeter across the output of the generator. 
With no electrical load connected, start the plant and adjust the speed 
adjusting nut to give a voltmeter reading of approximately 126 volts 
maximum fora 115 volt plant. Apply a full rated electrical load and 
again observe the voltage reading,which should be approximately 108 
volts minimum. For 230 volt plants, 252 V. at n.l. ismax. and 216 V. 
f. L is minimum. The correct sensitivlty adjustment gives the closest 
regulation without causing a hunting condition. If the voltage spread be
tween no load and full load conditions is too great, move the end of the, 
speed. sp;dng closer to the' governq'r shaft. : Test thE! governor action 'at' 
.var:ious,load c.onditions.1f voltage regulatiori is good, butthere is a ten· 
dencytoward huntingat Umes,thesensitivity adjustment istoo close or 

'sharp and the sensitivIty stud must be turned out,ward slightly. Any 
change in the sensitivity adjustment will require a speed readjustment. 

Ii a tachometer is used for adjusting the governor, engine speed at full 
load for a 60 cycle plant should be approkimately1800 rpm for a 4 pole' 
generator, or 3600 rpm for a 2 pole generator, with a spread of not mol," 
than ,100 rpm between no load and f\1~Uoad. Engine speed at full load 
for. !l.50 cycle plant should be approximately 1560 rpm for ,a 4 pole gen
erator, or 3000 rpm for a 2 pole generator. 

,\'lIS D1S'ANCE. 

DE.'E.RMINE.S SE.NSI'IYI'Y 


DE.CRe:AS£~~ 

~ 


S£NSI,IVI''I
ON 


(CLOS,E.R RE.GULAil

eE.'WE.£N~1> 
,~~ 

Y SPEED ADJUSTING NUT 

DECREASE: SPEED~ !2'NCREASE SPEED 

FIG. 22 - .GOVERNOR ADJUSTMENT 
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36 ADJUSTMENTS 

ADJUSTING THE GOVERNOR - BATTERY CHARGING PLANT. - To ad
just 

the governor on the battery charging generator, turn the knurled speed 
adjusting nut (spring ,tension nut) to give the desired charging rate. The 
rate of charge is shown on the control box ammeter. The ability of the 
governor to keep the charge rate steady at the desired rate depends upon 
the distance between the center of the governor arm shaft and the gover
nor arm end of the spring. If the governor tends to "hunt" or alternately 
increase and decrease speed, turn the sensitivity adjusting stud outward 
to move the end of the spring slightly farther from the center of the gov
ernor shaft. Any change in the sensitivity adjustment will require a 
compensating change in the speed (spring tension) adjustment. Increas
ing sensitivity results in a slight decrease in engine speed. The desired 
adjustment is a setting which gives the closest regulation without hunting. 
Maximum speed at full load operation of battery charging plants is appro
ximately 240Q rpm, as specified on the nameplate. 

J} 
~ 

ANTI-FLICKER MECHANISM. - The anti-flicker mechanism, also called 
flicker resistance mechanism, is pro-' 

vided to help eliminate flicker of lights in the a. c. load. Breaker points 
and a field resistor are used on all 115 or 230 volt plants with 4 pole 
generat.ors, to compensate for a surge in the voltage during the power 
stroke of the engine. The breaker points are located on the left side of 
the crankcase just behind the gear cover, protected by a sheet metal co
ver. The resistor is mounted on the brush rig or support. See that the 
br'eaker'points are not burned or pitted. Burned or pitted points are 
usually an mdication of a defective condenser. The points gap at full 
separation should be .020tl. If points and condenser are in good condi
tion and flicker of a small capacity light bulb, while operating at average 
plant load, is objectionable, check to see if a new resistor is required. 

,If an adjustable resistor is used, loosen the Sliding clip on the resistor 
~d, while watching a sma:ll light connected with an average plant load, 
slide the clip along the resistor to the point where the least flicker is 
noticeable. Tighten the clip at this position. 

ANTI-FLICKER BREAKER 
POINT GAP AT 0,020': 

il 
I,',;, 

FIG. 23 - ANTI-FLICKER 


ADJUSTMENTS 


CARBURETOR. - Refer to MAINTENANCE AND REPAffi-CARl 
if it becomes necessary to remove the carbUl 

repairs. A small piece of foreign matter lodging in a jet may c~ 
starting and poor operation. Dirty gasoline may cause the jets t 
larger, resulting in excessive gasoline consumption. Before tat 
with jet settings, mark the existing adjustment or count the num] 
turns the needle was backed out from its seat. 

The carburetor is a side (horizontal) draft type and has two adju: 
needles. The "idle" needle is located nearer the cylinder head. 
"mainn needle Js located on the top nearer the air cleaner. Turl 
needle inward gives a leaner fuel mixture for either jet. 

The correct setting for the main jet needle giv~s the best stabilil 
rated loadoperation. The correct setting for the idle needle giv 
best stability at no load operation. 

Full load (f. 1.) and no load (n. 1. ) operating conditions are neces: 
making carburetor adjustments. 

On alternating current plants, to obtain a full rated load conditio 
nect an a. c. load equal to the watts or amperes shown on the nat 
To obtain a no load condition, disconnect all a. c. load, leaving s 
batteries (where used) connected and with governor properly adjl 

On battery charging (d. c.) plants, to obtain a full rated load conI 
leave batteries connected, and. increase engine speed to the poini 
ammeter reading compares with rated amperes shown on the nar. 
To obtain a no load condition, leave batteries connected, decrea! 
gine speed to the pomt where ammeter reading is zero or as low 
sible. 

To adjust the carburetor, turn the adjusting needles in gently (fir 
tight) to their seats. Do not force them in, as they may be dama 
seating too tightly. Back the main needle out about 2-1/2 full tut 
the idle needle out about 3/4 of a turn. Start the plant and allow 
thoroughly warm up under a full load condition. 

Slowly turn the main adjusting needle inward (clockwise) for lean 
ture, until the plant begins to losespe.ed,'or the voltage drops. 
the needle outward (counterclockwise) to the point where the plan 
carry the full load. Check the operation at various loads. If the 
tendency to hunt (alternately increase and decrease speed) at any 
turn the adjusting needle out for richer fuel mixture, until the hu 
corrected, but do not turn the adjusting needle out more than 1/2 
beyond the point where maximum generator output is obtained. j 

the idle needle with the plant warm, with batteries connected. an 
no a. c. electrical load connected or while at lowest possible 'Chal 
as the case mas be, depending upon the type of plant in question. 
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JSTI.N;G THE GOVERNOR - BATTERY CHARGING PLANT. - To ad
just 

overnor on the battery charging generator, turn the knurled speed 
;ting nut (spring tension nut) to give the desired charging rate. The 
of charge is shown on the control box ammeter. The ability of the 
rnor to keep the charge rate steady at the desired rate depends upon 
jstance between the center of the governor arm shaft and the gover
trmen.d of the spring.. If the governor tends to "hunt" or alternately 
~ase and decrease speed, turn the sensitivity adjusting stud outward 
ove the el1d of the spring slightly farther from the center of the gov
r shaft. Any change in the sensitivity adjustment will require a 
)ensating change in the speed (spring tension) adjustmel1t. Increas
ensitivity results in a slight decrease in engine speed. The desired 
;tmentis a setting which gives the closest regulation without hunting. 
mum speed at full load operation of battery charging plants is appro
.tely 2400 rpm, as specified on the nameplate. 

I-FLICKER ME"CHANISM. - The anti~flicker mechanism, also called 

. flicker resistance mechanism, is pro-

to help eliminate flicker of lights in the a. c. load. Breaker points 


t field resistor are used on all lUi or 230 volt plants with 4 pole 
ratprs, to compensate for a surge in the voltage during the power 
eo! the engine. The breaker points are located on tbe left side of 
rankcase just behind the gear cover , protected by a sheet metal co-

The resistor is mounted on the brush rig or support. See that the 

er 'points are not burned or pitted. Burned or pitted pOints are 

lyan in'dication of a defective condenser. The points gap at full 

ationshould be .020". If points and condenser are in good condi

d flicker of a small capacity light bulb, while operating at average 

load, is objectionable, check to see if a new resistor is required. 


adjustable resistor is used, loosen the sliding clip on the resistor 
while watching a small light connected with an average plant load, 
the clip along the resIstor to the point where the least flicker is 

eable. Tighten the clip at this pOSition. 

POINT GAP 	

tv 

... . 

. FIG. 23 - ANTI:"FLICKER 

CARBURETOR. - Refer to MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR-CARBURETC 
if it becomes necessary to remove the carburetor fOt 

repairs. A small piece of foreign matter lodging .in a jet may cause harl 
starting and poor operation. Dirty gasoline may cause the jets to wear 
larger, resulting in excessive gasoline consumption. Before tampering 
with jet settings, mark the existing adjustment or count the number of 
turns the needle was backed out from its seat. 

The carburetor is a side (horizontal) draft type and has two adjusting 
needles. The "idle" needle is located nearer the cylinder head. The 
"I;l1ain" needle Js located on the top nearer the air cleaner. Turning the 
needle inward gives a leaner fuel mixture for either jet. 

The correct setting for the main jet needle giv~s the best stability at full 
rated load operation. The correct setting for fhe idle needle gives the 
best stability at no load operation.· . 

Full load (f. 1. ) and no load (n. L ) operating conditions are necessary wh! 
making carburetor adjustments. 

On alternating current plants, to obtain a full rated load condition, con
nect an a. c. load equal to the watts or amperes shown on the nameplate. 
To obtain a no load condition, disconnect all a. c. load, leaving starting 
batteries (where used) connected and with governor properly adjusted. 

On battery charging (d. c.) plants, to obtain a full rated load condition, 
leave batteries connected, and increase engine speed to the point where 
ammeter reading compares with rated amperes shown on the nameplate. 
To obtain a no load condition, leave batteries connected, decrease en-: 
gine speed to the point where ammeter reading is zero or as low as pos
sible. 

To adjust the carburetor, turn the adjusting needles in gently (finger 
tight) to their seats. Do not force them in, as they maybe damaged by 
seating too tightly. Back the main needle out about 2-1/2 full turns. Ba( 
the idle needle out about 3/4 of a turn. Start the plant and allow it to 
thoroughly warm up under a full load condition. 

Slowly turn the main adjusting needle inward (clockwise) for leaner mix
ture, until the plant begins to lose spe.ed,·or the voltage drops . Turn 
the needle outward (counterclockwise) to the point where the plant will 

. carry the full. load. Check the operation at various loads. If there is a 
tendency to hunt (alternately increase and decrease speed) at any load, 

.. 	 turn the adjusting needle out for richer fuel mixture, until the bunt is 
corrected, but do not turn the adjusting needle out more than 1/2 turn 
beyond the pOint where maximum generator output is obtained. Adjust 
the idle needle with the plant warm, with batteries connected, and with 
no a-:-C:- electrical load connected or while at lowest possible charge rate 
as the case mas be, depending upon the type of plant in question. Slowly 
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turn the idle adjusting needle inward (clockwise) until, the plant loses I 
Ispeed .from lack of fuel. Then turn the needle slowly outward until the 

plant runs smoothly. Refer alsoto Abnormal Operation Conditions. 

'The throttle idle stop screw should be adjusted to clear the throttle shaft 
stop by 1/32" when the plant is operating at desired speed and no load 
condition. This setting helps prevent hunting during changes in load. 

FIG. 24 - GASOLINE CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS, 

CARBURETOR FOR GAS FUEL ONLY. - To adjust the gas fuel car
buretor, set the main adjust

ing screw approximately 1-1/2 turns open, and set the idle adjusting 
screw approximately 1-1/4 turns open, to permit starting the engine. 
Further adjust the screws as necessary for best operation while allowing 
the engine to thoroughly warm up under an average load condition. Make 

.	the final adjustment of the main adjusting screw while operating with a 
fhu load connected. Turn the screw in until the plant voltage (or speed) 
begins to drop, then turn the screw slowly outward until the voltage (or 
speed) returns to normal, and operation is steady. If it is necessary to' 
turn the screw out more than 1/2 turn after normal voltage is attained, 
in order to prevent surging, it may be necessary to adjust the governor 
for slightly less sensitivity. Make the final adjusfment ofthe "idle" 
screw for best operation after the load is disconnected. 

Check the operation of the carburetor choke~ The weighted cho_ke 
. should just close , but must be free to open with the air stream which 
enters the carburetor during operation. 

, On the initial start, press the priming button on the gas pressure reg
"ilator for just a moment to prime the system. 

ADJUSTMENTS 


ADJUSTING THE GOVERNOR. - AC PLANT. - Refer to the il 
tion, Governo 

justment. Connect the voltmeter across the output of the genera 
With no electrical load connected, start the plant and adjust the: 
adjusting nut to give a voltmeter reading of approximately 126 vc 
maximum .for a 115 volt plant. Apply a full rated electriCal load 

. again observe the voltage reading, which should be approximate 
volts minimum. ,For 230 volt plants, 252 V. at n.l. is max. anc 
f. L is minimum. The correct sensitivity adjustmentgtvesthe c 
regulation without causing a hunting condition. If the voltage SpI 
tween no load and full load conditions is too great-; mpve the end 
speed spring cloi!'!er to the- governq-r shaft. Test th€,i governora.c 
-val'iousJmtd c,onditions:.If voltage regillation is good, butthere 
denCy toward hunting at times, the se11sitiv~ty adjustment is too ( 
sharpandthes~nsitivity studmusf be turned outward slightly. ~ 
change in the sensitivity adjustment will require a speed readjus 

If a tachometer is ilsed for adjusting the governor, engine speed 
load for a 60 cycle plant should be apprO:icimately 1800 rpm for a 
generator, or 3600 rpm fora2 pole generator,' ,with a spread of 
than 100 rpm between no load and fqlLload. Engine speed at full 
for a50 cycle plant should be approximately 1560 rpm for a 4 po 
erator, or 3000 rpm for a2 pole generator. 

TBIS DISTANCE 
DETERMINES SENSITlvnYr1 

DECP.E"'SE~SEN~ .__ i~~ 

~ 
SEN51' \V !T'I' 

tCLOS.ER.REGULATION
eETWEEN~1> 
~~ 

"" SPEED ADJUST!NG NUT~ 

~ DECREASE SPEED~ 2'NCREASE SPEED 

FIG. 22 - ,GOVERNOR ADJUSTMENT 
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\'i,erating plant satisfactory performance is dependent upon correct 
lstments. Adjustments can not fully compensate for troubles such 
ow engine power due to engine condition. 

'.)
) 

TERNOR. _ The governor controls the speed of the engine. Always 
have the starting batteries (where used) properly con

ted when operaOng the plant. 

a. c. generating plants, engine speed determines the output voltage 
current frequency of the generator . By increasing the engine speed, 

erator voltage' and frequency is increased, and by decreasing the en
~ speed, generator voltage and frequency is decteased. An accurate 
:meter is required in adjusting the governor of a. c. plants. A small 
ed drop not noticeable without instruments will result in an object
:l.ble voitage drop. . 

) governor arm is fastened to a shaft which extends from the gear 
er, and is connected by a ball joint and link to the carburetor th
:Ie arm. If the carburetor has been removed, or the governor dis
embleC\ it may be necessary to :r.eadjustthe governor. . 

iinding in the bearings of the shaft which extends from the gear cover, 
he ball joint, or in the carburetor throttle assembly will cause slow 
ernor action or poor regulation. Looseness or excessive wear in 
governor mechanism will cause erratic governor action or alternate 

rease and . decrease in speed (hunting). A lean carburetor adjust
nt may also cause hunting. Springs of aU kinds have a tendency to 
e their calibrated tension through fatigue after long usage. If all 
"ernor and carburetor adjustments are properly made, arid the gover
, action is still erratic, replacing the spring with a hew one and re
ting the adjustments will usually correct the trouble. 

en the plant is stopped, tension of the governor spring should hold the . 
'buretor throttle arm at the wide open position, pushed toward the gen
.tor end of the plant. At wide open pOSition, the lever on the throttle 
it should just touch the carburetor body ot clear it by no more than 
,2 inch. This setting. can be obtained by increasing or decreasing the 
gth of the connecting linkage as nElcessary, by turning the ball joint on 
threads of the link. Be sure-to retighten the ball joint to the governor 

n. This operation synchronizes governor action with the carburetor 
atfleaction. ---. 

}fl 

'\\ 

ADJUSTMENTS 

ELECTRIC CHOKE. - The a. c. remote control type plant is equipped 
with a thermal action electric choke. A ther

mostatic coil (bi-metal) engages the choke shaft and is set at the factor) 
to give the correct choking action for average temperature conditions. 
When the plant starts, current from the generator is supplied to a small 
heating element in the choke cover. This heating element causes the 
thermal coil to wind tighter and turn the choke shaft, gradually opening 
the choke as the plant warms up. When the plant is stopped, the ther
mal coil cools off, causing the choke shaft to return to the correct pos
ition for the next start. 

At a temperature of 700 F., the choke should be approximately 1/8" 
from the fully opened position. The thermal coil (bi-metal) is installed 
in the choke body in a clockwise direction as viewed starting from the 
inside turn. The thermal coil tends to coil tighter when heated rather 
than unwind. 

Extreme temperature may require a slight readjustment of the choke 
setting. To adjust the choke, loosen the two screws which retain the 
choke cover to the choke body. For less choking action, turn the cover 
assembly slightiy in a counterclockwise direction, looking at the therma 
unit end. For more choking action, turn the cover assembly slightly in 
a clockwise direction. 

If the choke does not operate properly, check to see that the heating el 
ement heats properly. There must be no binding of the choke shaft or 
thermal coiL Be sure to retighten the lock screw after any adjustment. 

A manual operating lever and weight,fastened on the opposite end of the 
choke shaft, may be used to operate the choke in the event the electric 
element burns out or the choke does not operate for any reason. Turn 
the lever to horizontalposition to open the choke. The choke would re

4$24 

FIG. 25 - ELECTRIC CHOKE ADJUSTMENT 
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main at closed position if electric choke failure occured and the bimetal 
spring were not removed from the choke shaft. 

~ote that the direction marking "CHOKE ~" as appears cast on the 
body of some carburetors is correct for manually choked plants, but is 
wrong for electric choked plants due to the choke valve arrangement. 
Choking position of the weight lever is vertical, on the shaft ofelectri 
cally choked plants. Choking position of the lever is horizontal on man
uallychokedplants. 

PERIODIC SERVIC E 


top of piston and valves, and top surface of the cylinder block. 

BREATHER VALVE. - The nylon ball, contained in the breather 
helps maintain a partial vacuum which is 

ed in the crankcase while running. Remove the hose which carr' 
pelled air from the breather valve atthe valve compartment cov 
the air cleaner. Occasionally the valve will lift out and remain . 
the hose. Wash the valve assembly in kerosene or other suitabl 
vent. Then dry and replace. The valve must work freely and m 
vent expelled air from re-entering the crankcase. The hose mu 
be restricted. Reinstall parts removed. See the illustration, V 
Service, under Maintenance and Repair• Loosen valve with plie 

ANTI-FLICKER BREAKER POINTS. - Keep the gap between the 
. . , . flicker breaker points adj 

'as given in the Table of Clearances. Follow the same principle 
care as given for the magneto breaker points. 

GENERATOR. - Check the condition of the commutator, a,c, co 
rings, and brushes. Clean the commutator (an 

collector rings) with a dry, lin(free cloth. If heavily coated or 
rough, sand smooth witb #00 sandpaper. Do not use emery ore 
undum cloth or paper. 

Install new commutator brushes and other rectangular brushes w 
old ones are worn to 5/8" or less in length. The cylindrical typ 
nearly square (1/4 x 3/8") type collector ring brush with spring, 
may be used until worn to 5/16" in length. 

See that all connections are Ugbt. .Remove carbon dust from the 
erator. 

CONTROL BOX. - Keep the control box free of dust and dirt. S 
. ' aU connections are clean and tight. Replace 

-new one any -pa:rt wh~ch·does not function properly. Always disc 
"the battery ground before. servicing controls to avoid accidental 

GENERAL INSPECTION. - Th6roughlyinspect the entire plant f 
connections, loose screws or nuts, 

etc. Make any necessary repairs. 

See that eqUipment which serves forradionoisesuppressioIi is il 
and with clean tight connections. Suppression eqUipment include~ 
plug shield, shielded ignition leads and by-pass capacitors in ger 
and control. 

NOTE:-A double sealed, prelubricated ball bearing is used on Ci; 

generators. No periodic service is required, 
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ricate the governor arm ball joint with a dry type lubricant such as 
dered graphite to assure best performance and longest .life of the 
joint. If graphite is not available, use a light non-gummy oil. 

(} 

,J) 

RK PLUG. - Clean the spark plug and reset the gap as given in the 
Table of Clearances. Test the plug under compression 

. plug testing m~chine, if one is available. Replace a defectiveplug. 

rTERY. - If the plant uses a starting battery, keep the connections. 
tight and clean. Keep the electrolyte at the proper level 

e the separators by adding clean water. <Distilled water is recom
ded· for use in batteries. If distilled water is not obtainable, use 

soft water such as filtered rain water. Do not use water which 
ainsalkali or minerals. Use a hydrometer to check the charge 
itionbefore adding water. In freezing weather, add water only be

<running the plant, to assure mixing the water with the electrolyte. 

MONTHLY SERVICE 

If the plant is operated more than 200 hours monthly, per
form the following services each 200 hours of operation. 

"L sYSTEM. - On plants with a separate fuel tank, drain the fuel 
tank and remove the shut-off valve and filter assem

. Carefully clean the filter screen. Tighten connections well when 
sembling. Empty carburetor bowl and fuel filter bowl of any 

ent which may have accumulated. 

NETO BREAKER POINTS. - Remove the blower housing and the 
blower-flywheel. Inspectthe mag

breaker points. Contact points which are not badly burned or pit 
ay be dressed smooth, using a fine abrasive stone or hone. If 

oints are pitted or burned deeply, replace them with a new point 
Excessive burning of the contact points is usually an indication of 

fective condenser, which should be replaced with a new one. Ad
the gap between the points as given in the Table of Clearances. 
I the wick on the point set,if dry. CLEAN BREAKER POINTS 
URATELY ADJUSTED AID STARTING. 

UST sYSTEM. - Inspect all exhaust line connections carefully. 
Make neces~~I)Trepairs o_r~:reI>l<tcements. 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

GENERAL. - Refer to the Service Diagnosis section for assistance in 
locating and correcting troubles which may occur. If a 

major repair or overhaul becomes necessary, the engine should be car 
fully checked and necessary repairs made by a competent mechanic. ~ 
jor generator repairs should be made by a competent electriCian. Mai 
tain factory limits and clearances as given in the Table of Clearances, 
replacing worn parts when necessary. Avoid accidental shorts by dis
connecting the battery when servicing control parts. 

TABLE OF CLEARANCES 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

Valve,.. Intake - Cast Iron Block ..... . .010" • 012" 
Valve - Exhaust - Cast Iron Block ' ... . • 010 If · 012" 

440
Valve Face, Angle •.•....••......... 


450
Valve Seat, Angle ••..•.............. 

. Valve Interference Angle •..........•.. . 10 


Valve Stem in Guide .. Intake ........ . · 0010" · 0025" 

Valve Stem in Guide - Exhaust ....... . · 0025" • 0040" 

Crankshaft End Play .•............•... · 008 " • 012" 

Crankshaft Main Bearing ............• · 0030" · 0040" 

Crankshaft Main Bearing Journal 

Standard Size ............... '...... . 1. 6860" 1. 6865" 
Crankshaft Rod Bearing Journal 

Standard Size ......•..••...... '!' •••• 1. 3745 fI 1. 3750" 
Valve Seat Interference Width ....•... 2/64" ·3/64" 
CamShaft Bearing •...........•...... <.001~' .003ry' 
Connecting Rod Bearing •........•.... .0015" • 0025" 
Piston Pin in Rod - 72oF. • .......... . Thumb Push Fit 

. Piston Pin in Piston - 72oF. .: .....•• Hand push .Fit 
Piston to Cylinder - Cast Iron Block .. .0025" . 0045" 
Cylinder Bore - Standard Size - Cast 

Iron Block ....................... . 2. 7505" 2.7515" 
Piston Ring Gap - Compression - Cast 

Iron Block .... < . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .007" .017" 
Piston Ring Gap - Oil - Cast Iron Block. . 007" .017" 
Magneto Breaker Point Gap (full separation) . 022" 
Anti-Flicker Breaker Point Gap (full sep.) . 020" 
Magneto Pole Shoe Air Gap ........... . · 010" .015" 
Spark Plug Gap - Gasoline Fuel. . . . . . . . .025" 

-~-Spa:tk-Plug~(jap~(}as-Fuel; ~~~;. -:.-.~.-~..:~:----<------~--------

BON REMOVAL. - Regular removal of carbon deposits from the 
combustion chamber helps to keep engine ef

ncy high.· The frequency with which it is advisable to remove car
ill vary ·considerably with the type of fuel used, the type of oil used, 

Ignition Timing Advance - Above 1800 rpm.. 
. ..: 1800 rpm Plants.. 

Cylinder Head Screw, Torque.......... 
Connecting Rod Screw, Torque . . . . . . . . . 

250 B. T. C. 
190 B. T. C. 
25-30 lb. ft. 
10-12 lb. ft. 

perating conditions. Use of highly leaded gasoline necessitates 
ent removal of carbon and lead deposits from the cylinder head, 
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ENGINE 

CARBURETOR, - Carburetor maintenance should consist of regular 
cleaning. Some types of gasoline have a tendency to

ward formation of gum deposits inside the carburetor. This gum for,.. 
mation can usually be removed by soaking in alcohol or acetone. A fine 
soft wire may be used to clean jets. 	 . 

Carburetor adjustments appear in the adjustment section herein. See 
that the float is not damaged. Be sure the throttle assembly works free
ly. When reinstalling adjusting needles, do not force them into their' 
seats. 

The carburetor for the 3600 rpm plant has a larger venturi than, other 
models.' 	 . 

MAGNETO. - The high tension magneto supplles ignition current to the 
spark plug. Proper timing of the spark is accomplished 

by a breaker mechanism actuated by a cam on the crankshaft. To test 
the spark, disconnect the cable from the spark plug and support it so 

. that the end of the wire is 3/16 inch from a clean metal put of the engine, 
such as the spark plug base. Crank the engine with the hand rope, ob
serving the spark, which should jump the 3/16 inch gap with ease. If 
there is no spark,or a spark that is weak or yellowish in color, make 
repairs as necessary. 

Remove the blower housing and loosen the flywheel center bolt afew 
turns. While pulling or prying outward on the flywheel, strike the fly
wheel bolt a sharp endwise blow to loosen the flywheeL.' Remove the fly
wheel bolt and carefully pull the flywheel off the crankshaft. Examine 
the magneto breaker contactpOints. Contact points which are not badly 
burned or pitted may sometimes be dressed smooth with a thin flexible 
abrasive stone 	or removed and dressed on any fine stone or hone. Bad
ly burned or pitted points should be replaced with new ones. Adjust the 
gap between points at full separation as given in the Table of Clearances. 
A defective condenser must be replaced with a new one of proper cap
acity. A flywheel magnet which has lost its magnetism can be remag
netized. Ifthe 	magneto backplate has been loosened or removed, see 
that the gap. between the coilpoleshoes and the flywheel is .010io.015". 
Too wide' an air gap would produce a weak spark.. 

TIMING THE IGNITION. - Proper timing of thesparkis importantfor 
good engine operation. Refer to the Table 

of Clearances for the correct degree of spark advance before top center 
(TC) position of piston travel. If available, use a series type test lamp 
for accuracy. 	 . ' 

PERIODIC SERVIC E 


Follow a definite schedule of inspection and servicing to assur 
.performance and long life. of the plant. Service periods outlinE 
are for average service and normal operating conditions. Und 
usual service or abnormal operating conditions, service the pI 
frequ~ntly. Keep a record of the hours the plant is operatede: 
to assure servicing at the proper tiIne. 

DAILY SERVICE 

If the plant is operated more than 8 hours daily, perform 
the following Services each 8 hours of operation•. 

FUEL. - Check the fuel supply often enough to avoid running 01 

NEVER FILL THE FUEL TANK WHILE THEPLANl 
NINO. Use clean, fresh, regular automotive type gasoline of . 
68 octane ra.ting. Use .of. a highly leaded premium grade of ga 
not recommended. 

CRANKCASE. - Remove the oiifm plug and check the crankca 
level. If the oil level is below the bottom thr 

the fill hole, add oil as necessary to bring·thelevel tothe top 
threads. Replace the plug securely. 

. CLEANING. ,.. 	 A clean plant will give more satisfactory servic 
off dirt and any spilled oil. 

WEEKLY SERVICE 

If the plant is operated more than 50 hours weekly, per
form the following services.each 50 hours of operation. 

CRANKCASE. ,.. If uSi~g diluted oil, or highly leaded gasoline, 
the crankc.ase oil each, 50 hours. of operation. 

normal conditions and 'when using oil which is not diluted, Gha 
, crankcase oil each 100 hours of operation. Do not drain the o· 

the plant has-been standing idle. Run the plant until the ,oil is 
ly warmed up, then stopthe plan.t and drain theQil. 

AIR CLEANER, DRY TYPE. - Remove and disasSel'llble theai 
. . .' ..... .'. . ..er. .Rem'Clv.e the element and w 
roughly in a solvent. Dry thoroughly and dip in oil of the. sam 
nu.m.beras used in thecrankGase. AlloW to drain.until drippin 
then reassemble. . 

" 	 . . . 
GOVERNOR LINKAGE. - P\lt a drop. or twoof lubricatiJ;1goil a 

point where the link· engages the carb 
throttl~ ~rm. 
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ION. If. the installation agrees with trie following description, pre
the battery to assure long battery life by REDUCING BATTERY 

:;IFIC GRAVITY . 

iardautomotive type storage batteries will self discharge very 
ely when installed where ambient temperature is always above gOa}? , 
as in a boiler room. To lengthen battery life, adjust the elect

~e a normal 1.275 reading at full charge to a 1. 225 reading. 

cranking power of the battery is also reduced when electrolyte is 
ed to reduce acid activity and thus lengthen battery life. If tem
ture is consistently above gOoF. (32. 20 C. ) adjust the electrolyte 
lstructed below. 

<'ully charge the battery. DO NOT BRlNG AN OPEN FLAME OR 
3URJ\TJNG CIGARETTE NEAR THE BATTERIES ON CHARGE BE
~AUSE THE GAS RELEASED DURING CHARGING IS VERY 
"LAMMABLE. 

:Vhile battery is on charge, use a hydrometer or filler bulb to si 
Ihon. off all of the electrolyte above the plates in each cell. Do not 
Lttempt to pour off I! Dispose of the removed electrolyte. AVOID 
naN OR CLOTHING CONTACT WITH ELECTROLYTE. 

"ill each cell with pure distilled water. 

{echarge the batteries for one hour at a 4 to 6 ampere ,rate. 

Jse a reliable battery hydrometer, to test each cell. If the speci
ic gravity is above 1. 225, repeat steps number 2,3, and 4 until 
he highest specific gravity reading of the fully charged battery is 
lOt over 1. 225. Most batteries require repeating steps 2, 3, and 4 
wo times. 

DUST AND DffiT 

ANLINESS. - Keep the engine as clean as practicable. Service 
the air cleaner as frequently as conditions require. 

oil and gasolinE! suppUesin air tight containerS. Do not allow 
ng fins of cylinders or cylinder heads to become dirty or obstructed, 
. the generator commutator , brushes, and brush guides clean. 

.£,RICATION. - Change the crankcase oil every 50 operating hours, .~ 

. instead of every 100 operating hours, dur,ing severe-
sty operating conditions. ' 

Q 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

See that the point gap is properly adjusted. Install the flywheel loosely, . 
with its key in place, and turn the flywheel with rotation direction to the 
pOSition where the mark on the edge of the flywheel is in alignment with 
the proper degree mark on the gear cover. The points should just se
parate at this point. If they do not, remove the flywheel and loosen the 
magneto backplate mounting screws slightly. If the points do not separ
ate soon enough, shift the entire backplate assembly slightly in a counter 
clockwise direction. if the points separate too soon, shift the backplate 
assembly clockwise. Retighten the backplate mounting screws and re
check the work for accuracy. When replacing the flywheel, always make 
sure the key is properly in place on the crankshaft. 

HIGH TENSIO 
LEAD 

LOOSEN THIS 
TO SHIFT POINT SET 
FOR 0.022" GAP AT 
FULL SEPARATION. 
RETIGHTEN SCREW 

SECURELY. 

~ 
CONDt:.N5E~ 

VALVE SERVICE. - Properly seating valves are essential to good en
gine performance. The aluminum cylinder head is 


removable for valve servicing. Do not use a pr.y to loosen the cylinder 
head, rap sharply on the ed'ge with a soft faced Iiammer, taking care not 
to break any cooling fins. A conventional type valve spring lifter may be 
used when removing the valve spring locks, which are of the split type. ' 
Clean all carbon deposits from the cylinder head, piston top, valves, 
guides, etc. If a valve face is burned or warped, or the stem worn, in
stall a new valve. 

Wornvalve stem guides may be replaced from L'1.side the valve chamber. 
The intake valve guide must have a gasket under the shoulder. This g as
ket must contacttightly-against-the upper..valvechamber-surface._Jlalve. 
locks are the split, tapered type, the smaller diameter of which must 
face toward the valve head. Tappets are alsoreplaceable;(r,om the valve 
chamber, after first removing the valve assembliE!S~'""'" 

I 
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I 
SEAT 

- Valve 
Grinding 

SEA" 

~ 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

The valve FACE angle is 440 . The valve SEAT angle is 450. This 10 
interference angle results in a sharp seating surface between the valve 
and the top of the valve seat. The interference angle method of grinding 
valves minimizes face deposits and lengthens valve life. 

\. 

) 

The valves should not be hand lapped, if at all avoidable, since the sharp 
contact may be destroyed. This is especially important where stellite 
faced valves and seats are used. Valve faces should be finished in a 
machine to 440 . Valve seats should be ground with a 450stone,and the 
width of the seat band should be 2/64 to 3/64 of an inch Wide. Grind only 
enough to asSUre proper seating. 

Remove all grinding compound from engine parts and place each valve 
in its proper location. Check each valve for a tight seat, using an air 
pressure type testing tool. If such a tool is not available, inake pencil 
marks at interval:s across the valve face and observe if the marks rub 
off uniformly when the valve is rotated part 6f a turn against the seat. 

Lightly oil the valve stems and reassemble all parts removed. 
the valve clearahce. 

Adjust 

'1~15$-;'~.9J,1"t;,~~ 

FIG. 27 - VALVE SERVICE 


ABNORMA L OP ERATING CONDITIONI 

LOW TEMPERATURES 

LUBRICATION. - Directions for the proper grade ofoil to use 
weather are given in the PREPARATION sec 

changing oil in cold weather, be sure to drain the oil only when 
·is warm from rUnning. 

If an unexpected drop in the temperature causes oil in the cram 
become too thick to run freely from the oil drain, do not attemf 
start the plant. ·If the plant is started when the oil is congealed 
iousdamagemay result from improper lubrication. RemCive U 
to a warm location, or apply heat externally until the oil is suif 
warm. 

FUEL•. .,. Fresh winter grade, automotive type gasoline is an ai 
ingin cold weather, Premium highly-leaded gasoline 

be used. Keep gasoline supplies free of moisture condensation. 
room in the fuel tank to compensate for expansion. Opcen the ca 
main jet approximately 1 additional turn for below 00 F. operat 

IGNlTION • ..; Cold weather starting is aided by a properly servi( 
. nition system. See that the magneto breaker poin· 

clean and properly adjusted. Clean andadjustthe spark plug; 

BATTERY. - If the pJant uses starting. batteries, keep the baUe 
. a well charged condition. A discharged battery m 
at 200F. A fully charged battery will not freeze it -900F~ 

COOLING. - The flow of air to the engine maybe partiallyobst: 
to keep the engine at operating temperature, if deE 

However, use extreme care to avoid overheating. 

HIGH TEMPERATURES 

LUBRICATION, - In temperatures above 90° (320C.) use SAE n 
50 oil~ Keep the oil level close to the full lev 

change the on at least every 100 operating hours. . . 

COOLING. The engine and generator of this plant depend upon00 

stant supply of fresh air for proper cob ling. See1 
thing obstruetsthecirculation of air toandaround theplant~K 
cooling fins clean and unobstructed. Make sure that the blower 
and cylinder air housings arepropedy'in place and areuildama~ 
the ignition timing properly adjusted. 

BATTERY PREPARATION FOR REMOTE START AC PLANT. J 
\ 

plant installation, follow the instructions for Batteries under m: 
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.oke to the running position, as illustrated. TAPPET ADJUSTMENT. - The tappet clearance may be easily checked 
after first removing the valve compartment 

Ii UP PERIOD - BATTERY CHARGING PLANT. - Best results will rl cove.r and the blower housing. Crank the engine over by hand until the 
be obtained if the 

ing rate is adjusted to a minimum until the plant has thoroughly 
ed up. 

~ piant warms up, gradually adjust the carburetor choke control 
.he plant will carry the full' load smoothly with the choke completely 
If the plant tends to "hunt" (alternately increase and decrease 

), the engine is too cool and a slightly richer choke adjustment 
sually eliminate the hunt. 

'ERY CI:L.\RGING RATE. - The battery charge rate is in propor
tion to the engine speed and is regulated 

ning the knurled governor spring adjusting nut. Increasing the 
stension raises the charging rate, as shown on the ammeter. De
ing the spring tension lowers the charging rate. Turn the knurled 
the proper direction while. watching the charge rate ammeter. 

~, the recommendations of the battery manufacturer as to the cor
'ate of charge. Do not overcharge the battery, nor charge at an 
siYe rate. 

"[ TO OPERATE THE BATTERY CHARGING PLANT. ..:. The battery 
charging 

jelivers current to the battery. Electricity may be used while the 
is running, if desired. The amount of electrical load which may be 
:::ted' while the plant is not running will of course depend upon the 
ity and charge condition of the battery. The amount of load which 
e connected while the plant is running will be equal to the plant 
lty plus the battery output. Operate the plant whenever it becomes 
5ary to recharge the battery. To avoid possible damage to the gen
" NEVER OPERATE THE PLANT WITHOUT HAVING THE BAT
CONNECTED TO THE PLANT. 

)attery manufacturers recommend "cycling" the battery. This 
, a fully charged battery should be used without recharging until at 
~5% discharged, then recharge fully. Repeat through complete 
, of charge and discharge for maximum life of the battery. Keep
)attery at a full state of charge atall times, without permitting it 
le, may shorten its life by as much as 75%. 

intake valve (the one nearest the carburetor) opens and closes. Contin
ue turning the flywheel slowly until the mark on the flywheel is in align. 
ment with the TC mark oil. the gear cover. The correct tappet clearance 
for both the intake and exhaust valves appear in the Table of Clearance. 
Tappets are fitted with self locking adjusting screws. Use a 7/16" 
wrench for the screw, and a 9/16 wrench for the tappet when making 
any adjustment. 

GEAR COVER. - When removing the gear cover, it is not necessary to 
remove the magneto assembly from the cover. Just 

disconnect the spark plug lead at the spark plug, and the stop wire. 

When installing the gear cover, make sure that the pin in the gear cover 
engages anyone of the three holes in the governor cup. Turn the gov
ernor cup so that a hole is in upward position where it corresponds to 
the 12 o'clock position on the face of a clock. Turn the governor arm 
and shaft clockwlse as far as possible and hold in this position until the 
gear cover is installed flush against the crankcase. Be careful not to 
damage the gear cover oil seal. 

IF FEELER WILL 
ENTER HOLE ·r 
BALL HAS 
FALLEN OUT. 

FIG.28 - INSTALLING THE GEAR COVER 

GOVERNOR CUP. - The governor cup may be removed from the cam 
gear and shaft after first removing the small lock 

ring from the camshaft center pin. Catch the governor flyballs in the 
:;lING THE PLANT. - To stop the plant, firmly press the STOP ~ hand as the cup assembly is removed. 3600 rpm units use only 5 fly

button on the blower housing until the plant balls while other models use 10 flyballs in the governor cup. 
to a complete stop. The plant will pick up speed and continue to 

the STOP button is released before the plant has come to a com If a new governor cup is being installed, the distance from the small 
ltop. In an emergency, if the STOP button fails to work, the plant lock ring on the center pin to the face of the governor cup must be ex
~ stopped by closing the fuel shut-off valve. actly 7/32" when the cup is pressed back against the flyballs as far as 
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WHEN GOVERNOR IS 
PROPERLY ASSEMBLED 
THE DIMENSION SHOWN 
ON DRAWING WILL BE 
AS INDICATED. 

. -----2:-1 
321 

"CENTER Plr.j 

GOVERNOR FLY BALL 

"2$$ 

FIG. 29 -GOVERNOR CUP 

possible. If the distance is too small,carefully dress the face of the cup 
as required, being'sure to remove any burr from the inside of the cup 

.bore. If the distance is more than 7/32", carefully press the pin in the 
required amount. Be very careful not to damage the pin, as it is difficult 
to replace it in the field. Replacement of governor flyballs is easier if 
the plant is tipped backward with the timing gears upward. Be sure that 
all flybaUs are replaced and evenly spaced. 

g 

ALIGN OIL 
HOLE/II 
BE4R/}/6

,I 

"';:rl-="!.'f'·;l
~~";;'';';< 

~ 

\'--'u 
ALltJN OIL 
HOLE/II 
BEAR/N8 

!7LIGAI OIL HOLE 
/N 6ASKET AND 

REAR BEARING PLATE 

FIG. 30 - PRESSURE LUBRICATION 

OPERATION 


DIRECT CURRENT PLANTS 

The following instructions apply to the standard battery charging 
For those plants adapted to remote starting, as necessary on cer 
marine installations, apply the operating instructions relative to 
trical choking as given for remote a. c. type plants. 

STARTING THE PLANT ELECTRICALLY-BATTERY CHARGING 
PLANT. - Be sure the switch between the plant and the battery iE 

Never operate the plant unless the battery is connecte 
the plant. Work the fuel pump primer lever (where used) a few s 
and return it to the iilward position, so as to not restrict normal 
operation. The extent to which the carburetor will have to be chc 
starting will depend upon temperature conditions. If the plant ha~ 

,sfandingidle in cold weather, the carburetor choke may have to b 
pletely Closed. These plants are choked by adjusting the small CE 

tor lever close to the air cleaner. Turn the lever almost parallel 
the carburetor body for full choking action. Turn the lever cross 
(clockwise) to the carburetor bcdy to open the choke as the plant v 
up. A spring loaded ball installed in the carburetor holds the chO: 
shaft at open position. In hot weather, or if the plant has been st 
temporarily and is still warm when it is to be restarted, little or 
choking should be required. Avoid overchoking. To start the pI 
just the choke control a~ required and firmly press the START sw 
on the control box. The plant should start after a few revolutions 
does not start after a few crankings of approximately 5 seconds e 
check the fuel and ignition systems, correcting any trouble found. 
lease the switch as soon as the plant starts. 

If the battery is in too Iowa state of charge to provide power for 
ing, the plant may be started manually as described below. 

STARTING THE PLANT MANUALLY -BATTERY CHARGING PLA 
Be 

the battery is connected to the battery charging type plant. 

If starting a cold engine, adjust the choke for·full choking action. 
these IMPORTANT STEPS to avoid rope breakage dueto a false s 
when cranking the engine: (1) Pull the starting rope slowly until t 
piston passes over compression but not permitting it to fire. (2) 
starter rope except for about 8 inches. (3) Pull rope its entire Ie 
with a fast steady pull. If engine fails to start, change the choke 
as required by temperature conditions and repeat the entire crank 
procedure. As the engine starts adjust the choke position to the p 
where the plant runs smoothly. As the plant warms up, gradually 
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PING THE PLANT. - To stop the manual type engine, press the 
STOP button on the blower housing until the 

e has come to a complete stop.. To stop the remote control type {i 

hold the remote STOP switch or hold the control box switch at 
rOPposition. The high tension magneto provides a firing spark 
when the engine is running at very few rpm. Release of the STOP 
h too soon will allow the plant to again pick up speed and continue 
1. In an emergency, if the STOP button fails to work, the plant 
)e stopped by closing the fuel shut-off valve, 

. i 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

PRESSURE LUBRICATION. -Pressure lubrication does not apply to all 
. models~ Pressure lubricated plants have 

a gear type oil pump, an oil intake cup, a non-adjustable relief valve 
and necessary machining. If the oil pump is to be removed, it must be 
turned off the intake pipe. If the oil pump fails, install a complete new 
pump. The relief valve may be removed for cleaning. 

Be sure to properly install a good pump mounting gasket. Install the 
intake pipe tightly and at the correct angle to have the cup parallel to the 
oil base. BE SURE THE OIL PUMP IS PRIMED WITH OIL. 

TIMING GEARS. - If replacement of either the crankshaft gear or the 
camshaft gear becomes necessary, install both gears 

new, never one only. To remove the ·crankshaft gear, insert two long 
#10-32 steel screws into the tapped gear holes and tighten the screws 
alternately. As the screws are tightened, the screw ends will seat a
gainst the crankshaft shoulde.r and force the gear off the end of the crank· 
shaft• 

. THESE MARKS MUS'( 
COINCIOE WHEN IN
STALLING TIMING 
GEARS. 

SCREWS PASS TH"OUGH 
GEAR ANO BEAR 
AGAINST CRANK.. 
SHAFT SHOUL.DER. 

®"'O-32 

FIG. 31-TIMING GEARS 

The' camshaft gear is pressed on and keyed to the camshaft. The cam.. 
shaft and gear must be removed as an assembly, after first removing 
the crankshaft gear lock ring and washer. Before removing the cam.. 

. shaft and gear assembly, remove the cylinder head and valve assemb.. 
lies. Remove the anti-flicker breaker plunger ( where used)~ Rempve 
the fuel pump and tappets. After removing the governor cup assembly 
from the gear, the camshaft may be pressed out of the gear by use of a 
hollow tool or pipe which will fit over the camshaft center pin. Do l1pt 
press on the center pin or damage it in any way. The governor ball . 
spacer is a press fit to the camshaft gear. 
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If either the crankshaft gear or camshaft gear becomes damaged or worn, 

replace both gears with new ones, never one only. When pressing a . 

camshaft gear onto the camshaft, be sure the gear is started straight 

and that the key is properly in place. Install the governor cup assembly 

before installing the camshaft and gear in the engine. 


Note that each timing gear is stamped with "0" mark near the edge. 

The gear teeth must mesh so that these marks exactly coincide when the 

gears are installed:in the engine. Be sure, when installing the camshaft 

gear and sha,ft assembly, that the thrust washer is properly in place be,.. 

hind the camshaft gear. Replace the retaining washer and lock ring to 

the crankshaft. 


CYLINDER. - The cylinder wears very little in normal service. If th
. rough improper lubrication or accident, the cylinder wall 

should become scored or worn badly, the cylinder maybe rebored arid 
honed to accomodate a new piston and rings of one of the available over
sizes. Pistons are 'obtainable in .005", . 010''. . 020", and. 030" over
sizes. Piston rings are availab,le in .010", • 020", and .030" oversizes. 
Use standard size rings on a .005" oversize piston. If the cylinder is 
not being reconditioned,but new piston rings are being installed, re
move any ridge which may have become formed at the top of piston ring 
travel in the cylinder bore. Some engines were fitted at the factory with 
a .005" oversize piston and are so indicated by a letter "E" following 
the engine serial number stamped on the side of the crankcase near the 
fuel filter, .and on the plant nameplate. . 

PISTON AND RINGS. - The piston and connecting rod assembly are re
moved through the top of the cylinder. The pis

ton is fitted with two compreSSion rings and one oil control ring. The 
piston ring grooves should be cleaned of any carbon deposits, and the oil 
return holes in the lower groove must be open. Before installing new 
rings on the piston, check the ring gap by placing each ring squarely in 

. the cylinder at a pOSition corresponding to the bottom of its travel. The 
gap between the ends of the ring should be as given in the Table of Clear

. ances. Rings which are slightly oversize may be filed as necessary to 
obtain the correct gap, but do not use rings which require too much fil 
ing. Standard size rings may be used on a .005" oversize piston. • 010", 
• 020" and .030" oversize rings are to be used on .010",· • 020", and 
• 030" oversize pistons, respectively. Rings of the tapered type ate us
ually marked "TOP" on one side, or identified in sOme. other marmer, 
and the ring must be installed with this mark toward the close.d end of the 
piston. Space each ring gap one third of the way around the piston from 
the preceding one,with no gap directly in line with the piston pin. The 
bottom piston ring groove should be fitted with an oil control ring and 
the two upper grooves fitted with compression rings. 

OPERATION 


false start when cranking the engine; (1) Pull the starting rope sl 
til the piston passes over COmpression but NOT permitting it to f 
(2) Rewind starter rope except for about 8 inches. (3) Pull rope 
tire length with a fast steady pull. 1£ engine fails to start, chang 
choke setting as. required. by temperature conditions and repeat t 
tire cranking procedUre. As the engine starts, adjust the choke 
to the point where the plant runs smoothly. As the plant warms 
gradually open the choke to the running position, as illustrated. 

CONNECTING THE LOAD. - Best results are obtained if the pIa 
. allowed to thoroughly warm up bef 

necting a heavy load, Connect the load to the remote control typ 
by throwing the main line switch to the ON position. If no main I 

·switch·was installed, throw the switch for the individual load to t 
. position. When possible apply portions of the load in steps.I 
Connect the load to the manual type plant by inserting the load pI 
ectly into the receptacle at the side of the generator. 

CAUTION 

Continuous overloading of the generator will cause 
the generator temperature to rise to a dangerous 
point and may lead to serious damage to the windings, 
The generator will safely handle an overload tempor
arily, but for continuous operation keep the load with
in the rating of the plant as shown on the nameplate. 

BATTERY CHARGE RATE. - A toggle switch on the control box 
remote control type plant provides 

control of the battery charging rate. The LO position of the swit 
vides a charge rate of approximately 2 amperes, which will keep 
battery in a satisfactory state of charge under normal operating c 
tions. If frequent starts and short operating periods lead to the 

.... becoming discharged; throw the toggle switch to the ill pOSition t 
porariIy, returning to the LO. pOSition as the battery nears the ful 
charged condition. Check the charge condition of the battery freg 
with a hydrometer . 
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ALTERNATING CURRENT PLANTS 

ING THE REMOTE CONTROL PLANT ELECTRICALLY. - Be
fore 

~,a new plant the first tiille, or one which has run out of fuel, it 
necessary to pump gasoline into the carburetor. Work the fuel 
rimer lever to allow the plant to crank electrically by holding the 
-STOP switch ;1t the START position. It usually takes approxi:" 
30 revolutions: of the crankshaft to properly fill the carburetor 
soline. If fuel does not reach the carburetor, inspect carefully 
iir leak between the fuel pump inlet and the fuel tank. Be sure 
'es are open and the pump primer lever is returned to inward 
1. The air vent on the separate tank must be partially open. Re
~ priming lever to disengaged (inward) pOSition. 

t the plant, push the START-STOP toggle switch to the START 
:1. The -plant should start after a fE;:!w revolutions. The carbure
:utomatically choked. If the plant does not start after a few 
tgs of approximately 5 seconds each, carefully check the fuel and, 
t systems. Release the start switch as soon,as the plant starts, 
sure that the switch retlirns to the center position. If one or 

emote control switches have been installed, check the installation 
19 the START and STOP positions of each remote control switch. 

ING THE REMOTE CONTROL PLANT MANUALLY. - To start 
the plant 

ly, first be sure the carburetor is properly 'filled with gasoline 
ribedabove under STARTING THE REMOTE CONTROL,PLANT 
'RICALLY. Do not have a heavy electrical load connected to the 
or. Follow these IMPORTANT STEPS to avoid rope breakage 
t false start when cranking the engine:' (1) Pull the starting rope 
LIntil the piston passes over compression but not permitting it to, 
2) Rewind starter rope except for about 8 inches. (3) Pull rope 
re length ,with a fast steady -pulL If engine fails to start repeat 
re procedure. If the engine fails to start readily, check the 
[ ignition systems, correcting any trouble found. Be sure the 
; batteries are connected or have the Emergimcy Disconnect 
~en and operate the choke manually. 

[NG lVLANUAL & PORTABLE PLANTS.,:" See that the carburetor 
, , is properly filled as in

1 for the remote control type plants. ,Adjustthe :rnal1ualcarbure
(e (as illustrated) as necessary for the temperature conditions. 
,ant has been standing idle in cold weather; 'the carburetor choke 
1e to be completely closed for the first, cranking. " In hot weather, 
~ plant is still warm from recent operation,littleor no choking 
)e required. Avoid overchcikirtg. Before cranking,adjust the 
Follow these IMPORTANT STEPS to avoid r.ope breakage due to a 

MAINTENA NCE AND REpAIR 
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GAUGE 

FIG. 32 - FITTING PISTON RINGS TO THE CYLINDER' 

The piston is fitted with a full floating type piston pin. The pin is kept 
in place by two lock rings in the piston, one at each side. Be sure these 
lock rings are properly in place before installing the piston and connect
ing rod in the engine. Correct piston to cylinder clearanceappeilrs in the 
Table of Clearance. ' . 

CONNECTING ROD. - Mark the connecting rod before removing it to as
sure reassembling with the same side facing the 

camshaft. Note that the oil dipper is installed so as to splash oil towards 
the camshaft side of the engine. 

The connecting rod bearing'clearance to the crankshaft journal may be ' 
reduced as necessary by carefully dressing the cap on a sheet of abrasive 
cloth (#320 grit or finer) placed flat on a surface plate or piece of plate 

,
"j glass. 

The connecting rod and piston assembly must be properly aligned before 
reassembly to the engine. The aligning should be done Oil an accurate 
aligning gauge by a competent operator. Misalignment may cause rapid 
wear of piston, pin, cylinder and connecting rod. 

Be sure the connecting rod oil dipper 
is properly installed, as 'it is vital 
to proper splash type lubrication. 

~ 

cl , FIG .33 - REDUCING 
CONNECTING ROD CLEARANCE 
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MAIN BEARINGS. - The main bearings are the sleeve type babbitt faced, 
steel backed and are not Hanged. Align the oil hole 

in the bearing with the oil hole iIi the blQck bore which receives tile bear .; 

ing. On splash, lubricated units the hole will be upward•. On pressure 
lubricat~d units the hole will be opposite from the camshaft. When re
placing main bearings, they must be pressed in lpward the inSide, . the 
rear bearing plate assembled tn the cylinder block, and the bearings line 
bored or reamed·to correct size; . Replacement of the bearings should 
not be attempte9 if the proper equipment is not available; 

Support the cylinder block to avoid damage while removing or installing 
the bearings. 1:'he inside end of the main bearings must be 1/16" to 3/32" 
back from the inside end of the bore in the cylinder block to allow clear
ance for the machined radius of the crankshaft. 

Adjust the crankshaft end playas shown in the Table of Clearance by us
ing the correct thickness of gaskets between the rear bearing plate- and 
the cylinder block. On models with pressure lubrication, align the hole 
in the bearing plate gasket with the oil hole in the bearing plate. 

CAMBHAFT BEARINGS.- The steelbacked, babbitt lined camshaft bear
ings are not flanged. These bearings, as with 

the crankshaft bearings must be line bored after being pressed .into. the 
cylinder block. Replacement of the camshaft bearings is not practicable 
without the proper equipment. 

Press the front camshaft bearing in flush with the outside surface of the 
cylinder block. Press the rear camshaft bearing in flush with the bot
tom of the counterbore which receives the welch plug. 

( 
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CRANKSHAFT AND CAMSHAFT BEARINGS 
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FIG. 19 - CARBURETOR CHOKING 
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WIND STARTING ROPE 
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DIRECTION. 

MANUAL STARTIf\ 

.FIG. 21- ROPE START 
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<~~FORE ATTEMPTING TO START THE PLANT, MAKE SURE 
VALVE COMPARTMENT OIL DRAIN. - A drain hole from the valve.comIE PLANT HAS BEEN PROPERLY INSTALLED AND PRE partment enters the crankcase.~RED FOR OPERATION AS DIRECTED IN THE PREVIOUS This hole must be unobstructed to provide for proper drainage of oil from

:CTIONS. 	 ;. 
the valve compartment. 

Important! 
)llow these imp-ortant stepE to avoid rope breakage due to a false 
ut when cranking the engine. 

1. 	Pull the starting rope slowly until the piston passes over 
compression, but not permitting it to fire. 

2. Rewind starter rope except for about 8 inches. 
3., Pull rope its entire length with a fast steady pull. 

ellgine fails to start£!meat the entire procedure. 

CA UTION ! 
D DAMAGE TO PLANTS USING BATTERIES! I 
I\YS HAVE BATTERIES PROPERLY CONNECTED 
~ OPERATING THE PLANT OR HAVE LEAD DIS
~ECTEb FROM CHARGE RESISTOR SLIDE CLIP~ 
"EMERGENCY DISCONNECT POINT". 

e;CESSARY TO PERFORM TRIAL RUN OF ENGINE· 
H AS AFTER OVERHAUL) AND BATTERY IS NOT 
LABLE, LIFT OUT ALL GENERATOR BRUSHES 
START ENGINE MANUALLY.· 

=tAL. - When hand-cranking the engine follow the proc~dure given. 
Correct breaker point gap is -vita1 to ;€asy $tarting. 

!\'TlNG ALTERNATING CURRENT PLANT WITH BATTERIES DIS
~C'I.'ED. - If operating the alternating current plant with batteries 

disconnected becomes necessary, theoperator must 
isconnect the wire from the sliding clip of the adjustable-charge
~sistorlocated in the control box. Tape the end of the disconnected 
) prevent a short circuit. The plant may then be safely operated. 
)atteries are again connected to the plant, be sure to reconnect the 

~ 
~ 

~ 

I~' 

FIG. 18A - EMERGENCY DISCONNECT POINT 


OIL SEALS. - When replacing either crankshaft oil seal, be sure the oper 
Side faces toward the inside of the engine. Use care not 

to turn back the edge of the oil seal or damage it in any way. The rear 
bearing plate must be removed to replace the rear oil seal. Remove 
the gear cover to replace the front oil seaL Seal expanding and driving 
tools are available through the dealer. 

REAR BEARING 
PLATE 

MEASURE ENDPLAY 
HERE 

(REFER TOTABI.-E OF 
CI.-EARANCES) 

FIG. 35 - CRANKSHAFT END-PLAY 

THIS SURfACE SHOUL~ 
SE. CLEANED OF A!...L 
01...0 SEALING COM
POUND BEFOR.E IN
STAI..LtN:G SEAL 

OIL SE"'I.. F"LUSW 
WITH OVTEREOG£ 

OF) Pl.:"T£:8oR£ 

APPl,..Y SHELLAC O~ 
PEFtMATEX AROUNO 
SEAL AT THIS POINT. 

GEAR COVER 011.- SEAl.

FIG. 36 - OIL SEALS 

http:valve.com
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. GENERATOR 

Two types of generator construction are used in this series of plants. The 
3600 rpm plants have a 2 pole generator. All other plants have a 4 pole !, 

generator and differ according to the model 

BRUSH REPLACEMENT. - Install new commutator brushes and other 
rectangular brushes when the old ones are 

worn to 5/8" or less' in length. The cylindrical type or nearly square 
(1/4x3/8) type collector ring brush with spring attached may be used 
until worn to 5/16" in length. It is not necessary to remove the brush 
rig to install new brushes. Remove the end cover to expose the brush 
rig. Brushes and leads are then easily accessible. New brushes are 
shaped to fit arid seldom need sanding to seat properly. Always use the 
correct brush as listed in the parts list, never substituting a brush which 
may appear tobe the same, but may have different electrical character
istics. Be sure to retighten the brush lead terminal nuts tightly. If some 
brush sparking occurs after replacing brushes, run the plant at a light 
load until the brushes wear to a good seat. 

BRUSHRIG POSITION. - The position of the brush rig is important. The 

correct setting results in the least sparking at 


the commutator brushes at average load operation. 


On standard models, theneutral brush rig position: is determined and 
permanently fixed at the factory. It can not shift from neutral position. 

Special models may have a brush rig of the adjustable design, and neu
tral position is identified by a "witness" mark at the point of mounting. 
As long as the original brush rig and armature are continued in service, 
these reference marks must be observed. IT a new brush rig or arma
ture is installed, the original alignment marks may have to be disregard
ed in order to find the proper neutral position. 

COMMUTATOR. - The commutator, and collector rings on AC plants, 
acquire a glossy brown finish in normal operation. 

Do not attempt to maintain a bright, newly machined appearing surface. 
Ordinary cleaning with a dry, lint free cloth is usually sufficient. Very 
fine sandpaper (#00) may be used to remove slight roughness. Use only 
light pressure on the sandpaper, while the plant is operating. Do not 
use emery or carborundum paper or cloth. Clean out all carbon dust 
from the generator. 

After long service, the surface of the commutator may become worn 
down to the level of the mica insulation between the commutator bars. 
This condition would lead to noisy brush action, excessive brush spark
ing and wear and pitting of the commutator bars. Undercut the mica be
tween the bars to 1/32" below the surface of the bars. If it is not con
venient to take the armature to an electrical shop, the operation may be 

Lubricate the governor arm ball joint with a dry type lubrican 
powdered graphite to assure best performance and longest lifE 
joint. IT graphite is not available, use a light non-gummy oil. 

Remove the air cleaner from the carburetor and dip in oil of t 
SAE number as used in the crankcase. Allow to drain until dr 
stops, then wipe off the outside and install the air cleaner. 

FUEL. - The tank mounted on the manual type plant has a cap 
gallons. The separate tank supplied with stationary t 

has a 5 gallon capacity. MeaSures are U. S. Standards. Fill 
nearly full withelean, fresh, automotive type gasoline of at Ie 
octane rating. Do not use a highly leaded premium type gasol 
use will necessitate more frequent carbon removal and spark: 
valve. service. Do not fill the tank entirely full of cold gasolin 
pansion of the fuel as the plant warms up may cause the gasoli 
flow and result in a fire hazard. Observe the usual precautior 
handling gasoline. NEVER FILL THE TANK WHEN THE PLA 
RUNNING, BECAUSE OF FIRE HAZARD. 

Open all of the fuel shut-off valves all the way to back seat anc 
the fuel system for leaks. 

If the preceding instructions have been fOllowed, theplantshor 
ready.for operation. Before starting the plant,however, carE 
study the sections OPERATION and ABNORMAL OPERATING 
DITIpNS immediately following. 

OPEN VALVE ALL THE WAY 

TO BACK SEAT 


A283 

FIG. 18 - FUEL SHUT-OFF VALVE 
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FIG. 17 - AIR CLEANER SERVICE 


PREPARATION 


. FIG. 15 - GOVERNOR LINKAGE LUBRICATION 


~ 

< 

PLANT OIL CAPACITY IS MARKED 
ON OIL BASE 

FIG: 16 - CRANKCASE OIL LEVEL 


MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

<i done with a tool fashioned from a hack saw blade. Grind the blade to a 
thickness equal to the thickness of the mica between the bars. Do not 
scratch the surface of any bar. Use saridpaper to remove any burrs left 

, along the edges of the bars. See that spaces between the bars are per
fectly clean before reassembling the generator. 

If the commutator becomes damaged, or wears unevenly so that it is 
grooved or out of round, turn it smooth in a lathe. After turning, the 
mica must be undercut as described above.. 

GENERATOR DISASSEMBLY. - To disassemble the generator, first re
move the end cover. Lift each brush 

high in its guide, so that the brush is held by spring pressure against its 
side. It is not necessary to remove the brush rig from its support. Tag 
leads which are disconnected, to assure correct replacement.. Mark the 
position of other parts by scratching them. to aid correct reassembling. 
After removing the two frame stud nuts, the brush rig and frame may be 
removed as a unit, the armature bearing remaining on the armature. 

To remove the armature, loosen the armature center nut just enough to 
avoid damaging the threads. While pulling outward on the armature, 
strike the nut a sharp endwise blow with a heavy soft faced hammer, to 
loosen the armature. The armature has an external taper which fits in
to the internal taper of the engine crankshaft. When the armature is 
loose, remove the stud.nut and slide the armature carefully off the through 
stud. 

GENERATOR REASSEMBLY. - Upon reinstalling the armature, be sure 
the· run-out at the commutator end is 

not more than. 002". Excessive run-out may be due to a nick -or dirt 
on the taper of either the armature or crankshaft. Remove any foreign 
material, install the armature, then correct excessive run-out by strik
ing the high side of the shaft near the ball bearing. Never strike the 
commutator. . 

On armatures not having a ball bearing, strike against a board held flat 
to the high side of the lamination, to correct excessive run-out. 

o 
,8;262 

f, 

FIG. 37 - CHECKING ARMATURE RUN-OUT 
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PREPARATION 


CAUTION 

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO START OR OPERATE THE PLAN 
UNTIL IT HAS BEEN PROPERLY PREPARED FOR OPER 
ATION WITH OIL AND FUEL AS DIRECTED IN THIS SEC
TION. BE SURE BATTERIES (WHERE USED) ARE CON
NECTED. . 

LUBRICATION. -The oHcapacity is 2 quarts (U. S. Measure)ex 
portable type plants which have a 3 pint capaci 

Use a good quality detergent oil of the proper SAE number as 
indicated in the following table. Temperatures indicated are fo 
ditions where the plant will be stopped long enough to cool to th 
rounding temperature. Be sure the plant is setting level when 
with oil. Fill to the top of the threads in the oil fill hole. 

TEMPERATURE SAE NUMBER 

Above 900 F. (320 C.) 50 
30oF. to 900 F. (_loC. to 320 C.) 30 
OOF. to 300 F. (-180 C. to -loC.) lOW 
BelowOoF. (-18oC.) 5W: or lOWplus 

10% kerosene• 

NOTE 

For temperatures below OOF. (-180 C.) if SAE number 5W 
oil is not available, use SAE number lOW oil diluted with 
10% kerosene. Use 4 ounces of kerosene to each quart of 
oil. Mix the oil and kerosene thoroughly just before pour
ing it into the engine. Fill the engine to the top of the thre 
of the oil fill hole. 

If a change is made to the use of a detergent type oil after using 
detergent oil in the crankc.ase, allow only one third the normal 
lng hours before changing oil for the next two change periods. 
oil at the regular intervals thereafter, as recommended under 
SERVICE. 

When using a detergent type oil, always use oil of the same br 
adding oil between oil changes. When mixed together, detergen 
different manufacturers sometimes form chemical compounds t 
harmful to internal engine parts. 

Place a drop or two of oil at the point where the governor link 
the carburetor throttle arm. 
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PLANT HEATED 
AIR OUTLET 

CANVAS 
;ECTIONTO 
?Rl? VIFRATION 

DI MENSIONS OF 
HEATED AIR OUTLET 

j/METAL PUCT TO 
~~OUTSIDE 

~-~ 

~UGGESTED M. ETHODf ;: OF CONDUCTING 
~ HEATED AIR OUT OF 

ENCLOSURE 

FIG. 14 - VACUUM COOLING, 
-1 COOLING (OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT). - Cooling air is drawn 

past the engine 
.hrough the front of the blower housing on plants which are 
cooled (also referred to as .suction cooled). This type of cool
sirable where the plant must be installed in a small enclosure. 
adequate size openings for the entrance of fresh' air. Install 
k to exhaust heated air outside of the enclosure, using flexible 
next to the engine air ducting scroll. Pressure cooled plants 

Dnverted to vacuum cooling by installing the necessary parts. 

,J 

The frame will mount only in the correct side upward. If the brush rig 
has been removed it must be installed in its original position. Avoid ac
cidentally damaging brushes during assembly. Check for good brush 
contact and for good spring tension. 

FIELD WINDINGS. - A ground or open circuit in the field coils may be 
determined by the use of a continuity type test 

lamp. Disconnect (and tag) all field leads. Refer to the proper wiring 
diagram. Test the field winding for an open circuit by placing one test 
prod on each of the two terminal ends of the winding. If the test lamp 
does not light, the field windin.g is open. If the open Circuit can be lo
cated in one of the external leads, the break can be easily repaired. An 
in,ternal break t).sually requires replacement of the coil set. A grounded 
condition can be determined by placing one test prod on a terminal end of 
the winding and the other test prod on a bare metal part of the generator 
frame. If the test lamp lights, a ground is indicated. Find the point 
where the ground occurs and repair as necessary. 

An internal short circuit is best located by the use of a sensitive ohm
meter. By comparing the resistance of each individual coil winding,a 
short Circuited coil is indicated by a lower resistance reading. Replace 
the entire coil set assembly if a short Circuit is indicated. 

ARMATURE.. - The armature may be tested for a ground by placing one 
test prod of a continuity type test lamp on the center 

shaft and the other test prod first on the commutator, then on one of the 
collector rings. If the test lamp lights, the armature is grounded. Place 
a test prod on each of the two collector rings. If the test lamp does not 
light, the a. c. winding is open Circuited. The use of an armature grow
ler is required to test the d. c. winding for an open circuit, and to test. 
for a short circuit. Follow the directions of the growler manufacturer. 

CONTROLS 

CONTROL BOX EQUIPMENT. - Always disconnect the battery from the 
plant whenever servicing any control 

box equipment. Keep all connections tight and clean, and inspect leads 
occasionally for worn insulation. It any of the control box equipment 
does not function properly, replace the defective part with a correspond
ing new unit. It is seldom practicable to repair relays, switches, etc. 

~ 

I~ 
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STARTER INSTALLATION. - Follow each step in proper sequence. Re
. fer to the illustrations for part reference numbers. 

1. 	 Remove the flywheel screw. Leave the existing rope sheave in 
place. The washers and screw are also reused. The sheave pro
vides easier emergency cranking than the starter cup. 

2. 	 Secure cup #2 by placing lock washer #26 and flat washer #24 between 
cup and cap screw #23. See Figure 39b. 

3. 	 Assemble the mounting ring #3 (sometimes called bracket) to the 

starter (if not already so attached) using the four screws #4, and 

selecting the c9rrect one of four possible positions to give the 

desired direction of rope pull. 


4. 	 Place three "U" shaped speed nuts #22 on the engine hOUSing, with 

the longer end of the "U" nut toward the inside. 


5. 	 Failure to center the starter properly will damage the starter I! 

Incorrect alignment may be caused by distortion of, or shiftingof-" 

the blower housing on the engine. 


Place the starter against the engine blower housing and check to 
see that the centering pin #19 engages the center hole of the cup
and-flywheel-mounting capscrew while the starter mounting holes 
align. (NOTE: If the centering pin does not extend a sufficient 
length to engage the center hole of the caps crew, a pair of pliers 
can be used to pull the pin out farther.) Use the three sheet metal 

. screws #21 to mount the starter securely to the blower housing. 

. 6. Operate the starter to see thatthe installation is satisfactory. 
After the starter is mounted on the engine, there should be clear

. ance of approximately 1/8 inch between cup #2.and rotor face #17. 
A minimum clearance of 3/32 inch between capscrew #23 and 
starter shaft must also be maintained. . 

7. 	 During operation the starter friction shoe plates will roughen the 

cup. This condition is normal. 


8.. When operating the starter, slowly pull out at least six inches of 

cord, then give a fast steady pull. By this method, cord breakage 

is less apt to occur due to a false start and engine backfiring. . 


STARTER DISASSEMBLY. - CAUTION: Improper disassembly may 

allow rewind spring to release 


wildly and cause personal injury. 


1. 	 Loss of spring #8 can be avojded .byholding washer #7 in position 

INST A LLA TION 


. CONNECTING THE LOAD WIRES, AC REMOTE PLANT. - Re 
ilIt 

for Control Box Connections. Connect the load wires to the ph 

necting the ground (white) load wire to the lead marked M2 (or 

wire if not marked) which extends from the control box. Conn! 

black (hot) load wire to the control box lead marked MI, (or b 


. if not marked). Be sure that connections are tight, are separa 

with electrical rubber tape, and then secured with friction tape 

the load line switch open until the plant has been started and ch 

damage to the generator or controls will result from running it 

with no load connected provided the starting battery is connect 


CONTROL BOXCONNECTIONS, 32 -VOLT BATTERY CHAR 
PLANT. - Install a fused, double pole, Single throw switch b 

the battery and the battery terminals on the contro 
the plant. Connect the negative battery post to the terminal po 
BATTERY NEGATIVE on the control box, through one side of 
Connect the positive battery post to the terminal post marked 
POSITIVE in the same manner. Install 50 amperes fuses in th 
between the battery and the plant. The electrical load line sho 
connected to the battery side of the plant disconnect (fused) swi 
to the plant side of the switch. Install a separate load line fus 
Always open the. switch between the battery and the plant when 
the plant, but BE SURE THE SWITCH IS CLOSED WHENEVER 
PLANT IS STARTED AND OPERATED. Serious damage to the 
charging generator or controls may result from operating the 
not connected to the battery. 

LOAD CONNECTION, MANUAL PLANTS. - Ml?-nual type plant 
uipped with outpu 

tacleS. No preliminary connections are necessary. Connectici 
completed by a grounding type three prong load wire plug. (Ear 
models useda two prong type, locking plug.) 

ROPE RECOIL STARTER ACCESSORY KIT ... 'Refer to the se 
section in this p 

for installation, operation and maintenance of the starter. 

with hand while removingtruarc retainer ring #6 with a screw \. 

driver. See -Figure 39c. 
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. 12 -BATTERY CONNECTION - AC REMOTE PLANT 
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ALL WIRES TO 8£ SI.IFFICIENTLV 
I.II!?S£ TO MEET ELliCTRICt4L 
CODE SPECIFICATIONS 

FIG. 13 - CONTROL BOX CONNECTIONS 
32-VOLT BATTERY CHARGING PLANT 

RECOIL STARTER KIT #192K270 
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2. 	 Remove the following parts and assembly: 
Large washer #7; Brake Spring #8; Washers #9 and 10; Friction 
Shoe Assembly - (Including parts #11,12,13, and 14); Washers #10 
and 9. 

3. 	 To prevent spring rotation of rotor (rope sheave) #17, cord can be 
held as shown in Figure 39d, while removing four screws. Continue 
to hold rotor and cover as shown and remove mounting ring #3 and 
middle flange #5, Now the tension of the re-wind spring can be 
relieved by slowly releasing hOld,and allowing spring to unwind. 

4. 	 Prevent re-wind spring #18 from escaping from cover (and causing 
personal injury) by carefully lifting rotor #17 only 1/4 inch away 
from the cover and deta~h inside spring loop from rotor as shown 
in Figure 3ge. (NOTE: If spring should escape, it can be replaced 
in cover easily by coiling in turns. ) 

5. 	 Clean the starter parts. Gummy grease and dirt may cause slug
gish performance. . 

CORD REPLACEMENT. 

1. 	 First perform procedure. given f()r starter disassembly• 

2. 	 Tie single.knot in end of new cord. See Figure 39f. 

3. 	 Thread cord through rotor hole and out through rotor cord groove, 
pulling knot into cavity, then wind rope on rotor. Replace handle 
tying ,a' double knot.,~ 

4. 	 Perform procedure given for starter assembly. 

RE-WIND SPRING REPLACEMENT. 

1. 	 First perfQrm procedure given for starter disassembly. 

2. 	 Starting with the inside loop, removere-windspring #18 carefully 
from cover #20 by pulling out one loop at a timejholding back 
rest of turns. NOT E: that starting from the outermost coil of the 
spring, the spring must be wound in crankshaft rotation direction. 

3. 	 Spring holders furnished with replacement· springs simplify the 
assembly procedure. Place spring in proper pOSition as shown in 
Figure 39g, with the outside loop engaged around tlie pin. Then 
press spring into cover cavity thus releasing the spring holder. 

INST A L LATION 


Connections for two styles ofmomentary contact toggle switches 
as Remote Start-Stop Stations are illustrated. Connect all numb 
or "OFF" switch terminals to the number "2" terminal on the pI: 
minalblock. Likewise, connect together all number "3" or "ON 
minals and also, all number "1" or "SINGLE" (not marked) tern: 
If the switch is to be mounted vertically, start position should bE 
to conform with operation at the plant when a toggle switch is USi 

REMOTE CONTROL TERM
INAL BLOCK ATPLANT~~=f1!B 


~l 
~l 
'278 (. LJ 	 . LJ ./ 

TWO . STYLES OF MOMENTARV CONTACT SWITCII 

FIG. 10 -REMOTE START-STOP STATIONS 

onnedions 	

enercdor LcadsJoin leads 
Connect. grounded 

with Sherman 
t.ogethe .... 

(White) side of load 
connectors ci rcuitto gen
and /:..ape erat.or lead 

marked M~ 

unground-""I ./ 
cd side (Black) of load CIr
CUIt. t.o generator lead. eMf) 

FIG. 11 - LOAD WIRE CONNECTION - AC REMOTE PLA 
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" 4. Lubricate the shaft with a film of light grease. Lubricate the re
~"~ wind spring with a few drops-of SAE 20 or SAE 30 Oil! Under ex, h 

TAPE ALL WIRE 
SPLICES CARE:FIILL 

[AS OE:SCRIBE:O IN TEXT. 

/7 	 tremely dusty operating conditions, ifperformance indicates a 
J;'" >-::: 	\/

/\:~."",,'. 	 , V 
/ 

:481 

FIG. 9 - TAPING WIRE CONNECTIONS 

~e size will depend largely on the distance and permissible volt 
'p between the plant and the load and the amount and kind of load. 
, a competent electrician. Check national and local codes before 
ng. Install a Circuit breaker or a fused main switch in the load 
near the plant. 

DING, ALL PLANTS. - If grounding is called for in local codes, 
or if radip interference necessitates it, 

! a separate ground. Radio interference may result if the plant 
nded to a water pipe or toa ground used by a radio. Drive a 1/2" 
:!r pipe or rod into the ground as near to the plant as possible. 
ertain that the pipe or rod penetrates moist earth. Fasten an 
~d ground clamp to the pipe and run a number; 14 or larger wire 
le clamp to either the BATTERY NEGATIVE terminal post or to 
te (ground) load line wire of the a. c. plant. 

, charging plants have' an ungrounded electrical system as desired 
~ine applications. If grounding is desired, a ground wire may 
,ected to either the positive or the negative battery terminal. 

~E CONTROL SWITCH, AC PLANTS. - One or more remote con
trolswitches may be con

to provide remote control of starting and stopping remote plants. 

~e length from the plant to the switch determines the wire size 
Lry. For distances up to 250 feet use #18 wire. Use #16 wire 
Dfeet, or use #14 wire up to 630 feet. 

r place terminal block, located in the control box, is marked 
TE CONTROL", B+, 1, 2, and 3 appears in the illustration. Ter

dirty condition, then use only powdered lubricating graphite on the 
spring or do not lubricate it at all. Avoid lubrication of the brake 
washers. 

5. 	 Perform procedure given for starter assembly. 

STARTER ASSEMBLY. 

1. 	 First complete installation of re-wind spring and cord. 

2. 	 Place rotor #17 (complete with handle and cord wound in proper 
direction) into cover #20 and hook the inside loop of spring #18 to 
rotor with the aid of a screw driver or other ,slender tool. Prevent 
the unhooking of the rewind spring from the rotor by keeping a 
slight tension on the spring until later when the middle flange is 
installed, ' 

3, 	 Install the following parts and assembly: 
Washers #9 and 10; Friction shoe assembly (See Figure 39h. for 
positions,) (Including parts #11,12,13 and 14); Washers #10 and 
9; Spring #8; Large Washer #7; and Truarc retainer ring #6. 

4. 	 Wind the cord in the proper direction onto the rotor, then add two 
additional turns of the rotor and cord for pre-tension. A fatigued 
spring condition may require more additional turns to attain desired 
pre-tension of the re:...wind spring. 

5. 	 With tension held on trie cord, place middle flange #5 against cover, 
#20, then install mounting ring #3 in position for desired ,direction 
of pull and continue as instructed under st~rter installation. 

TROUBLE SHOOTING. -If friction shoe fails to fUnction and engage 'with 
the cup, check for failure of brake spring #8, 

check for lubrication getting onto brake washers #10, and check for 
proper pOSition of friction shoe sharp edge and friction shoe lever. 

Periodically observe if starter assembly has shifted away from cen
'I;umber 1 is used as a common ground, terminal number 2 con-	 tering with crankshaft. 

I the stopping circuit of the plant and terminal number 3 connects 
tarting circuit of the plant. The terminal markedB+, is to be 	 A broken re-wind spring should be replaced with a new one. 
ly with an automatic control installation. ~: 

The life of a fatigued re-wind spring can be eA1.ended by adding turns 
of the rotor to increase pre-tension and then reinstalling the middle 
flange. Or, try forming new loops and coiling spring inside-out. 
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. " .. - ,~- -- 

POSSIDLE CAUSE REMEDY 
WIRING TABLE - 115 V. 

GENERA TOR WILL NOT CRANK ENGINE Unity Power Factor. ~% Voltage Drop (2.3 Volts) 
(ELECTRIC CRANKING MODELSQNLY) . . 

WffiESIZE NO. 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 
Battery discharged. Recharge. 

WATTS AMPS .. DiStances expressed in feet per wire s' 

LDDse cDnnectiDns. Tighten connections. 100 .87 510 810 1280 2040 3250 5300 82 
200 1.74 255 405 640 1020 1625 265b 41 
300 2.61 170 270 430 680 1080 1770 27Defective starting circuit. Repair or replace as necessary. 
400 3.48 125 200 320 510 810 1325 20 
500 4.35 100 160 255 410 .650 1060 16A 

Defective switch. Replace. 750 6.52 65 100 170 275 430 710 10 
1000 8.69 50 80 125 205 325 530 8 
1500 13.04 35 55 85 140 215 3:>0 5 
2000 17.;38 

ENGINE CRANKS TOO STIFFLY 
25 40 65 100 160 265 4 

2500 21.73 20 35 50 80 130 210 3"
TDO heavy .oil in crankcase. Drain, refill with lighter oil. ',. 

.. Above figures represent a point to point distance for a 2 wire r 
Engine stuck. Disassemble and repair. a 4% voltage drop is permissible, double the distance liSted. If 0 

1%voltage drop i.s allowable, divide the distances llsted by 2. 

ENGINE WILL NOT START WHEN CRANKED Single Phase 115 Volt A. C.- Use 115 Volt table above. 

Faulty ignition. Clean, adjust, or replace break Single Phase 230 Volt A. C. - Double the distances listed in the 1 
Volt table above. Use Amps Column. er pOints, plug, condenser, etc., 

orretimemagneto. 
WIRING TABLE 

Lack of fuel or faulty carburetion. Refill the tank. Check the fuel Table olWire Sizes tor 32 Volt .. 2%(,64) Voltage Drop 
system. Clean, adjust, or re.. 

W.IRE SIZE NO. 12 10 8 6 4 2 0place parts necessary. 

Clogged fuel screen. Clean. 
WATTS AMPS I *DiStances expressed in feet per wire si 

50 1. 56 120 200 320 490 800 1200 
Cylinder flDoded. Crank few times with spark plug . 

removed. 
100 
150 
200 

3.-13 
4.69 
6.25 

60 
40 
30 

100 
70 
50 

160 
l.10 
80 

245 
165 
125 

400 
260 
200 

600 
400 
300 

.250 7•.81 25 40 65 100 160 2400 
poor fuel. Drain, refill with goodfuel. 

.300 9.38 20 35 55 80 130 200 

,poor compreSSion. Tighten cylinder bead and spark 
plug. 1I stilI not corrected, grind 
the valves, Replace pistQn :ringa, . 

400 
500 
600 
SOO 

12.50 
15.63 
18.75 
25.00 

15 
12 
10 

25 
20 
15 
12 

40 
30 
25 
20 

60 
50 
40 
30 

100 
80 
65 
50 

150 
120 
100 

75 
11 necessary. 

1000 31.25 10 15 25 40 60 

Wrong timing. Reset breaker points or.reti:rne 
1200 
1400 

3'1.50 
43.85 

12 
10 

20 
15 

30 
25 

50 
45 

magneto. 1500 46.88 10 20 40 
2500 78.13 15 25 40 
3500 109.39 10 15 25 

Above figures represent a point to point distance for a 2 wire run* 
If 4% voltage drop is permissible, double the distances listed. 

If only 1% voltage drop is allowable, divide the distances listed 1 
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AIN EXTENSION. - An oil drain extension pipe and coupling will 
y 

provide for cleanliness and cOIivenience in 
5 oil from the oil base. Before filling the oil base with oil as di
in the following section, remove the drain plug from the oil base 
tall a 3/8" pipe nipple and coupling in its place. Install the drain., 
the coupling. When draining the oil, remove only the plug. 

PIPE NIPPLE 

PIPE 

PLUG 
.~ 

A23a 

FIG. 8 - OIL DRAIN EXTENSION 

:RY, AC REMOTE CONTROL PLANT. - A 12 volt battery is 
required. If two 6 

teries are used, the batteries must be connected in series by 
:ing a short cable between the positive post of one battery and 
ative post of the other battery. 

t one of the long battery cables between the positive (+) battery 
d the BATTERY POSITIVE terminal on the control box. Connect 
:!r battery cable between the negative (-) battery post and the 
my NEGATIVE terminal on the control box. 

~ battery connections are tight. Coat the battery clamps and 
.ghtly with greaseor vaseline to minimize corrosion. Batteries 
: "dry" must be prepared for use as directed on the tag attached 
battery. Batteries shipped ready for use were fully charged 

lipped, Such batteries slowly lose their charge when standing 
! it may be necessary to give them a "freshening" charge before 
them in use. Use a hydrometer to determine the charge condi

t, - If necessary to install wiring, follow specifications of local 
and national electrical codes. If in doubt, consult a licen

ctrician.· Use sufficiently large, insulated wire between the 
ld the load. Install a fused main switch in the load line near the 
={EFER TO THE APPLICABLE PLANT WIRING DIAGRAM. '~ 

~onnecti6ns are made by joining two wires, always be sure to 
! connections thoroughly. Apply two layers of half-lapped elec
s tape and two layers of half-lapped friction tape, extending 
11 beyond the ends of the connection. 

SERVICE DIAGNOSIS 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

ENGINE RUNS BUT VOLTAGE DOES NOT BUILD UP 

Poor commutation. 

Open circuit, short circuit, 
or ground in generator. 

Residual magnetism lost. 

EXCESSIVE OIL CONSUMPTION, 

Poor compression, usually due to 
worn piston, rings, or cylinder. 

Oil leaks from oil base or connec
tions. This does not cause smoky 
exhaust. 

Oil too light or diluted. 

Worn engine. 

Worn intake valve guide or valve 

stem. 


Engine misfiring. 


Faulty ignition. 


Too much oil. 


See that brushes seat well on 
commutator, are free in their 
holders, are not worn too short, 
and have good spring tension. 

See GENERATOR, Replace part 
necessary. 

Consult your dealer. 

LIGHT BLUE SMOKY EXHAUST 

Refinish cylinder. Replace pis
ton and rings. 

Replace gaskets. Tighten screv,'s 
and connections. Check breather 
valve. 

Drain, refill with correct oil. 

Repair as necessary. 

Replace. 

Refer to smyptoms of engine n,is
firing. 

Clean, adjust, or replace bre2_"
er points, plug, condenser, etc., 
or retime magneto. 

Drain excess oil. 

BLACK, SMOKY EXHAUST, EXCESSIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION, FOUL
ING OF SPARK PLUG WITH BLACK SOOT, POSSIBLE LACK OF PO~YER 

UNDER HEAVY LOAD 

Fuel mixture too rich. 


Choke not open. 


Adjust carburetor or choke .. In
stall needed carburetor p:lrts. 

See that choke opens properly, 
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POSSIBLE CAUSE 	 REMEDY 

BLACK, SMOKY EXHAUST, EXCESSIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION, FOUL

ING OF SPARK PLUG WITH BLACK SOOT, POSSIBLE LACK OF POW


ER UNDER HEAVY LOAD (CONT.) 


Dirty air cleaner. 	 Clean. 


Excessive crankcase pressure, Clean breather valve. 

causing excessive fuel pump 

pressure. 


LIGHT POUNDING KNOCK 

Loose connecting rod bearing. 	 Adjust or replace. 

Low oil supply. 	 Add' oil. 

Oil badly diluted. 	 Change oil. 

ENGINE STOPS UNEXPECTEDLY 

Fuel tank empt y. 	 Refill. 

Defective ignition. 	 Check the ignition system. Re
pair or replace parts necessary. 

DULL METALLIC THUD. IF NOT BAD, MAY DISAPPEAR AFTER 
FEW MINUTES OPERATION. IF BAD, INCREASES WITH LOAD. 

Loose crankshaft bearing. 	 Replace unless one of the next 
two remedies permanently cor-, 
rects the trouble. 

SHARP METALLIC THUD, ESPECIALLY WHEN COLD ENGINE 

FIRST STARTED 


Low oil supply. 	 Add oil. 

Oil badly diluted. 	 Change oil. 

PINGING SOUND WHEN ENGINE IS SUDDENLY OR HEAVILY LOADED 

Carbon in cylinder. 	 Remove carbon. 

Spark too early. 	 Adjust breaker paints or retime 
magneto. 

INSTALLATION 


4-UPPER MOUNTINC CUSi
CARRYING FRAME MOUNTING CUS, 

(OPTIONAL ACCESSORY) 

Assemble as illustrated; 

Use existing mounting 

cushion, bushings and 

washers. Install ground 

strap from carrying frame 

to blower housing. 


l c~~~~'rG 

FIG. 6 - CARRYING 

DOLLY ASSEMBLY (OPTIONAL ACCESSORY). - The illustrati 
the position of 

ware used to ass.emble the dolly and mount the plant. The dolly 
feet cushions serve to absorb vibration so that mounting cushion 
oil base are not required. 

Mount the plant on the dolly with the generator 
end toward the handles..Grease wheel bearings. 

(1) On each end of the a.xle install a cotter 'pin, (I 

a washer, a wheel, a washer and a cotter pin. 
 rf-
SP.read. the pins welL (2) Select the innermost,. '-t::O"E~'" 
center, or outermost pa~r of holes in the axle hkf 
plate which fit the mOd.el in que.stion, ff; ,.1/; ',; 
and attach the handles, leaving the 1/ 1/ 
front holes in the axle plate open to j ~ 1/ 
mount the plant base. 	 f, q/'<Nf..~' 

U /Y /f
I J I',vAl II 

,.~/; ~'l~~. 
COTTER 	 1; _" ~1!:.M''/!! 

- f 
1: \J 


FIG. 7 - DOLLY 
 <:5....-cUS~'.:o.·.,; 

(3) With the plant on the dolly, 

install 2 bolts with washers through 

the front oil base holes, next the 

dolly handles, then the axle plates. 

(4) Install 2 bolts with washers 

,through the rear (generator end) oil bas~ holes and then through 
the dolly handles. (5) Install handle grips and foot cushions. 
cushions may be staked to prevent accidental loosening. Use a I 
washer under each nut and tighten all nuts. 
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IF EXHAUST LIN;; MUST 
6EPITCH£D UPWA2D 
CONSTRUCT A TRAP 
OF PIPE FITTINGS 

., AT POINTOF RISE 

El(HAUST LIN E PASSING CONDENSATION 
TRAP 

FIG. 5 - EXHAUST INSTALLATION 

stnoise from the standard muffler will be objectionable, an un
nd muffler may be constructed as illustrated, Do not use an un
nd muffler if there is any danger of its filling with water at- any 
Jse a heavy metal drum welding suitable pipe fittings in place. 
lse a drum which contained any inflammable liquid without first 
sure that all explosive vapors have been driven out. Remove 
om of the drum or drill holes in the bottom to allow condensation 
haustgases to drain away. The muffler exhaust pipe .should ex
least 24 inches above ground, with a gooseneck fitting on the end 
mt entry of rain or snow. 

\.TE FUEL TANK. - The separate fuel tank has a capacity of' 5 
gallons (U, S, Measure). 

ant has no iuel pump, install the tank on a substantial support 
he bottom of the tank will be one inch above the carburetor fuel 

tty feed installations, fuel leakage when idle, or flooding con
:Iring operation, will result if the fuel tank is elevated too high. 
ant is in a vehicle and subj ect to transportation jars, it is advis
:!lose the shut-off valve when not in operation. 

ant has a fuel pump,install the fuel tank so that the bottom of 
will be less than 4 feet below the fuel pump. The top of the 

st not be above theiuel pump. 

to open the air vent at the top of thelank. The shut-off valve 
Ie turned all the way outward until it backseats. 

SERVICE DIAGNOSIS 
r; 

PINGING SOUND WHEN ENGINE IS SUDDENLY OR HEAVILY LOADED 
(CONT. ) 

Wrong spark plug. Install correct spark plug. 

,Spark plug burned or carboned. Install new plug. 

Valves hot. Adjust tappet clearance. 

Fuel.stale or low octane. Use good fresh fuel. 

Lean fuel mixture. Clean and adjust carburetor. 

Engine hot. Check air circulation. 

TAPPING SOUND 

Tappet clearance too great. 'Adjust or replace tappets. 

Broken valve spring. Install new spring. 

HOLLOW CLICKING SOUND WITH COOL ENGINE UNDER LOAD 

, Loose piston. 	 If noise only slight and disappears 
when engine warmsup, no im
mediate attention needed. Other
wise replace worn parts. 

VOLTAGE LOW AT FAR END OF LINEBUT NORMAL NEAR POWER 
PLANT 

Too small line wire for load and Install larger or extra wires or 
distance. reduce load. 

, ELECTRIC MOTOR RUNS TOO SLOWLY' AND OVERHEATS A T FAR 
END OF LINE BUT OK IF USED NEAR POWER UNIT 

Too small line wire for load and Install larger or extra wires or 
distance. reduce load. 

VOLTAGE UNSTEADY BUT ENGINE NOT MISFIRING 

Speed too low. 	 Adjust governor to correct speed.
,t one end of the flexible fuel line has a swivel connector fitting, L 

r end solid to the line. Install the non-swivel end of the line to Poor commutation or brush contact. See that brushes seat well on filter inlet at the plant, then the swivel end of the line to the commutator, are free in their 
t off valve connection. Take care to start threads straight. The f' 

holders, are not worn too short,on the two ends of the line are different and may be damaged if and have good spring tension. 
s are reversed. Connections must be made tight. 
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POSSIBLE CA USE 	 REMEDY 

VOLTAGE UNSTEADY BUT ENGINE NOT MISFIRING (CONT.) 

Loose connections. Tighten connections. 

Fluctuating load. Correct any abnormal load con
dition causing trouble. 

ENGINE BACKFIRES AT CARBURETOR 

Lean fuel mixture. Clean or adjust carburetor. 

Clogged fuel screen. Clean screen. 

Poor fuel. Refill with good, fresh fuel. 

Spark too late. Adjust breaker points or retime 
magneto. 

Intake valve leaking. Grind or replace. 

NOISY BRUSHES 

High niica between bars of commu Undercut mica. 
tator. 

EXCESSIVE ARCING OF BRUSHES 

Rough commutator. Turn down. 

Dirty commutator. Clean. 

Brushes not seating properly. Sand to a good seat. 

Open circuit in armature. Replace. 

Brush rig out of position. Line up properly. 

GENERATOR OVERHEATING 

Brush rig out of position. Adjust. 

Overloaded. Reduce load. 

VOLTAGE DROPS UNDER HEAVY LOAD 

Engine lacks power. 	 See remedies for engine mis
fires under heavy load. 

INSTALLATION 


CAUTION 

EXHAUST GASES FROM INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGII
ARE DEADLY POISONOUS. EXCESSIVE INHALATION Wl 
CAUSE SERIOUS ILLNESS OR DEATH. NEVER OPERAT: 
THE PLANT INSIDE A BUILDING OR OTHER CONFINED 
SPACE WITHOUT PIPING ALL EXHAUST GASES OUTSID] 
THE ENCLOSURE. 

The preferable ambient air temperature for best engine perfon 
is well above freezing, and the preferable ambient air temperat 
for most efficient generator operation is well under lOOoF. and 
not exceed nOoF. if conditions permit controlling the temperat 

MANUAL TYPE PLANT. - The manual type of plant isparticu] 

aptable to a wide variety of portabl~ 


plications. The plant may be mounted on a carrying frame, do 

. ler, or suitable platform ifdesired. Install the muffler direct] 

en.girie exhaust outlet. Be sure to provide for adequate circulat 
air for proper cooling. Serious damage from overheating can 1 

cooling air is obstructed. The plant may be operated out of doc 
reasonable care should be taken to protect the plant as. much as 
cable from exposure to the elements. Be sure the plant sets Ie 
in operation. 

MOUNTING, PERMANENT/INSTALLATION. - Refer to the illu 
. ." . '. Typical Installa 

Select a site for the plant which will be clean~ dry, well venUla 
which preferably can be heated in extremely cold weather. A d 
dusty Iocation will necessitate more frequent servicing. Install 
teries as close as practicable to the plant. Mount the plant on' 
stantial, level, concrete or timber base, preferably at least 1 
high. Locate the base so as to provide at least 24 inches space 
sides forconvenien.ce in servicing. Use the rubber mounting c 
to minimize vibration.. See the mounting detail as illustrated. 

Provide separate air inlet and outlet openings large enough to p 
"for proper circulation of cooling aJr. The openings may be adj 
if deSired, so as to partiaUycontrol the temperature of the enc 
In ordinary temperatures the inlet and outlet air openingsshoul 
least 3 square feet in area. The outlet should be nearer the ceo 

EXHAUST. - Pipe the exhaust gases outs ide the enclosure, us:" 
, inch' pipe or larger. Avoid sharp bends if possi 

using bent pipe or sweeping elbow where necessary. Connect t 
ibleexhaust tube to the plant exhaust outlet, a sufficient length 
to conduct the gas/esoutside the enclosure, and the muffler to t 
outside the enclosure. Insulate or shield the exhaust pipe if it 
close to or passes through a flammable wall or other material. 
exhaust line must be inclined upward from. the plant, construct 
densation trap of pipe fittings and install it at thep oint where t 
ward pitch begins. Drain the trap periodically. 

http:forconvenien.ce


INSTA LLATION 


FIG. "3 - MOUNTING CUSmONS 

POSITION-',KiuNTiNG BOLTS IN 
CLEATS PLACED ACROSS FORM 

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS 

ENSION 2 QUART BASE 

A .................•......... ,". . . . . . . . . .... 9-1/4 inches 

B "....... , ... ,. ~ ......................... 8... 1/4 inches 

C ....................................... 2 inches 

D ....•..•...•......•................... 4 inches: 

E ....... " ..•...•......... .;............ 12 inches 


TE:- The above dimensions-donotappiyto portable type plants 
"which are mounted in their special carrying frame.. 

FIG. 4 ... MOUNTING BASE 

SERVICE DIAGNOSIS " 65 
\] 

POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

VOLTAGE DROPS UNDER HEAVY LOAD (CONT.) 

Poor compression. 

Faulty carburetion. 

Dirty air cleaner. 

Choke partially closed. 

Carbon in cylinders. 

Restricted exhaust line. 

Tighten cylinder head and spark 
plug. If still not corrected, 
grind the valves, Replace piston 
rings, if necessary. 

Check the fuel system. Clean, 
adjust or replace parts necess
ary. 

Clean. 

See that it opens wide. 

Remove carbon. 

Clean or increase the size. 

ENGINE MISFffiES AT LIGHT LOAD 

Spark plug gap too narrow. 


Intake air leak, 


Faulty 'ignition. 


Low compression. 


Adjust to correct gap. 

Tighten or replace gaskets. 

Clean, adjust or replace breaker 
points, plug, condenser, etc., 
or retime ignition. 

Tighten cylinder head and spark 
plug. If still not corrected, 
grind valves, Replace piston 
rings, if necessary. 

ENGINE MISFffiES AT HEAVY LOAD 

Spark plug gap too wide. 

Faulty ignition. 

'0 

Clogged carburetor. 

Clogged fuel screen• 

Adjust gap. 


Clean, adjust or replace breaker 

points, plug,condenser , etc .• 

or retime magneto. 


Clean jet. 


Clean. 
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DESCRIPTION 


5 gallon fuel tank with connecting fuel line, a flexible exhaust 
battery cables.' 

DC BATTERY CHARGING PLANT •. - The battery charging pb 
plied with the saine acc 

as the·manual plant with the addition. of a separate 5 gallon fu 
connecting fuel line, and flexible exhaust tube. 

OPT.IONAL ACCESSORIES 

PULL-ROPE RECOIL STARTER KIT. - For added convenien 
easier nand-starting, 

Rope Recoil Starter Kit is available which can be easily align 
tric with the crankshaft and mounted on the engine blower hou 
starter adds approximately 2-3/4 inches to the overall length 
plant. This equipment does not apply to vacuum-type-cooled 

CARRYING FRAME KIT. - The plant can be mounted in a Ugh 
tubular-steel carrying frame whi 

.easier handling when moving the plant between successive Iocr 
The frame is intended for use with the manual starting plant h 
mounted fuel tank and no starting battery. (Does not fit portable t 

TWO-WHEEL DOLLY. - A 2-Wheel Dolly, onto which the pIa 
be permanently mounted, provides 

man transportation of.the plant. The dolly does not carry the 
battery nor the separate fuel tank used with various plants. 
Damage to the control will result from plant operation without 
connected on remote or electric starting plants.' 

SIDE-MOUNTED FUEL TANK. - This 1. 4 gallon fuel tank lilO 
the side of the engine and is 

with the separate 5 gallon fuel tank furnished with certain mo. 
mounted tank adds approximately 5-'1/4 inches to the plant ov 

GAS CARBU~ETOR... A carburetor for gas only can be insta 
factory in place of the regular gasoline 

tor. Plant rated output capacity is reduced with gas fuel. 
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69 DESCIUPTION 


'lERA TORS. - The alternating current generator field is shunt 
wound. Remote control models have an additional 

winding which permits use of the generator as a motor for crank
plant. The armature contains both a. c. and d. c. windings, The /, 

:!urrent is used for energizing the field, and for the remote con
Ie of plant is also used to charge the starting battery. 

rTERY CHARGING GENERATORS. - The battery charging type 
generator field is shunt 

md has an additional series winding which permits use of the gen
as a motor for cranking the plant. 

CONTROLS 

NUAL AND PORTABLE TYPE PLANTS. - These plants are 
started by manually cranking with a pull rope. The 

etor is manually choked. Electrical load is connected to the plant 
ging into receptacles mounted on the plant. The plant is stopped 
ling a stop button on the plant blower housing. ,This type plant 
be connected to batteries for electric starting. 

MO'l'E CONTROL PLANT. - The remote control type plant is de
signed for electrical starting, either 

llant or by means of remote control stop-start switches. Auto
)r line failure transfer equipment may be connected to the plant. 
rburetor is automatically choked for starting. The control box is 
d over the generator and contains a reverse current relay, a 
)lenoid, a stop-start toggle switch, a hi-low charge rate switch, 
~e rate ammeter, and a charge resistor. Terminals for battery 
:ions are provided.' Output leads extend from the control box, for 
:ing to the load wires. 

~RY CHARGING PLANT. - The battery charging plant.is equipped 
for electrical starting at the plant. ,The 

box is mounted over the generator and contains a start switch, a 
~ current relay, start solenoid, a charge rate ammeter, start 
stop switch, and battery terminals., The battery charge rate is 

ble by changing the governed speed. The carburetor on electric 
odels is manually choked while on models modified for remote 
~ the carburetor is electrically choked. 

STANDAMACCESSORIES 
, ,"" (SJlbl~,cl:;tcr:~haI).ge.) ". . 

.L Al\'1) PORTABLE 'TYPE PLANTS.- SupplIed wlth startmgrope, 
.. ' ','/ ,~ "'"c,",' . ." muffler and instruction 

Portable plants only s~~pff~d:with'carrYingframe. 	 ' 

IIIOTE CONTROLPL.A:!'fT;" - The a.c. remote control plant is 
, . , . supplied with the same accessories 

nanualtypeplant, and iIi addition is supplied with a separate 
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DESCRIPTION 


-~ ') 

ENGINE DETAILS 

The engine is a vertical single cylinder, four stroke cycle, air 
head, internal combustion type. The cylinder bore is 2-3/4 in 
stroke 2-1/2 inches, piston displacement 14.9 cubic inches, c( 
sion ratio 6.25 to 1, the rated horsepower at 1800 rpm is 2. 75 
rpm is 3. 6 and at 3600 rpm is 5.5. The cast iron cylinder and 
case is a single casting and described as a cylinder block. 

The engine speed is controlled by a flyball type governor built . 
camshaft gear. The governor is adjusted at the factory for an 
speed of 1800 rpm for 60 cycle, 4 pole generator; 3600 rpm for 
cle, 2 pole a. c. plants. For d. c. plants, the preferred speed 
proximately 2400 rpm and is quickly adjustable for controlling 
charge rate. Ignition current is supplied by a high tenSion, fly 
type magneto. The ignition system is shieidedfor suppression 
interference noise. The engine is cooled by air forced aroun 
cylinder walls and head.' Plants which are "pressure cooled" 
blower fins on the flywheel which draw air in through the openi 
the front of the blower housing. Special models may be "vacu 
or suction cooled" and have blower fins which expel heated ai 
through the duct at the front of the blower housing, as desirabl 
small enclosure installations, 

The engine has an alUminum alloy 3 ring piston, alUminum alIo 
ting rod, and full floating type piston pin~ The counterbalance 
shaft turns in two unusually large sleeve type main bearings. T 
2 Qt. (U. S. Measure) oil base and cylinder head are removable 
vicingthe engine. Positive splash type lubrication is employe, 
models,except on certain speed models a gear type pump prov 
sure lubrication to main and connecting rod bearings. 

-The horizontal draft carburetor on the 3600 rpm plants has a I 
turi than on other models. 

The exhaust valve is stellite faced, seats on a stellite replacea 
- and a positive rotator for the exhaust valve provides long troub 
performance. Tappets are adjustable self..,loCking. 

GENERATOR DETAILS 

All generators of this series generating plants are revolving a 
self excited type. All have four poles except 3600 rpm a. c. pI 
two poles. The maChined steel ring frame mounts the pole aho 
-field coils; The armature is directly connected to the engine cr 
through a taper fit and held in place bya stud which passes thr 
hollow center of the shaft, 
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DESCRIPTION 
 71. 

ATING CURRENT PLANTS. - The alternating current (a. c.) 
plant generates current similar 

Ipplied by most commercial power lines. This type plant must r 

ted whenever electric power is desired. 

.1Ual and portable types of plants are designed for applications 
lrtability is important. A pull rope serves for hand cranking, 
Ilant can not be connected to batteries for electric cranking. 
=d fuel tank is provided. A convenient grounding type output 
Ie provides for quick connection to the electrical load. 

ote control type of plant is designed for applicatiOns where the 
ion will be more or less permanent. NEVER OPERATE THE 
DESIGNED TO USE STARTING BATTERIES UNLESS THE BAT
PROPERLY CONNECTED TO THE PLANT. When properly 

d to a 12-volt battery (or two 6-volt batteries in series), the 
y be cranked electrically at the plant, from one or more remote 
!witch locations, or through automatic controls. In the event of 
·f the starting battery current, the plant may be started manual
remote control type plant has a built-in charging circuit for 

the starting battery in a well charged condition. A separate 5 
. S. Measure) fuel tank requires less frequent refilling. Output 
ending from the. plant control box must be connected to the elect

.d wires. . 

Y CHARGING PLANTS. - The battery charging type plant sup
. plies direct current (d. c. ) and is de-

r the specific purpose of charging batteries. NEVER OPERATE 
PE OF PLANT UNLESS THE BATTERY IS PROPERLY CON

TO THE PLANT. Electricity may be used while the plant is 
or while the plant is not running if the battery charge condition 
ctory. Charge rate is manually controlled by adjustment of the 
vernor ,vhlch controls the speed of the engine. Battery charg
ators and controls are designed for either GROUNDED or UN
ED systems, at the option of the user. 

NTS. - The net weight of the plant is approximately 160 
pounds or less, and requires a shipping container 

imately 10 cubic feet. The portable type plant weighs about 

models use gasoline fuel. Certain special models are equipped 
g gas fuel. 
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DES C RIP TION 


ORIENTATION 

INTRODUCTION.. - This. instruction manual is supplied to assis 
proper installation, operation, and servicin 

AJ series electric generating plants. Unless otherwise stated, 
instructions apply to all standard plants of the AJ series. 

Electrical output characteristics of the plant appear on the nam' 
along with the serial numbers and model designation. When wr: 
gether, the plant model and specification number are separated 
diagonal (/). The plant speCification number consists of a Spec. 
which indicates optional equipment as desired by the purchaser, 
a Spec Letter which is advanced to coincide with a production m 
cation by the manufacturer. Reference to the nameplate inform 
necessary for the operator to select the instructions in this mar 
apply to the particular model in question. 

Some details of these iI).structions may not apply to special modi 
ing modifications specified by the purchaser. Due to the wide v 
of uses for which these plants are suitable, these instructions n 
of a general nature. The use of auxiliary or special equipment, 
installation requirements, or unusual operating conditions may 
the operator of this generating plant to modify these instruction: 
ever, by using the instructions and recommendations given in t1: 
ual as a general guide, it will be possible to make a good install 
and to properly operate and maintain the plant. . 

Instructions for 60·Cycle,1800 rpm plants apply also for 50 Cye 
1500 rpm plants and instructions for 60 Cycle, 3600 rpm plants 
also for 50 Cycle, 3000 rpm plants except for current frequency 
operating speed. Be sure appliances are adaptable to the curren 
frequency of the plant. 

The engine end is designated as the "Front End" of the plant and 
carburetor side is designated as the "Left Side" of the plant. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Each AJ generating plant is a complete electric power plant, con 
of an internal combustion engine, and.a self excited electricgenl 
directly connected to the engine. Controls and accessories suita 
a normal installation and according to the particular model are s 

Each generating plant is given an actual running test at the factOl 
is carefully checked under various electrical load conditions bef( 
shipment, to assure that it is free of any defect and that it meets 
performance requirements. Inspect the plant carefully for any d 
which may have occurred in shipment. Any part so damaged mu; 
repaired or replaced before putting the plant into operation. 
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PLANT RUNNING HOURS 
PARED TO AUTOMOBILE RUNNING MILES 
e of your generating plant makes as many revolutions in one hour, the 

.~ 

Iltomobile engine does when the car travels a distance of 41 miles. 

19 hours time on a generating plant engine is equivalent in total RPM's 
.mately 4100 running miles on an automobile. 

do not conclude that the. wear on the generating plant engine and the wear 
omobile engine would be the same. The generating plant engine is built 
e ruggedly, (having larger main bearings, bigger oil capacity and has a 
:ankshaft proportionately per horsepower) than most automobile engines. 
proper care and periodic:servlcing the generating plant engine will 
o give many more hours of efficient service than an automobile engine 
having been run the equivalent number of running miles. 

the running time of your generating plant engine with the number of miles 
Iy an automobile. The oil in an auto is checked every one or two hundred 
05 hrs. running time) and changed every 1000 to 1500. miles (28 to 42hrs.) 
n a generating plant or stationary power engine, the oil should be checked 
, 8 rUnning hours (250 to 350 miles) and changed every 50 to 100 operating 
)0 to 4000 miles) depending on operating conditions. 

ry 5,000 to 10, 000 miles (120 to 250 hours), services have to be performed 
), such as checking ignition pOints, replacing spark plugs, condensers, etc. 
on your generating plant engine, these same services have to be performed 
lly except the change period is reckoned in hours. 10,000 miles on an auto' 
ent to about 250 running hours on your plant engine. 

at an approximate figure of comparative generating plant running hours as 
Ltomobile engine running miles, multiply the total number oLrunning hours 
lnd the equivalent of running miles on an automobile. . 

orating plant engine can "take it" and will give many hours of efficient 
lCe provided it is serviced regularly. 

l, chart showing the comparison between a generating plant engine running 
an automobile running miles. 

~ING PLANT AUTOMOBILE GENERATING PLANT AUTOMOBILE 
HOURS RUNNING MILES RUNNING HOURS RUNNING MILES 

1,230 Miles41 Milesr1~. I [DB" "MONTHLY 120" 4,920 
: 6" 246 H 

',.4 Hrs. 164 " 
AVERAGE 180 H . 7;380 " 


8 " 328 " 
 240 " . '9, 840 " l 

. 14,965 " r 287" 
. ~ 365"YEARLY 1,460 H 59,860 H 

:42 " 1,722 " 
28 " 1,148 " 

AVERAGE 2, 190 " .89,790 " IY
56 .. 2,296 " .' 2,920" 119,720 It 

: Electric generating plants db not operate economically when used to 
electric refrigerators and wili add from 4 to 8 operating hours per '" 
addition to the regular lighting load.. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK. This instruction book is furni r that the operator may learn of the characteristics of the plant. 
ough study of the book will help the Qperator to keep the plant h 

~-:j 	

operating condition so that it will give efficient service. Anunc 
standing of the plant will also assist the operator in determing . 
cause of trouble if it occurs. 

KEEP THIS BOOK HANDY; Such simple mistakes as the use oj 
proper oil, improper fuel, or the neglect of routine servicing J 

sult in failure of the plant at a time when it is urgently .needed.· 
suggested that this book be kept near the plant so that it may be. 
red to when necessary. 

SERVICE. If trouble occurs and the operator is unable to deter 
cause after a thorough study of this book, or if he is unable to d 
mine what repair parts are required, needed information willb< 
nished upon request. WHEN ASKING FOR INFORMATION, BE E 
TOSTATE THE MODEL, SPEC., AND SERIAL NUMBERS OF ' 
PLANT. THIS INFORMATION IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY AJ: 
MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE NAMEPLATE ON THE PLANT 

MANUFACTURE~S WARRANT 
The manufacturer warrants each new engine or electric pI 
to be free from defects in material and workmanship. Un 
normal use and service our obligation under this warrant 
limited to the furnishing of any part without charge which, 
within ninety (90) days after delivery to the original user' 
be returned to us or our authorized service station with t. 
portation charges prepaid and which our examination shal 
disclose to have been defective. 

Our liability in case of defective workmanship, material 
any costs incurred in remedying any claimed defective co 
dition in any unit or such unit having been repaired, alter 
or which installation and service recommendations have n 
been complied with, is limited strictly to the proper adjus 
ment authorized by the factory. 

j 

This warranty does not include or cover standard accesso 
used, such as carburetors, magnetos, fuel pumps, etc.;' 
by other manufacturers. Such accessories have separate 
ranties 	made by the respective manufacturers. Repair or 
exchange of such accessories will be made by us on the ba 
of such warranties. 

This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties expressed 
implied. 








